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ANNUAL RACE MEET.
Crowds of Cyclists

Gathered at

Sanford Yesterday.
ANNUAL MEETING AND BANQUET
IN THE EVENING.

THE OLD GUARD

SANFORD’S
true,
and

is

so

rich in health

properties in the
dangers that it

preserving
midst of

GINGER, tried

summer

is almost criminal to be without
it.
so

No other

ginger

is

and safe.

speedy,

so

pure,
For the

stomach, bowels, and nerves, for
colds, chills, and touches of
rheumatism, it is a panacea
without

equal.

an

Containing

among its ingredients the purest
French brandy and the best of
it iB vastly superior to the
and often dangerous gingers
worthless,
cheap,
urged as substitutes. Ask for SANFORD’S
GINGER and look for owl trade mark on the
Potter Drugano
wrapper. Soid
Che Hi Corp., Sole Proprietors, Boston.
of medicinal

Imported ginger,

*

everywhere.

BRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

EXCURSiomRATES
-TO

SHERBROOKE
EXHIBITION.
The Grand Trunk
Railway will
PORTLAND to
Issue tickets from
SHERBROOKE, P. Q.» and return on

SEPT. 3d 1895.
FARE $4.15.
Tickets good to return until
9 tii, 1895.
L. J.

aug28dlw
SPECIAL

Sept

SEABGEANT,
Gen’l Manager.

NOTICES.

FOSTER’S
Forest City DYE HOUSE,
AND

Steam

Carpet Beating

MACHINES,
13 Preble St.

Opp. Preble House.

Send large parcels by express, Feathers, Gloves, Laces, &c. by mail, Carpets and Beds by freight.
Telephone connection.

NEW MANCHESTER

HOUSE,

With Windsor Hotel Annex,
MANCHESTER, N. H.,
Makes it the largest and best equipped hote
north of Boston.
WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.
TuW&Thtflp
,eb 21
A. M.

line, including many racers.
The event of the day, of

Flavoring

was

THE

offered for
felt as several
the best decorated wheels and also tojthe
club turning
out the most men. The
ladies who appeared
number of
also a pleasant feature.
Shortly after ten o’clock the parade
started from Sanford and passed through
the principal streets to Springvale and
The
then back again to the club rooms.
riders were two abreast and the procesover a mile, there being,
sion extended
it is claimed, 400 wheels in line. Some
Sanford and Kennefrom
ladies
twenty
bunk were in line and attracted much
favorable comment.

large
was

PORTLAND WHEEL CLUB.
Portland Wheel Club was the star
feature of the parade. They were forty
neatly attired In white caps,
strong,
white
sweaters, with the club emblem
the breast .and dark knickerbockers.
on
They received tbej prize for the largest
The

number of members.
The Rockland Wheel Club received the
prize for the best appearance. There were
many handsomely decorated wheels in
line and ;they were applauded as they
passed along Following are the prizes;
visiting club having the largest number of wheelmen in line, Portland Club,
a fancy rocking chair; visiting club presenting the finest appearance, Rockland,
decorated ladies’
a plush floor rug; best
wheel, Miss Vesta Allbee, worsted dress
Ada
Miss
Senior, pair
second,
pattern;
of ladies’ boots; best decorated gentleman’s wheel, worsted cleth for suit, Sunday Telegram, Portland, wheel was rid
den by Dr. G. E. Dow of Portland ; second,
60 Payson Tucker cigars, Fred W. Cousins
of Sanford.
After the parade the members
were escorted to visit the Goodall
at
Pond and about 100 wheelLong
camp
On the return remen enjoyed ,,the run.
freshments were served at the club rooms
in Sanford.
THE RACES.
River Park was the center of
attraction in the afternoon and before 2
o’clock every seat in the grand stand was
taken and also points of vantage along
both sides of the track. The bright dresses
of color lit up the stand and
and bits
Mousam

ladles

were

the

most

enthusiastic

only

most

grateful.

GELATINE.

8oId

floor paints.

throughout the world. British depot: F. Nsw-

biry ft Sons, 1, King Edwurd-et., Loudon.
I)buq ft Cbem. Gobi*., Sole Props., Boston, U.

Pottsb
S. A.

ENAMELS.
FIjLNITURE Polish.

FIRE

INSURANCE

RATES

REDUCED TO COST.

H. H. HAY & SON,

Parties haying property of any kind
to insure will make a saying or about
one half, by calling on PLUMMER
PROS., Fire Insurance Agents, No. 11
Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Middle St.

-—---'
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“THE QUEEN OF TABLE WATERS.’*

•‘First in

Purity.”

BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL.

THE FAIR AT LEWISTON.
State Two Year Old Record Smashed
lu the First Race.

fum, Boston; Judges, Cyrus Batcheldor,
W. E. Tobie, Portland, H. E. Walker,
Boston; Timers, Fred Brown. Wells, E.
S. Pendexter, Portland; E. M. Goodall; BUT FEW PEOPLE WERE
Starter, L. F. Jackson, Boston; Clerk,
G eorgo G.
TO SE E IT DOME.
Emory; Announcer, E E.
Hussey; Handicapper, W. E. Tobio,
Portland.

course, was

Cuticura Soap appeals to the refined and
cultivated everywhere, as the most effective
skin purifying and beautifying soap, as wellas
purest and sweetest for toilet and bath.

IIP LSI. PAINTS.

chiefs most vigorously whon their favorites appeared.
Tho
track
was
sandpapered and
showed the work the local men had put
on it
since the storm. The time made
was excellent,although in many races too
much “head work” was displayed. The
racos
were promptly started and wore
run smoothly and without accident. Those
were the officers:
Referee, Edward Buf-

BANQUET.

a

especial
prizes had been

proved

Extracts.

their handker-

The annual banquet was^held this evethe parade
sight well worth
Followand was largely attended.
ning
a
solid
bo
seeing. The streets seemed to
business meeting was
interest was ing tholbanquet'the
mass of wheels and
and it

and Women

BOTTLE WAX.

fluttered

Elaoe

Are most competent to fully appreciate the
purity, sweetness, and delicacy of Cutiouba
Soap, and to discover new uses for it daily.
In the form of washes, solutions, etc., fop
distressing inflammations, irritations, and
weaknesses of the mucous membrane, it has

PICKLE SPICES.

and

MAINE, TUESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 3,

Following is tho summary of tho races:
One mile novice—Bert I. Gerry, SanOver 400 Wheels Were In Lino in the Pa- ford, first; E. P. Borden, Sanford, under protest, second; Joseph Taylor, Sanrade—Visitins Wheelmen Entertained ford, third. Time, 2.37 1-2.
One half milo State championship—
by Sanford Cycle Club—Interesting
Wilfred Senior, Sanford, first; C.B. Piko,
Paces and Fast Time.
Norway, second; Ora C. Towle, Auburn,
third. Time, L14.
[SPECIAL, to the PRESS.!
One milo 2.50 class C.— M. Donahue,
Herbert Thorne, Lynn, secLynn,
Sanford, Sept, a—Sanford has boon ond; A.first;
T. Burnham, Dover, N. H.,
given up to the wheelmen today and third Time, 3.03 1-2.
This race was run under a time limit
every member of the Maine division will
of 2.55 and as the contestants loafed nearagree that they have been royally enterly all of tho way around the.track it was
tained. The visitors began to arrive yes- declared no raca
in
taken
and
came
were
those
who
One mile open—J. E. Walsh, Barro
teray
hand by the committee of the local club. Vt., first; H. E. Wilton, Boston, second;
F. R. Kent, Rowley, Mass., third. Time,
A number spent the night at the oamp
2.38. •*
at Long Pond, as guests of E. M. Goodall,
One mile State
championship—This
and the Cycle Club kept open house. event was won by C. B. Pike of Norin 3.07, but as it was run under a
way
arrived
have
Many, however, who would
tirno limit ol 2.35 the reforoe declared
were detained by the weather of Saturit no race, so Towle of^AuburnHstill holds
day.
the^State championship for one mile.
One mile handicap—O. E. Towle of AuOn
the early trains this morning the
burn. 95 yards, first; O. E. Moulton of
members and racers commenced to pour
Randolph, 105 yards, second; E. A. Rickinto town.
From Portland oame a dele- er of Sanford, 150 yards, third. Time,
gation of fifty, the old Portland Wheel 2.21 1-2.
E. Walsh of
Club having forty men in line and the 5 Two mile lap race—J.
Barre, Vt., first, 13 points; H. E. Walton
Independent Club also being represent- of Boston, second, five points; Eben H.
ed. Biddeford and Saco sent a strong del- Snow of Dorchester, third, five points.
tied for second
egation and Norway, Lewiston and other Walton and Snow were
in this event and settled the matter
cities sent delegations. There were many
etween thomselves with the above result.
riders from across the New Hampshire The time in this raoe was 5.48.

the

NEEDED WHEN YOU RETURN HOME.

spectators

PRICE THREE

1895.

this morning and was taken
9 o’clock
in tow at once and headed for New Rochelle, where sho will remain till Thursday, when sho will go to tho Erio Basin
again to be docked and measured. It is
now believed that all her weak points,
have been discovered and made strong.
The Valkyrie is now in tho Horseshoe
aud will stay there until tomorrow night,
when she will go into the dry dock to be
She
cleaned and polished for tho races.
be measured at the same time as
will
the Defender.
BOLD 8URGLARS.

Promise of

a

Big

[SPECIAL TO THE PKESS,]
sons of Ambassador Eustis. Tho burglars
Lewiston, September 3.—Tho State fair socured *5000 worth of plate. The family
opened hero today and it promises to be a intended to move to Boston today, and
attendance was not tho plate was packed in two small boxes
A servant girl states that
large. There were several hundred people for shipment.
in the grand stand during the racing and she saw a small boat lying off the shore
groups of sightseers among the exhibits, and some men outer it with two boxes.
but, perhaps, there were as many people There seems to be no clue to the robbers.

good one.

Today’s

within tho enclosure as could

expected

on

an

opening day.

have been
Among

them
large number of boys and
girls who had been given a free picnio on
the grounds by the management, and the
little folks and their lunch baskets wore
wore a

ALLEN KILLED HIMSELF.
Ineffective.

Bullets

He

Carbolic

Took

Died,

Acid, ’Sayinit JBefore He

“This

Closed the Game-’’

Time I’ve

Exhibitors were
very much in evidence.
busy getting their stock and wares in

Buffalo, N. Y., September 2.—R. T.
Allen of Omaga, Neb., who shot himself
The carriage men were putting
on the New York Central train entering
tho vehicles in place in their portion of
Buffalo last Thursday, today succeeded
tho
under
room
the long
grand stand,
When he was
suicide.
of
that big building in committing
and at the other end
to Buffalo he was taken to'thu
the agricultural
implement exhibitors brought
where he improved so
Ex- Eitch hospital,
were arranging their machinery.
that the physicians assured him
rapidly
into
tho
were
driving
grounds
press carts
he would recovor. Allon appeared to have
laden with canvas ^covered coops from
and
to die,
today was
the cries of the prize lost all desire
issued
which
and chatted with the attendants
to bo about cheerful
cattle
seemed
The
poultry.
He contrived to
afternoon.
To the visitors here during tho
all safely housed.
come from
who has
many of secure a bottle of carbolic acid which was

place.

Rigby,

just

UUO UUXUUU

auimuio
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a
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IURED IN THE WRECK.

Mexico claimed to have lost 15,000,000
sheep valued at S3 per head.
It seems to bo a clear case of loss, but
the court objected to paying $3 per head
for Mexican sheep.
Mr. Spearman was
accordingly sent to New Mexico by the
court to compromise on SI. 50 per head,
ho began an investigation which resulted
In establishing the factlthat the Mexicans
never owed more than 1500 head of sheep
at any one time and that a few hundred
stolen
head were actually
by Navajo
Indians, but, at a different time and place
There are numerous
than that claimed.
similar claims.
NEW 100 YARD RECORD

---*

Successful

aud

PEOPLE

CENTS^

As an exorbitant, some fraudulent.
ample, two Mexican grandees of New

THROTTLE,

Wild Engine Dashed Into
Crowded Train.

\

Secured S5000 Worth of riate at One TTanl
at a Summer Resort.

Beverly, Mass., September 2.—Ono of
the most daring and successful breaks
Fair but the First Day Crowd Was Too that has ever liapponed here took place
between tho hours of four
Small to Induce the Nautch Dancers to this morning
The sceno of events was at
and seven.
Dance—Some of the Features of the
Burloy Cove and the losers are Stanley
Show,
Mortimer and W. C. and George Eustis,

There is

SO ONE AT

FIFTY

THERE

mviiuo.

There are the Jerseys from tho Kingleslde
farm at South Paris, and Mr. D. W.
Clark’s beautiful Guernseys, while many
other of the names of the exhibitors of
Of course the fine
cattle are familiar.
herd from the farm of B. F. and P. H.
The Hood
is
here.
in
Auburn
Briggs
Jerseys have not come to Lewiston and
of
herd
the
Palmer
have
neither
Guernseys from Connecticut, which atKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
tracted bo much attention at the Rigby
park show, but there are a number of
Many Portland Delegates Have Arrived at Maine herds to take their places.
Among the indoor exhibitors P. O.
Bangor.
Bailey & Co., and Kendall and Whitney
of Portland are prominent.
[SPECIAL TO THE IKESS.]
The fakirs are here. The blue haired
lady’s attractions are extolled by the
Bangor,
Sept. 3—The Knights of same
gentleman in Mexican oostume, and
Columbus have held forth in this city waxed moustaches, whose eloquence was
that
have
not
to
they
say
heard on tho Midway at Rigby, while the
today and
time is putting it mildly. lame clown tells the same moth eaten
had a good
The Nautcb dancers, whose danoe
The visitors began to arrive from Bos- jokes.
at Chicago, Mrs. Potter Palmer found so
the
and
Lewiston
Portland
Sunday,
ton,
shocking, are aiso here, but they have not
•first delegation getting here on the paper danfced today.
*|k-.ir ma eager said that
so
few people on the
The headquarters are at the Ban- as there were
train.
grounds and the ladies wore tired, he had
gor Exchange and the Bangor House. told tho ladies that they need not dance
Most of the Portland delegation are at the today.
A noticeable thing about the State fair
among them being
Bangor Exchange,
is the number of dining rooms
T. A. Webb, H. T. McDonough, B. E. grounds
and booths for the sale of eatables. There
John M. Burke, D. F. is a whole street of them, and others are
McDonough,
Larochelle, W. B. Bryon, put up in all tho available nooks and
Magner. L.
provision for
Thomas J. Flaherty. W. H. Driscoll, T. corners. They contain
man,
P. McGowan, William F. Mallory, James feeding an army and had every
the
and
child
on
woman
grounds today
F. State and T. J. McGowan.
been
At the Bangor House are T. J. Welch, eaten a whole pie there would have
crowds.
James A. Broe, E. C. McDonough, T. lots of pies left for tomorrow’s
in
various
are
managed
P. MoGowan, J. A. McGowan, J. W. These restaurants
are run by individuals and
Loregan, F. F. Driscoll, J. H. O’Brien, ways. Some
One is conducted
associations.
others
Dr.
D.
T.
by
Sullivan,
Thomas McCarthy,
W. C. T. U., .and a
Auburn
S. G. Coleman, James^F. O’Brien, Wil- by the
another. Their
runs
liam
McCann, Dr. E. J. McDonough, woman’s relief oorps
indication of the
is a good
Joseph A. McGowan, W. H. Myers and numberof the
fairs which are held here,
success
D. W. MoAndrew.
The Lewiston delegation is also at the foi if the eating houses can feed an army
the army
that
Bangor House and it inoludos James it is a safe presumption
In fact, this year the
to be fed.
Doyle, W. E. Walsh, J. E. Kelleher, A. comes management
condfiently expect
Lowell," James Roiley and C. E. Cronin. fair
in
The Massachusetts visitors include D. crowds as big if not bigger than
T. O’Keefe, John F. Morris and James previous years.
The racing today would have been of
Cavanaugh.
The Knights^bave'passed the day in vis- no great interest but for tho performance
a Kentucky horse by birth
iting the different places ofjinterest about of a two-year,horse
by purchase. It is said
After dinner they found buck- and a Maine
tho city.
a
private exhibition
boards awaiting them and a large num- that this colt has in
track.
a half mile
ber of the party took in the ball games at done a mile in 2.32 on
stallion owned by
the park between the Augustas and Ban- He is Bingen, the bay
The
colt
of
Ellsworth.
E. H. Greely
gors. Others drove to Old Town and Oro- Mr.
in
to Pushaw Lake This evening was started today with threo others
no and
for foals of 1893, and from tho
supper was served at the hall of the local tho class
at
his
others
the Knights ad- UrstTshowed that he had the
order, and afterwards
fact, ho could so easily leave
journed to the lodge room where the mercy. In
in the second heat he
third degree'was exomplfiod upon a large the field that when
After the busi- made a broak and fell way back to the
number of candidates..
the others and went
after
whole party adjourned to the rear he walked
ness the
cieo.
wore
Bangor Exchange, where a banquet was bv them as though tney
was let
No
served.
regular programme was Bingen in this heat, when ho
in 2.24%, notwithstandarranged, but there were speeches by out, did the mile
start.
break at the
several of the visitors and members of ing his loss by the
Tho’best previous Maine record for twothe local lodge.
Emma
vears-olds was 2.29%, held by
The best two-year-old record
Westland.
BEHEADED BY A TRAIN.
made
track
fair
was
by
for the State
Palm and was 2.33.
Brakeman William Sexton Went to Sleep
developed a peculiar
The 3.00 class
with His Head on the Rail.
finish for with fivo in the field, threo
Eddie
were shut out in the second heat.
B. in this contest seemed to have the flold
Flshkill-on-the-Hudson, N.Y., Septem- at his meroy, with the exception of Nibs,
Eddie might have
ber 2.—William Sexton, a brakoman em- a big brown gelding.
to the laggards had not
ployed on the Now York and New Eng- been merciful
at every trip
his
wheel
at
land railroad, had his head severed from Nibs hung
The liorso had a trick
around t'ho track.
his body, a few miles east of this place, of
getting up into the air, but eaoh time
Sexton had been working regained his feet in time to take his old
last night.
for the leaders.
the train was place as pace maker
long hours, and while
The summaries:
standing on a siding waiting for an oxTROTTING—FOALS OF 1893—S3CKX
press to pass, he lay down by the si de of
the track to rest, placing his head on t he Bingen, b s, by May King (Titer)
1
1
for ihe Julia, br m, by Haley (Pinkham)
rail.
2
3
Evidently ho fell asleep,
3
express came along and cut off his head, Suzotto, b f, by Nelson (Gilbert)
£,
and Harrison Boy, g s, by Maino Prince
which was thrown a long distance
found
after
a
search.
4
4
only
prolonged
(Chaplin)
called and nominations were received for
for the ensuing year.
division officers
The officers will be elected by mail later
in the season. A special train ! had been
engaged to bring the party to Portland
and at the close of the meeting the wheelmen left for home.

Time—2.35%, 2.S4X
THE WEATHER.
THREE MINUTE TROTTING-STAKE
RACE—$300.
Fair and Warmer.
Eddie B, blk g, by C. S P.
111
(Foster)
Boston, Septemmber 2.—Local forecast
br g, by Harry
Lumps
for Tuesday: Fair; warmer; southwest Nibs,
2

2 2
(Merrill)
br m,
Lalla Rook,
by Albrino
for
dis
3
2.—Forecast
(Thompson)
Washington, September
b g, by Albrint)
Tuesday for New England: Slightly J. G. Coburn,
dis
4
J (Russell)
warmer; fair; southwesterly winds.
Edith W, b m, by Mystic Withers
dis
WEATHER CONDITIONS.
5
(Tozier)
Time—2.35, a 24%, 3.24%.
The barometer is relatively high except
The judges woro Messrs. A. H. Merrill
on theAt.lantic coast, wherefit has fallen.
of Danvers, Mass., starter; Levi S. Gould
It has fallen rapidlyjin the Central valleys
of Melrose, Mass., and N. W.
Goodrich
decidedly of
and the Northwest, and it is
Poultney, Vt., Col. C. H. Osgood of
weather Lewiston and Messrs.
Fair
low ovor the Dakotas.
George W. Bishop
Northern and IV. K. Thome of Now York acted as
the
continues throughout^
timers
Gulf
south as the
States and as far
Tomorrow’s trotting events are the 2.32
in
the
winds.

PRESS.
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time during the
day.
confined some
About six o’clock in the afternoon, when
the nurses were at dinner, he swallowed
He was disthe oontents of the bottle.
covered half an hour later, but the dose
he had taken was so large that all attempts to save him were in vain, and he
died early in the evening. His last words
“This time I’ve closod the game
were.
for keeps.

GEORGE TUTTLES MONEY.
An Interesting Insolvency Case Now Being
Heard at Farmington.

Sept.

Farmington,

in the

proceedings

3.—The insolvency
case of George H.

are attracting
of Chesterville
Tuttle
much attention in Franklin county and
also in Somerset county, and in various
of the State, when Mr.
other sections
Tuttle had plied^his vocation as a travelling dealer in carriages and sleighs.

All day Saturday there was a hearing
before Register Butler in the Franklin
case,
County Insolvency Court in the
which was the second in a series Of hearin progress. At this hearing,
B. Tuttle, Esq., a Skowliegan
brother of the insolvent
lawyer, and
debtor, was examined by Hon Joseph C.
Holman in behalf of the creditors.
George H. Tuttle, the insolvent, had
been on a carriago selling expedition, in
he had sold his goods in six or
which
eight different counties of Maine, taking
notes in
payment of the same for the
most part. He then froturned to Skowhogan and sold to his brother, the lawyer,
to have been
three notes and claims
robbed of the money received for them,
and
together with all ho hadencollected
route from
taken on his trip while
Skowliegan to Farmington, while in the
town of New Sharon, by a tramp whom
ho had given a ride for a short distance
along the road.
Stillman B. Tuttle, Esq., testified Saturday to the purchase of the notes offered
him by his brother for thoir face value,
$1,251.25, and that he paid for them in
He further testified that he had
cash.
disposed of them all at the present time,
selling a portion of them to his wife, to
his mother, and to a law student in his
office.
Mr. Holman made a very thorough and
exhaustive examination into all the dotails and events surrounding the sale of
the notes
Ttnth hv the insolvent and bv
his brother, anil at points the tilts between the two lawyers, Messrs. Holman
and Tuttle were spicy and interesting.
There was quite an attendance in court
of interested spectators from Farmington, Chestervillo and Now Sharon.
As the conclusion of the examination
of Stillman B. Tuttle Mr. Holman announced to the court that ho would continue tho examination of George H. Tuttle at some future day.

ings

now

Stillman

An

Aged Suicide.

[SPECIAO TO THE rr(KSS.]
Sanford, Sept. 2.—An old man namod
Thomas Goodwin,
aged 75 years, who
demented for some time wandaway from his home this morning
at about nine o’clock and.was next heard
from in Lebanon He had gone to a brook
not far from tho Fernald place, where
that attrocious matricide took placo last
February and deliberately drowned himself, but before doing so struck his cane
in the ground on the bank of tho stream
and placed his hat on top of it. He evidently intended it to mark the spot. He
leaves a widow, 70 years of age.
has been

ered

Bangor Man Killed.

A

Boston,

September

2.—In

the

coat

unknown man who was
killed on tho New York, Now Hampshire
and Hartford tracks at
Hog’s bridge
early Sunday morning was found an envelope with the following address on it.
John .1. McCarty, St. James hotel. Beach
street, Boston. It was postmarked Isle
At tho
of Shoals and dated August 25.
St. James hotel it was learned that a man
named McCarty registered there from
Bangor on the morning of August 25,
about 5 a. m.

pocket

of the

The

Rockland,

Day at Rockland.

September 2.—Labor day

The
was appropriately celebrated today.
prevailed
Rain has
States.
trotting class, the 2.27 trot and pace, the
exorcises wore at Oakland
principal
Atlantic
be
a
South
and
race.
will
the
3.60
pony
There
pace
southern portion of
where vvero three thousand people,
warmer from a grange parade and bioycle races in the Park,
and Gulf States. It is much
A balloon asoenslon will be who listonod with interest to a numbor
forenoon.
the
aud in
upper
Texas north to Dakota,
made during the afternoon and there will of speeches from labor leaders.
warmer from
be an exhibition of stock on the track.
Lake reaion. It is slightly
Tho little son of Frederick Holieoton
it
and
is
New England, west to Illinois,
Tho
stations
A
nine, died tonight of lockjaw.
aged
Doings of the Racers.
cooler at Rocky Mountain
and fair east of
few days ago a rusty nail stuck in his
weather will be warmer
states north of
New York, Sept 2—The Defendor w.%
the j Mississippi in „tho
Carolina.
floated in the. dry dock at Erie Basin aJ*
Tennesee and North

rhe Train W

as

Standing

the Rnnaway
Cars

at

the

Station and

Crashed Into the

Telescoping Several

anil

Robert Brown of

Lynn Sprints

in

a-*

Seconds

Rear

Setting

Mass., Sept. 3.—The great
sprinting races were run at
this afternoon,
Coney Island, N. Y., September 2.—A Brockton Pair grounds
were a
wild cat engine on the New York Sea before 4,000 people. The events
ten
Beach railroad ran away from Bay Ridge one mile and 100 yards sweepstake,
100 yards local
weight
sprint,
after
three
this
afternoon
yards
light
shortly
lepot
Fire to tUo

Wreckage.

Brockton,

American

The first event
md crashed into the rear car of the three race, 100 yards sack race
With
race.
i’clock afternoon train which was on its on the card was the one mile
three contestants, Peter Preddy ol Pittsway to Coney Island, and was standing
and L. L.
it
Woodlawn Park waiting for tho burg, James Smith of Albany
the race was uninof
Briton
Holyoke,
at
oil
to
Batholic Knights picnicers
get
obtained a great lead
iVoodlawn Park. The rear car of the for- teresting, as Smith
ward train was badly smashed and more over his competitors, distancing Preddy
Time, 4.33. The interest
The and Britton.
ihan forty persons wore injured.
the 100 yard sweepwild cat engine immediately caught fire of tho day centerod in
first heat were
md burned to ashes. The injured were stakes. The starters in the
W.
the wrecked train and Walter Christie of New York city,
:emoved from
Alex. Davis of
;arried over and laid on tho grass, where Copple of Bancroft, Neb,
N. Y., Tom Morris of Santa
waiting the Cauajobarie,
jhey moaned with pain,
Anna, Cal, finishing in this order, MorAmbuirrival of medical attendance.
ris, Christie, Copnle. Davis. Time, 9 4-5.
second heat the starters wore
ances were summoned from Brooklyn In the
Robert Brown of Lynn. T. Robinson of
md Coney Island, and the greatest exBonaparte, Iowa, Ed. Donovan of NaSome of the injuied
citement prevailed.
tick, P. J. Coyno of Catham, Ontorio,
removed in
were
wagons to nearby finishing as follows: Donovan, Brown,
The police Robinson, Coyne. Time, 9 4-5 seconds.
;ottages and farmhousos.
The finish in the final heat was Donovan,
rad a great deal of trouble in keeping the
9 3-5
Brown.

Time,
Morris, Christie,
seconds, boating the world’s record, hold
a
second..
The
1-5
of
by H. Bethune by
finish was indescribable.
scene at the
2.—A The betting had been even on Preddy,

large crowd in any kind of order.

September
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
serious railroad accident occurred at 3.40 Donovan ana Morris, and at the craok of
obtained a good start,
his afternoon on the Woodlawn station the pistol Donovan
_:__ u„
♦woi.f1
«

>1 the sea Jtioacn rauroaa.

wmie

..

rungme

In the light sprint 100 yards, tho first
STo. 0, drawing seventeen cars, crowded
heat starters were Leon Loeser of Council
with excursionists bound from, Coney
J. Engleman of New
Iowa,
Bluffs,
island’.was standing at Woodlawn station York, A. Rollins of Hartford, Kansas,
a wild'engine came thundering down and
Engleman, Rolfinishing as follows:
jrashed;into the rear car telescoping it. lins, Loeser. Time, 10 1-5 seconds. The
I’he car was full of passengers, most of
Jno Kivlin of
were
starters
second heat
whom came from New York.
Many of
Sam Gibson of Huntington,
tho people saw it come tearing along and Davenport,
W. Va., Frank Sullivan of North Platjumped from the train and thus saved ter, "Neb., finishing in the following or
The great majority of the
their lives.
der: Sullivan, Kivlin, Gibson. The final
passengers were on board at the time, heat was a dead heat between Engleman,
and
children.
women
them
many
Kivlin
among
and
Sullivan, with
Rollins
A. oolored porter on tho platform, who fourth. According to tho Sheffield rules,
saw the engine coming along with out
three.
the
between
divided
the purse was
fireman or engineer yelled to the pasSullivan and Rollins afterward ran off
wild
The
and
many escaped.
sengers
the dead heat for a medal, Engleman not
engine crashed into the rear car smashing entering, being sick. Sullivan finished
it into kindling wood and burying the first and Rollins second. Time, 10 8-5
and children beneath it
men women
seconds. The local race was won by A.
Four cars were telesc, 'jed by the force of H.
Thompson, Frank Robinson second.
all the others were
the collision, and
Time, 10 4-5 seconds.
damaged. There was a mad rush of
surging humanity from the doomed
NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE
train. The groans of the injured filled
the air and the snorting and puffing of
the imprisoned engine made a deafening
For some time the scene was a Decline of the Banana Trade, Its Cause
noise.
Scarcely half
and Effects,
regular pandemonium.
or
were
dozen people kept their heads
Patrolman
able to render assistance.
New York, September 2.—A cargo of
Kellev, who was on duty' turned in several ambulance calls and five ambulances thirteen thousand bannanas, intended for
from the surrounding hospitals promptly the New York market, was thrown into
responded. The wrecked cars caught fire the harbor last Sunday at Port Limon.
and were quickly a mass of flames.
It was at first thought that at least ten As the steamer had arrived two days late
persons were killed outright The people the fruit had become too ripe for shipping
rushed from nearby houses and the telethe
but that has not interferred with
phone and telegraph wires in every
in motion to oall for price or sale of the fruit in this city. It
direction were

put

aid to tho injured.
Engine No. 6, which caused all the
damage was used for shunting trains at
tho 65th and Third avenue depot of Sea
Beach railroad. It became unmanageable,
awing to the lever becoming jammed and
the engineer end fireman jumped from
the cab to save their lives. There was no
abstaole then to the wild engine, and it
rushed along tho track at a fearful rate
of speed. About fifty were injured, but
no one killed. Of the injured thirty-eight
It was said
were taken to tho hospitals.
late tonight at the hospitals that nono of
die.
would
tho injured
Engineer Jansen
and the fireman of the wild engine were

arrested.
SUICIDE OF MAN AND WOMAN-

Albert S.
John

Kodenbacli of Buffalo: and Mrs.
Carpenter Were Tired of Life.

have had, however, the contrary
effect, for several dealers regretted that it
had
had not been a dozen cargoes that
found a resting plaoe in Southern seas
to
this
already
rathor than to be shipped

„3ems to

overstocked market.
“I havo been,” said a well known com‘‘twenty-three
mission fruit merchant,
never
years in this business, and I have
as
toseen so low a market for bananas
day. Six weeks ago I decided not to
handle them at all this season. The fruit
It is almost imis too ripo on arrival.
has
possible to get green fruit. There
been a time when sixty thousand bananas
would be bought in a day. [Now, it does
not average one cargo daily. The sale of
peaches especially, and domestic fruits,
interferes with tho sale of bananas. When
they are too ripe for commisison houses
they are sold, or rather given away, too
the street venders.”
A Plot

Y.,

September

2.—
Albert J. Rodenbach of Buffalo, came to
Jamestown last Wednesday for the pur-

Jamestown,

N.

Enlivened tlie Day at Philadelphia.

8.—A riot occurred
hero this morning in connection with the
Three
National Labor Day oelebration.
hundred and fifty Knights of Labor, who
health.
He
his
shattered
of
regaining
pose
are
employed in the clothing factories,
His were marching up Fifth street on their
registered at the Sherman house.
and when
lead body was found in his room on Sat- way to join the labor parade
reached Market street, John
A chloroform bottle, pressed they had
urday.
Preolo, the driver of a,heavy wagon, attightly to the nose with both hands, tempted to drivo through tho line. SeverEfforts
death.
were
of
cause
al
of
the knights seized the horses and
showed the
angry, jumped to the
made to keep the matter secret. It is be- Preole, becoming rains.
As he did so a
to free the
ieved that the man committed suicide. ground
him and
score of tho paraders surrounded
Ho was twenty-three years of age and a a fight began. A number of other drivknown ers
who were in the vicinity went to
Rodenbach, a well
son of C
and in a short time about
Preole’s aid
Buffalo druggists.
200 men wore
pummelling one another
this
afternoon
here
received
News was
The riot
Mrs. with every available weapon. battered
of the suioido in Pope Hollow of
lasted for twenty minutes and
John C. Carpenter, forty-three years of
heads were numerous. A platoon of poShe had been in ill health all sumage.
succeeded in dispersing tho
her
purpose by lice finally
She accomplished
mer.
crowd. A. M. Fox, one of the paraders,
a
to
handkerchief
stick,
a
silk
tying
received a serious scaln wound and was
which wras laid across an open stovepipe
who is alAttachod to
the taken to a hospital. Preolo,
hole in the ceiling.
to have struck Fox with an iron
leged
of
a
which
was
cloth,
strip
handkerchief
^was arrestod and held without bail
was tightly knotted about her neck.
for* a hearing tomorrow, there being a
doubt as to the extent of Fox’s injuries.
Murderess Halliday’s Assault.

Philadelphia, Sept.

N. Y.. Sopt. 3.-A report
At New York, H. O. Wheeler, the procurrent
yesterday that Mrs. Lizzie fessional bicyclist, broke the five mile
murderess,
asinsane
the
Halliday,
record at Manhattan Dcach yesterday.
suited and
nearly killed an attendant Time 11.50 4-5.
_
the Stato Hospital for Criminal Inin
sane here.
Dr. Allison, [medical superintendent ot
the institution, says that last Friday afternoon, [while ho was absont in Poughkeepsie on the Miss Haswell case, Mrs.
Halliday and an inmate[named Jennie
Shannon assaulted Miss Ward, an attendant. Both inmates struck the attendant,
with tlieir fists. The throe were in the
ward at the time. Miss Ward was not

Matteawan,

wfis

seriously injured.
Mis. Halliday, who murdered her husband, old Paul Halliday, [and Mrs. and
Miss McQuillan of Nowburg, is still ugly
at times. She assaults attendants at every
be closely guardopportunity, and has to in
the report that
There is no truth
ed
to lie transferred into the
she is soon
women’s prison in Auburn.
Itascally Mexicans.

Cliamborlain, S. D., September 3.—R.

F Searman, agent of the court of claims,
who is at present visiting this state, says
that claims amounting to $44,000,000 have
been tiled under the Indian depredation
Texas heads the list
act of Congress.
with New Mexico, a good second.
come of these claims are just, some ex-

A cream
—Latest
Food

baking powder.
leavening strength.

of tartar

Highest of all

in

United

States

Government

Report.

Co,,
Royal Easing Powder
N.
il^S

Wall St.,

X.

THE FIELD OF
A NEW DISCOVERY by the SHAKERS.
For

than

more

Lebanon

a

SPORT

hundred years the Mount

Shakers have studied the cultivation

medical plants and sought to extract from
them healing eseuces. Their labor Uas#otbeen

of

It Is Lewiston’s Series For They Got

0
4
0
3
0
0
Williams, p.,
s
17
27
3
31
1
Totals,
13031011 0—-9
Portland,
01000000 0—1
Lewiston,
Two base
Earned runs—Portland 3.
Stolen bases—Leighton,
hit—Magoon.
Spill, Slater and O’Rourke, Petteo and

1 isrd in the early part of the game, com' fned with some rank fielding by the
J Portlands.
Mains was hit hardor than
their
\ isnal but Portland couldn’t bunch
1 its. Killeen pitched a fine game after
, ho third inning.
Petteo’s second base

have

made

a

discovery that

Game.

a

J

■

MITT mcallister!
A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

(Semi-Bituminous)

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals

unsurpassed

general

for

steam

aud

one run
are

aud

use*

Lykens Yalley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.
Genuine

Above Coals Constant-

ly

100-2

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
aP3
_M.W&Ftf
ADMINISTRATORS’ NOTICE.
that tbe sub-

is hereby given.
aeribor baa been duly appointed and
taken upon bimaelf ibe trust of aumlnis'ralat.
tor of tbe estate of Aratos E. Pratt,
of Portland, in tbe County of Cumberland,
deceased, anu given bonds as tbe law directs. All persons having demands upon
the estate of said deceased, are required to
exhibit the same: and all persons indebted
to said estate are called in on to make payJEDEDIAH A. PRATT, Adm’r.
ment to

IVTOTiCE

jN

Portland, July 3, L95,

base

that

curious

Reagan’s!

balls,

on

by Leighton’s

first inning

situation

as

error

and

was

uacK

follows

a

on third when O’Rourke tried to steal
second.
Rupert threw wefll and it was a
close shave for O’Rourke. The Lewistons
thought he was out, and the side was retired, and they allowed the ball to roll

towards third. Jack Leighton ran
Bradley called CRourke safe.
Captain Pettee jumped up and down on
his cap in impatient rage, and the score

over

home.

On Hand.

TELEPHONE

lessened the
game. But a game between Portland and
Lewiston would be interesting if
played
and
when
on a glacier in Labrador.
Captain Slater began the game with a
big sky scraper to left, the -large audience
forgot all about thoir h our’s tedious
waiting. Flack got under that ball that
was meant for a homo
run, and that
We got
dropped just Inside the fence.

aup28Jlaw3ww

tallied for Portland.

was

Magoon's two bagger^ after he had regold watch, Corbett’s single,
Terrien’s base on ballsy and errors by

ceived his

Shea and Pettee netted us three runs in
the second.
We got two' more in the fourth on
O’Connell’s
error,
Terrien’s
hit,
Williams’s wild

pitch, Slater’s sacrifice

and Reagan’s error.
We got our thnee other runs, one at a
We got runs
time in different innings.
in every inning except the third and
We didn’t bat Williams
sixth and ninth.
very hard, but we made timely hits and
Lewiston’s

eight

errors

helped

us

amazingly.
AWAY-

SWEPT
A

Child Drowned While Bathing at Lewiston.

Lewiston, Septembers.—There was a
great commotion on the Island in LewisA
ton at 8.30 o’clock Monday morning.
party of children had been bathing in the
river just where the outlet of the lower

All this time big Sullivan was holding
the Lewistons so closely in check that it
was very seldom that they ever saw first
base. They got their one and only run
Shea
because of Sullivan’s wild pitch.
was on first, the pitched ball was deflected

first time in the’second inning, he was
presented with a handsome gold watch
and chain. He responded by driving the
ball for a fine line hit for two bases to
crowd

the left field fence. The big
very muoh delighted and clapned and
roared tremendously, when Jack Corbett
rose to the emergency and brought Magoon,homo with a clean single to centra
\fnnnnn nonfnlnlr rtoanrrPQ

thifi

was

CflTTlft

recognition from his friends and everybody was glad to see'him get it. He is as
conscientious as he is brilliant in his
work on the diamond. The word shirk
isn’t in Mac’s vocabulary. He is booked

big league if he
at the same gait

for the

NEW BEDFORD.
New Bedford, September 3.—New Bedord and Pawtucket played a close and
Both
( xciting game here this forenoon.
ides batted freely, and the game was
tenth to
( ailed in the first half
of the
illow the players to tako a train for Paw,

Magoon made a square muff. However, Pettee was shut off at home by
Spills’ fine handling of Shea’s grounder.
Reagan’s left hand stop and catch of
Slater’s base hit over second was a featHe had plenty of time
ure of the game.
after he
A minute
to throw to first.
but

dropped Shaffer’s grounder

that was right

uckot, where the afternoon game
ilayed. The score:

was

luuuauuu

i—o

Jieuroru,
; Pawtucket,
00030200 0—o
Base hits—New Bedford,
10; Paw! ujket, 10. Errors—New Bedford 1; Pawand
Batteries—Whittrock
! ucket, 4.
rlurphy; Todd and Yeager.
sew

AT PAWTUCKET.

continues to imthat he’s struck

prove
this summer.
Magoon made a very bad error in the
second, which after his brilliant two
bagger, on demand, serves to show the
uncertainties of baseball. Pettee tried to
steal second and Terrien threw the ball
out to Leighton, who drove it to third on
It got there long before Pettee,
a line.

Pawtucket, September 2.—New

Bedford

this afternoon’s game by batting
felley when the hits meant runs. Paw1 uoket hit Day effectively in only three
von

>

A sensational double play
by
jang to Davis was the feature. The score:
Jew Bedford, 00201200 1—fl
00210101 0—5
Pawtucket,

nnings.

hits—New Bedford, 15;
Paw( ucket, 9. Eriors—New Bedford, 3; Paw1 ucket, 2.
Batteries—Day and Murphy;
J ielley and Yeager.
Base

AT BROCKTON.
2. —Brockton
Brockton,
September
latted well in this forenoon’s game, and
Beam’s effectiveness,
1 ,ided by luck and

Only
easily.
The score:
! ilayed.
von

seven

.innings

were

Dozens of cries went up in three or four
different languages, and the news that a
DO}' was aruwuiug spreau hao
Mr.
the
Augustus
over
Quartier.
Iieg^ndre, tl:o ex-policeman, the father of
the little boy, was in Auburn at work
For a little
and some one ran for him,
while the deep black, pool, where the boy
went down, was full of men and boys
diving, but no trace could be found of
him, though the bottom of the river was
feet
for many
canvassed thoroughly
The bank of the river was now
around.
black with people, all silent, and with
pale faces while more reasonable means
The
were adopted to recover the body.
patrol came down with grapples, some
one rolled a barrel down to the shore and
knocked out the bottom. The boats were
manned with men bearing pickpoles and
hooks, and the father of the boy arriving
the hand of
from
took the grapples
into
Deputy Marshal Sands and stepped that
He has often dragged
one of them.
river bottom for other men’s sons, and
now what a cruel fate that he should do
it for his own. All the forenoon the boats
plied up and down the current. Mr. Ed
Pearson of Summer street, one of the
finest swimmers in the city, put on a
bathing suit and worked most, of the
forenoon. The body was not found. The
boy was eight years old and one of a

thing

very near to
getting another run. They I had but two
hits oft Sullivan up to then. Little Brady
Corbett
started off with a clean hit.
made a fumble of Rupert’s grounder and

lieved, the Lewistons

came

the latter stole second.

Brady

was

on

third of course, and only one was out.
and then Mike
Pettee flied to Shaffer,
gavo his first base on balls to Shea This
little weakness was followed by the striking out of Flack for the second time.
A no

suuro.

PORTLAND.
'AB
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
4
5

Slater, lb,
Shaffer, If.,
Leighton, cf.,
O’Rourke, rf.,

Spill,

ss.,

Jlagoon, 3b.,
Corbett, 2b.,
Terrien, c.,
Sullivan, p.,
Totals,

41

R BH PO A E
118
0
0
0
110
0
115
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
1
3
2
0
1115
1
11111
2
2
7
0
1
1
3
0
2
1
9

8

27

10

4

AB R BH PO A

E

LEWISTON.
3

Gilbert, rf.,
Brady, of.,
Rupert, o.,
Pettee, 2b.,
Shea, 3b.,
Flack, If.,
O’Connell, lb.,
Reagan, ss,

4

4
4
3
4
3
3

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
113
0
4
3
1
4
0
0 14
0
0
2
7

0
1
0
1
3
0
1
3

large family.
Peculiar

Accident
While

to

Expert Swimmer

Come and See the

Diving.

Stylish

had his neck broken in a peculiar manner. He was an export swimmer ana had
taken his wife to the lake to see him do
some
fancy swimming and diving.
Donning his bathing costume, ho ran to
feet
the edge of an embankment seven
came
high and jumping into the air,
water
The
lake.
down head first into the
was but two feet
deep and his betid
struck the bottom with terrific force. He
managed to gain his feet but as he did so
his head fell to one
side and a second
later he was lying on his face in the
water. Mrs. Kline screamed for help and
in a short time the man was brought to
the shore.
Then it was found that his
neck had been broken and that life was
extinct.
Will P.eaeli

New

England

Pianos.

Stein and

AT BOSTON.

for tho “Reds” just when suooess seemed
cortain.
Tho Bostons had been blunked
six successive times up to the seventh inning, when throe successive hits, a base
on balls,
an error by Smith and a home
run by Nash, with the bases full yielded

six runs. Nichols pitched a superb game.
The batting of Niohols and Ewing, and
Bannon
the fielding of Nash,
Tucker,
Attendand Dully, wore the featuros.
ance

8000. The score:

00000061 x—7
Boston,
01010010 0—3
Cincinnati,
Base hits—Boston, 11; Cincinnati, 6.
BatErrors—Boston, 4; Cincinnati, 4.
teries—Nichols aud Gauzel; Parrott and

Yaughn.
AT WASHINGTON.

Washington,

September 3.—Louisville

this morning by
defeated ^Washington
making hits while tho bases were occupied. Mercer was relieved in the seventh

by Purner, a local amateur. He also was
hit hard. Because “Tim” Hurst did not
make his appearance in time to call the
game, “Charley” Snyder, the old League
unjpire, held the indicator. He did good
work. Attendance 1000. The score:
Washington,

Louisville,

3 0100130
00 3 00351

contented themselves

Base hits—Washington, S; Louisville,
15. Errors—Washington, 3; Louisville, 3.
Batteries—Mercer and McGuire; Cunningham and Warner.
Washington won the afternoon game
through tho wildness of Pitcher (McFarland and errors by Clarke and Shugart.

ahead and staid there with Jenny closely
hugging his tire. Time, 1.04 4-5.
I In class B handicap, Bald did not start,
"o Simms was put back on tho scratch.
Eddie McDuffy and Jenny had five yards.
however, had reached the tenDuffy,
yard mark before the word go was heard.
He held this advantage till the spurt
Simms forged ahead with
home when
Haggerty a poor second behind and MoDuffy lapping Haggerty’s rear wheel,
it was one of the closest finishes ever
A quadruplet ridden
seen on this track.
Barnett, McDuffy and
hy Callahan,
world’s record for
the
Haggerty lowered
that machine by 14.5 seconds, lowering
it to 1.45 1-4. They also lowered the recmile to 27 seconds.
ord for the quarter

did good work and was not hit
Athard until tho close of the
game.
tendance 3500. The soore:
34030001 z—9
Washington,
00030033 0-7
Louisville,
Base hits—Washington, 8;
Louisville,
10. Errors—Washington, 6; Louisville, 4.
and
McGuire; McFarBatteries—Gilroy
land and Warner.
AT BALTIMORE.

Baltimore, September 3.—Hoffer was
Two
invincible in the morning game.
singles and a base on balls was the record Summary;
One-third
against him made by the St. Louis bats-

Attendance 3500.

The

score:

Baltimore,
St. Louis,

10031030 x—6

00000000 0—0
Base^hits—Baltimore, 9; St Louis, 2.
Errors—Baltimore, 3; St. Louis, 3. BatBreitenstein
teries—Hoffer and Clarke;
and Peitz.

the afternoon
Ehret was a puzzle in
contest and had.the champions guessing
throughout. Esper was effective in all
the
visitors
but three innings, when
solved his curves for enough hits to earn

"

i

T"

open, olass A—

inning began
and
presented

:

Irookton,

0
2

1
0

1
0

0
0

4
0

2
0

race

between

Sullivan
redeemed this error.
Pettee off first and Magoon closed
inning by a magnificent stop of

amply
caught
the

^

Bangor, Septembr 2. —Bangor and Auusta played two games here this afteroon

and the home team won both.

The
hard

Shea’s hot grounder that ordinarily 1 Irst
game they won easily, batting
would have been a hit between third and
nd playing with great snap. The score:
short.
40100411 1—12
j langor,
10121000 2— 7
During the first of the eighth, Reagan mgusta,
Base hits—Bangor, 10; Augusta, 9.
made another splendid stop. Spill’s hot
Irrors—Bangor, 7; Augusta, 4. Batteries
grounder was pretty close to second, but -Wheeler and Hayes; Viau and Burtle.
Reagan got it. Coming right after Mawon by
In the seoond game Bangor
goon’s equally fine stop, it made the | unching their hits.
Only four of the
crowd very enthusiastic.
Braham pitched^
isitors reached third

in which Pittsburg
soored, but made
amends at the bat. He made a home run.
During the game Stenzel was fined $50
The
Attendance 10,167.
for back talk.

OF LAND

score:

Pittsburg,

10005002
10030102

^

5—13
0— 7

flarvelous New Book

Base hits—Philadelphia, 17; Pittsburg,
13. Errors—Philadelphia, 4; Pittsburg,
4. Batteries—Orth and Grady; Hawley,
Moran and Merritt.
Fall Races at

5

working,

) however,

to

decide

a

discussion

as s

< to the merits of different liniments
5 and the like for strains, had induced
After
r me to become the trial horse.
S kicking hard for a half hour, I under? went a deal of rubbing with Salvai CEA. He contended that through
) its powers to alleviate stiffness and
< soreness, my ability to kick would
5 be unimpaired. I did not believe
r him—yet lo and behold, the pungent
< salve staved off every sign of lame> ness and the next day I kicked withIn
c out the slightest discomfort.
; consequence I feel bound to admit
? that Salva-cea is a little giant, and
i a necessity to every athlete as well
; as an indispensable article in the
s medicine chest of every household.”

|

>
<
)
t

i

)
)
;

l
j
)
s

)
t

S
?
S

)

j

Two sizes, 25 and 50 cents.
At druggists, or by mail.

c
c

)

)

CT^riEjBRANDRETHCa^TVCA^AL^STM^r^Y^
Allcock’s Corn Shields,

professional mile
Johnson, Sanger and Tyler

0—8
0—2

Philadelphia,

Experience of years had taught me /
that the sure outcome of so kicking <
( without the usual
up pro- )
) cess meant a lame thigh—in short, t
? an induced inability to kick the ball 5
$ a foot on the morrow. My friend, )
<

2.—The

00000000 1—1 for a
Baltimore,
purse of 11,000 was the star event
00 100001 1-3 on the
St. Louis,
programme at the Ramblers’ bike
Pall River,
Base hits—Baltimore, 7; St. Louis, 11. meet this afternoon and nearly 16,000 perBase hits—Brockton, 12; Fall River, 2.
0.
the grand stand and lawn
St.
Louis.
crowded
sons
0;
Errors—Baltimore,
Killeen has done ] Srrors—Brockton, 2; Fall River, 3. Bat
with a fine umbrella.
The big race proved
Ehret it the driving park.
and Robinson;
Batteries—Esper
Lincoln
and
and
1
Shea;
ana Otten.
good work in the box and at the bat, and eries—Beam
iollins.
his very acceptable present gave general
AT PHILADELPHIA.
AT FALL RIVER.
satisfaction.
September 2.—PhiladelPhiladelphia,
2
—The
home
Fall
in
his
River,
September
was
Slater
unlucky
hitting.
hit both Hawley and Moran hard toTwice he drove tremendous sky scrapers ( earn won this afternoon’s game after a phia
Hawley was also
Brooktou tied the day and won easily.
into left, but Flack got under them and 1 Inely played contest.
wild and went out of the game after the
the
home
team
£ core in the ninth,
but
of
his
stop
phenomenal
Reagan’s
Orth was hit hard in the inning
was mentioned t von out in the tenth by good base run- sixth.
over second
in his hands.
Just before the fifth
Killeen was called out

Allcock’s Bunion Shields,
Have

no

equal

for

as

corns

a

relief and

cure

and hunions.

AND SEA.

on.

NATURAL HISTORY
CONTAINING

Sangut.

OVER

Saugus, Mass, Sept. 2—The first day of
the September meeting at Eranklin Park

The
one of ideal racing weather.
trauk was in excellent condition and the
The oard wag a strong
attendance fair.
the 2.27 trotting class nine
one.
In
horses started, with Record the favorite.
The horses broke badly and at the quarter Onaretta arava uo the lead to Ladv
Blanche, who led all the way around
Near the last ot the game, as was to be t
magnificent game. The score:
Lady Blanche also took the other two
sxpected with such a largo crowd, the j Sangor,
0—13
03800001
heats handily. Fannie S. received con0—
3
00103000
usual oommotion took place down in
aigusta,
siderable
backing in the 3.13 pace and
Base hits—Bangor, 10; Augusta, 9. Er- won the race in straight heats. In the
front of the left field benches. The PeerBatteries—
3.
3.18
had a prisoner and they
ors—Bangor, 1; Augusta,
trotting class only six horses came
ing police
] iraham and Hayes; Dilworth and Butler. up to tho wire. The race was unfinished.
handled the crowd better than last time,
Forest Prince took two heats and Silver
ar else the toughs have learned discretion
Belle
took the third. JForest Prince'and
The Rational League.
Diek putting up a good argument, but
Soon
two
of
the
with experience.
Peering
Following are the results of yesterday’s were not fast enough. Summaries:
afficers emerged from the crowd with a
Lady Blanche, b m. by Don Carlos,
in the National league:
struggling drunk, while the other officers £ amos
dam Kitty Giles, by Mambrino Prince,
AT
back.
YORK.
the
crowd
Because
the
NEW
won;
kept;;
Record, bik h, second; Operetta
ch m., third; Best time, 3.33.
irunk was small, or possibly because he
New York, September 3.—Mike Tiernan
3.13 pacing class, purse $500, Fannie S.,
was a drunk, there was a good deal of v ron the game from the Clevelands here
ch. m., by Wilkes Gold Dust,dam, unHisses long and j his
sympathy for him
morning in the last half of the ninth traood, won; Sheri, gg, second ;Claybourne,
the
officers
from
the j ming by
h, third, est time, 3.11 1-3.
loud greeted
driving a great three bagger to ch.3.18
trotting class (unfinished), purse,
Hisses! ^ lie
bleachers, and the grand stand.
right field fenoe. Fuller, who was on $500, Forest Prince, br.h.,by HambletoniWhat for? Just because they had arrested f rst at the time scored the winning run. an Prince, dam
Majolia by Harry Clay,
drunk, who was oreating a disturbance. ] lad Clark pitched a magnificent game, took two heats, Silver Belle,g. h.,took one
Would offioers be hissed anywhere else j ut was poorly supported. Young also heat Best time, 3.16.
0500.
sxcopt on that ball ground for arresting a t itched good ball
Attendance
It is this tough element of the q 'he score:
irunk?
Rowing Races on the Charles.
baseball contingent that causes whatever j lew York,
01010010 1—1
Boston, Sept. 3.—Tho Labor Day rowof
is
00030000 0—3 ing regatta on Charles River today was
here
disreputableness to our ( Jloveland,
6,000 people. The water
Base hits—New York, 9; Cleveland, 4. witnessed by
fascinating and admirable national game,
was smooth, but the races were not very
rhose hisses yesterday, and they were 1 Irrors—New York, 6; Cleveland, 4. Bat- close or exciting
The junior single scull
iries—Clark and Wilson; Young and
not
race with five starters was won by Eddie
creditable,
nany and loud, were
immer.
with
Wiliam O. Leary second.
Ten Eyck,
jither to Portland or to baseball
Tho afternoon game between the Now
The intermediate single scull race was
The Portland battery at Lewiston to- ^ 'orks and
Clevelands was another easily won by Michael A. Sullivan, with
lay will be Yerrick and Goodhart.
t riumph for the locals, who
hit Cuppy B. A, Berkeley, Jr, second.
The junior four-oared race was won by
i: ard at the proper time
The Balloon Descenslon.
Rusio was at
Salem Neponets
the Millstreams, the
1 is best, striking out nine men, and had third.
The balloon ascension was a failure be1 ot Fuller and Murphy played poorly in
In the junior four-oared shell race the
At
jause of an unfortunate accident.
crew had practically a row over
* ho field he would have covered Tebeau’s Bradford
ibout 2.50 o’clock La Roux announced to
beating tho City Point crew a quarter
ion with whitewash. Attendance 18,000.
of a mile.
the audience that because of a misunder'he score:
The Neponscts double defeated the A.
itanding he was not ready as soon as he
lew York,
0 3 0 0 3 0 1 0 x—5 A. C. in the Jjunior double scull race by
He had understood
ihould have been.
lleveland,
00C30010 0—3 a couple of lengths.
that the balloon was to go up after the
war eanoe race was won by the
Tho
Base hits—New York. 6; Cleveland, 8.
club by ten ienghts
Errors—New York, 6; Cleveland,
game. However, ho would be ready in
1. Waltham
four-oared working boat was the
The
He called for twenty 1 latteries—Russie and
twonty minutes
Farroll; Cuppy
most exciting, the B. A. A. winning
inen’to help him. From 2. 50 till 3.45 the 11 nd Zimmer.
over the City Points.
big audience waited for that balloon to
The barge race was an easy victory for
AT BROOKLYN
the West End
get filled. Finally just as it was all ready
Brooklyn, September 3—Four thousand
it burst at the top and the smoke came
arsons witnessed this morning’s game
Miners Narrow Escape.
out through a yawning gap. Despite that
etweon Brooklyn and Chicago.
The
Paua, 111., Sept 3—Late last night fire
La Roux determined to go up. He disapj Irooklyns hit Griffith hard in the third, was discovered
in
^*9- 1 of the
peared underneath, and all at once flames jventli and eighth
Company The flames were
Stein kept Pana Coal
innings.
the
mouth of the
burst out and the balloon hud to be
from
mile
idts scattered. Daly’s batting a quarter of a
t :ie Colts
shaft About seventy-five miners were at
pulled down, while the flames were ox- nd Shochs
fielding were the features. In work when the flames broke out but imThe damage was quite extinguished.
t lie third Daly sent in three runs with a mediately sought refuge in an adjoining
tensive.
it was reported
hree bagger.
The shaft, and at midnight
Attendance 4000.
AT LEWISTON.
that all had reached the surface in safeg tore:
ty. Tho flames were not under control
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0—3 at an
Lewiston, September 3.—Lewiston won ( Ihicago,
early hour this morning and no esthis forenoon's game by batting Killeen 1 trooklyn,
x—11
30400033
timate of the damage can be given.

[

BOSTON.

mile

j

11 was the result of a wager with ;
j a friend which caused me to put on (
) my foot ball clothes a week ago and )
i begin kicking drops and punts ?
as though life held no other object, j
<

Professional Stars.

Buffalo, Sept.

was

1,000 ILLUSTRATIONS
WHICH PICTURE TRUE TO LIFE THE

Monsters ot the Ocean,
Monarclis of the Air
Marvels of the

Land.

Horned Screamers and Tailor-birds,
Birds with Four Hundred Tongues,
Serpent-eaters and Sclssors-Dills.

MARVELOUS WONDERS,

Insect Undertakers.
Insect Carpenters,
Insects vrorn

Jewels.

as

Venomous Vipers and Deadly Cobras
Whip-snakes and Rock-snakes
Sea-snakes and Ring-snakes

FREAKS

AMAZING
PHENOMENA,
OF NATURE

A VAST STOREHOUSE OF RAREST KNOWLEDGE
Its pages teem' with astonishing facts. Its information is so exhaustive that
the same amount of knowledge could not be otherwise gathered together outside
Df a large library. In the work of gathering this vast amount of information all
}f the well known authorities have been freely consulted, and you can positively
rely upon every statement made in the book.

FASCINATING AS ANY NOVEL.
a mere collection of uninteresting facts, but they
interesting and absorbing narratives which instruct at the

This is not
nto

mtertain and

amuse.

have
same

been woven
time they

Read of

lilts that Keep Milk Cows,
Ants that Own Slaves,
Ants that Raise Grain,

Flying Lamps,

Death’s-head Moths,

Insect Rakes and

Saws

Trunk-fish,
Pipe-fish,

Climbing-llsh,

Flying-fish,

Globe-fish.

Devil-fish,
of this

volume.

In pictures,
All records have been broken in the publication
and size we have never offered anything that would begin to

1

;

■eading matter
tqnal it.

Its beautiful cover, lithographed in colors, and its hundreds of instructive and
ind entertaining pages, makes it indeed a “thing of beanty and a joy forever.”

There is No Similar Book in Existence,

cew._

ST.,

a
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<
< back, Yale Foot Ball Team, >
< writes:
>
“New York, May io, 1895.
|

records.

Both teams put up a
their three runs.
fast fielding game. Attendance 9300. The

\

Their chief merits are within, and they must be thoroughly known to be appreciated. Our terms to buy or
We have
lent will suit you.
the largest warerooms, most
styles and greatest assortment in the world. Visit

200 TREMONT

of

Warren Reynolds,
Hyde Park, first,
James Lake, Boston, seoond,E. I. Foster
third. Time, 49 2-5 seconds.
mile open, class B—E. C. Bald
One
first, G. & Frank Jenny second, Simms
third.
Time, 2. .12 3-5.
mile
One
open, class B—Bald first
Time,
Jenny second, Simms third
1.04 4-5.
mile handicap, class B—Simms
One
first, Haggerty of Waltham second, MoDuffey third. Time, 2.15 3 4.
One mile handicap, class A—Bianchi
Riordan second, W. H. Dodge
first, J.
third. Time. 1.15 1-2.
Quad,Berl’s team against time. Quarter
35 3-;
27 seconds;
third,
two-thirds,
1.11 4-5; third quarter, 1.21; mile, 1.48 4-5.
and mile are new world’s
The quarter

Breitenstein was wild in the early
men.
innings and was hit safely when he got
balls near the plate. The fielding of both

sharp.

an/1 f^allaVian

igain set tho pace on singles. Jenny
ind Bald worked up from the tail end
of the procession and then Bald forged

j'

They are like New England
people—not all outside show.

St. Johns,

U a rfcrnffw

n

Gilroy

teams was

spurts

James Clark of the Bostor the tape.
ton Press Club won with seven points in
Bald. Jenny and Simms again
3.88 4-5.
took honors in order. In the half mile

0— 6
3—13

^

Peary.

N. F., Sept. 2.—The Gloucester fishing schooner John K. McKenzie,
Capt. McKenzie, from Greenland, which
arrived here this morning, reports that
the Peary expedition steamer Kite was at
Halstenberg on .July 15. All on board
were
well.
She picked up Prof. Dyclie,
who was waiting her arrival there. The
Kite then ; sailed north for Peary’s headquarters. The coast is clear of Ice as far
north as reports could be obtained. The
schooner McKenzie was 200 miles north
She anof Capo Farwell and saw none.
ticipated a splendid chance for the Kite
reaching her destination.

Kittred’ge;

\

September 2.—William Kline

Chicago,

Grim.

scoro:

to
the
Lewiston grounder
by Terrien’s glove
The score :
1 iing and a couple of singles.
above.
benches, where somebody seized it and
error was In the seventh in- 1 Pall River, 010000001 2—4
Sullivan’s
made it a blacked ball. Shea was running
0 00000002 0—2
J Irockton,
Pettee popped up a little fly boround all the- time and got in before the ning.
Base hits—Fall River, 8; Brockton, 9.
box.
and
the
Sullivan
home
tween
^ Irrors—Fall River, 1; Brockton, 2. Batcanal under Cedar street comes out into ball could be got to the pitoher’s box and
shouted that he’d take it, but Magoon t eries—Stevens and Rollins; Korwan and
the river. They were all ages from the put to home.
came rushing up and scared him and;he i ihea.
merest tot in knee pants and shirt waist
In the last inning, after the result was
it.
Immediately afterward both
AT BANGOR.
and the tension was re- dropped
to the big boys taking a bath before go- a settled

ing to the fair. Among them was Dot
Legendre, the favorite of the whole
Quartler Canadian, a bright eyed, dark
He could
skinned boy of eight years.
swim and swim well, but once when he
dove off the worn rocks he came up with
wild eyes and splashing wildly in the
water for a minute before sinking again.

teries—Griffith and

Boston, September 3.—This afternoon’s
Bradley’s umpir- game resulted in a surprising Waterloo

ilay was a feature and
Double
plays—Reagan and j
Rupert.
Attendance 400.
O’Connell. Rases on halls—By Sullivan, 1 ng onraged the crowd.
*
Shea; by Williams, Leighton, Terrien .’ho score:
will prove a blessing to mankind. It consists
and SpilL Hit by pitched ball—Gilbert.
of a cordial that causes immediate relief in
LEWISTON.
Rupert,
Struck
out—By
Sullivan,
disof
this
The
of
importance
cases
indigestion.
Reagan, Williams, Flack 3; by Williams,
R BH PO A E
_AB
Wild
and
Terrien
Sullivan.
pitches
0
6
3
covery win be apparent when we realize that but we took terrific revenge SpilL
3
0
iilbert, rf.,
5
Time of game
—Williams 2, Sullivan 1.
0
0
0
1
1
5
nearly uiae-tentlis of our suffering are caused
; irady, cf.,
—3 hours. Umpire—Bradley.
IN THE AFTERNOON.
1
113
3
lupert, c.,
5
by dyspepsia or indigestion. Nearly every per10
0
3
3
3
5ettee, 3b.,
5
Notes of tbe Game.
son you meet has this digestive trouble in some
10
113
Shea, 3b.,
5
The Portlands pYay at Lowiston today;
0
0
0
0
of its varid forms—sick headache, distress
0
4
flack, If..
0
and Thursday, and ( I’Connoll, lb.,
0 14
0
at
0
after eating, pain and fulness in the chest after
4
Wednesday
Bangor
of the League Here Seen
Game
The
Last
4
4
1
The
3
1
ieagan, ss.,
4
eating, palpitation of the heart, etc., are but
at Augusta Friday and Saturday.
110 3 0
these suff4
by 3000 People- .Sullivan Couldn’t Be
There J ilains, p.,
symptoms of indigestion. To relieve
closes
next
Saturday.
season
league
aud
Touched—Magooi»’» Gold Watch and is the
Tl 3 10 37 31 3
Total,
erings lias been the study of the Shakers,
postponed game of last Saturday to
the Shaker
Game
-The
Aboundthey have succeeded. The reason
Playingand then
Splendid
off with Lewiston,
be
PORTLAND.
played
and
Digestive Cordial has such an immediate
ed in Fine Plays—Ithe Balloon Busted— the league is over for this year.
to
AB R BH PO A E
salutary effect is that it oauses the food eaten
causLewiston Won lathe Forenoon.
According to the schedule adopted, the j Hater, lb.,
I 3 8 0 0
5
be digested, for it Is undigested food that
1
0
0
3
0
the food to
first game of the Maine State series will ; Shaffer, if.,
5
es the distr ess. The cordial causes
on
the
the
of
The last game
league
1
3
5
0
1
4
-icighton, cf.,
take place here with Bangor next Monbe digested before there is time for It to fermet
witj D’Rourke, rf,
3
3
1
0
0
4
Deering grounds this season was
so
at Lewiston
and sour on the stomach. When the food is
while
begins
day.
Augusta
4
11
13
4
nessed by one of the largest audiences of
Spill, ss.,
on the same date.
digested it gives strength to the feeble body,
1 ioodbart, c.,
1
5
3
1
0
4
the year.
Every seat everywhere was
makes one feel bright and cheerful, aud makes
13
3
10
5
Flack made a wonderful catch in the ] .lagoon, 3b.,
the
overflowed
and
the peop-io
1
occcupied
10
11
0
one gain in flesh.
5
3b.,
first.
Captain Slater drove the first ball lorbett,
0
diamond.
1110
4
The Digestive Cordial is so prompt in Its ac- limits on both sides of the
it fell : Ciloen, p.,
so high into the air that
pitched
a
have
percep- There were about two thousand present.
9
tion that tiie very fir3t dose will
37
8
14
5
40
Totals,
inside of left field fence. Had it been
reThere was plenty of tinne for them to just
tibly fovorable result. It gives immeciate
32 3 01000 1—8
would have gone jowiston,
a little
lower
it
sent
lief.
collect.
The balloon
ascension that
1‘0100130 0—5
Portland,
of our
a
Flack got there and got it just as
over.
Dvery druggist has been sent supply
didn’t take place as described elsewhere,
hours.
Time—3
a
and
Umpire—Bradley.
copy
he ran into the fence.
handsome Donkey Puzzle Books,
5arnod runs—Lewiston, 4, Portland 3.
ail about kept the audience waiting: from three till
mude a i L'wo base
The next minute O’Connell
maybe liad for the asksng. It tells
hits—Gilbert 3, Brady, Rupert,
oil. four o’clock. Everybody was getting imthe Cordial as well as LaxoL the new castor
Slater
Shaffer, Killeen.
fine play. Shea threw Shaffer’s grounder ; ieagan,
3,
of Digestive patient by the time the two teams finally
Stolon bases—
Sacrifice
hits—Shaffer.
Try a twenty-live cent bottle
into
the
went
but O’Connell
very
high,
the
appeared on the grounds. The loss of
lupert. Shea. First baso on bails—By
cordial and see what it will do for you.
air and stopped it, but didn’t hold it. He
First
Goodhart.
ilains, O’Rourke, Spill,
game to Lewiston in the fbrenoon settled
it when it came down, just in j >ase on errors—Lewiston (i, Portland 3.
series
in the caught
Portland-Lewiston
the
lit by pitched ball—By Mains, Leighton.
time.
latter’s favor, and this fiact of oourse
Double plays- Spill and Slater.
When Magoon came to the bat for the
interest in tihe afternoon’s
spent in vain. They

a* vcr ,• interesting one anti the struggle
for
first place in all except the so:and
much enthusiasm. After
heat created
Take a
A fine 1.1st of Races—Records
the introductory scramble of the novices
Tumble.
broke the road record of
Vincent
<J. E.
the 25 mile Globe course. The raoe was
won by C. R Starkweather of Westfield,
Mass. Sept. 3.—A national
Waltham
N. Y., the prize being a team of horses
a carriage
cirouit bike race meet with all the prom- and
worth $1,000. The first
Inont Jprize hunters in attendance was heat of the match race was won by Johna few inohos after a magnificent
son by
the attraction at the Waltham Cycle Park
burst of speed.
Sanger took the second
this afternoon. Since the July 4th races heat, winning almost
as
he pleased.
led to the hoad of the stretch,
there have been several improvements Johnson
he stopped as if in trouble and was
made in the surface of this famous track, where
by both Sanger and Tyler. Johnconditions were favorable to fast passed
rhe
son won the final heat and race in one of
time the air being warmjand invigorat- the most exciting finishes ever seen on
in evi- a
track.
Tyler was second, sixteen
ing and the wind very slightly
front of Sanger. Before the
lenghs in
ienoe. The mile open class B event was contest
Tom Eck, Johnson’s trainer, was
She second race of the day'and in one heat ruled off tlio track under the L. A. W.
on the scratch and did not suspension declared by Brigham Gideon
Bald was
but which has not been
some time ago,
show up. L. P. Callahan and Haggerty
observed on other tracks.
The
generally
makers.
On
the
were
pace
if Waltham
Summaries of the most important events:
lead
in
the
was
the final lap Wottergreen
MATCH RACE, MILE HEATS, PURSE
Jenny Bald, Simms and Eddie McDuffee
Bald
$1,000.
home
stretch
the
In
trailing.
t'l 2 1
slowly liut surely forged ahead winning John S. Johnson,
seoond
C.
2
W.
13
Jenny got
Sanger,
ay a wheel’s length.
The
close
third.
a
was
C.
H.
3 3, \l
Simms
and
Tyler,
clace
time was 3.12 3-5.
2.12
-Time. <Li3’4-5,
1-5, 2.12>5.
The one-third mile class A was a hot ‘‘Two’ Milo
handicap, professional,—H.
sprint from start to finish both in the C. Tyler .won, W. C. Sanger second, A.
tieats and in the final when there was T. Crook of Buffalo third.
Time, 4.55.
length difference beiiardly a wheels’
tween the first four men finishing. A
The Hoyland Smith 25-mile road race
fine spurt in the stretch home won War- Was a success and was watched
by at least
Park the honors.
ren Reynolds of Hyde
000. Smith won, breaking the record
15,
A mile olass A lap race had been exone hour, eight
minutes
and fifty',
Time,
some hot racing but inpected to develop loafed
seconds.
The prize was a span of
on
each lap and five
stead the men
and
outfit.
horses
with short
ON THE WALTHAM TRACK.

Base hits—Chicago, 1; Broolkyn, 15
BatErrors—Chicago, 3; Brooklyn, 3.

one half the number of illustrations or descriptive pages, which sells
less than five dollars.
However until futlier notice, we will offer this magnificent volume at the
1
mheard-of-price of
,

Containing
or

FORTY CENTS.
Mail orders will be filled from office of publication in Springfield, Ohio, unless
ix cents is sent for postage. Postage free when sent from publication office.
Iddress all orders to PORTLAND DAILY PRESS, Portland, Me.

DR. SWAN’S

Item* of

latereit

Gathered by

Corret

ferent

pondents of the Pres#.
Gray.

Gray, August 30.—Miss Bessie Bradburyof Buxton, whohas been very ill
here,|was able to be out yesterday. Her
many |friends will & bepleased to hear
of the good news.
Mr. M. C. Morrill will have charge of
the dining room at the Gorham Fair.
Miss May Morgan, of Hyde Park, Mass.,
has been
visiting here the past two
friends hope she
weeks. Miss

Morgan’s

BACKED

TRY

BYA^

IT AT

BANK
CHECK

will make a long tarry. She was formerly
a resident here.
Her pleasing ways are
making many new friends for her.
~Miss Louie Lawrence, of Yarmouth,
has been in
the guest of Mra C. O.

town,

OUR
RISK

Sawyer

and daughter.
Mrs. Sarah Webster, of California, who
has been tarrying here, is in Boston this
week visiting friends.
Miss Marian Smith returned to Berlin
Falls'yosterday to resume her duties as a
teacher in one of the district schools.
It is said that no one has yet decided
to take the dining room at the Fair

SOLD

grounds.

1

Man

|

bicycle he wishes

EE

Before

a

,,

Mr. Dan Cushing will leave the latter
part of next month for Baltimore, Md,
where he will commence the study of
dentistry. He will take a three years
course.

Buys

a

to be convinced that it has
merit. It’s human nature
to wish a good run for
your money.
Here’s something we’ve
said before, but we intend
to say it again. Paste it
in your, bat and when you
buy another wheel bring it
forth.

gg!
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SS

|B
gs
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ss
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It is said that Mists Susie Perley will
have a class in elovulicp in Portland this
winter.
.......
Miss Gertrude Plummer is thinking of
next
Portland
in
studying stenography
month.
The town schools open noxt Monday for
a twelve weeks term.

-EE
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ss;
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Sebago.

SS
S

Sebago, Aug. 30. Sohool at Sebago District No. B, is to be taught by Ethel Lombard ; Dist. No. 2, at Convene by Minnie
C. Fitch; Potter’s Dist. No. 3, by May
F. Mansfield, to commence ;lst Monday
in Sept
Isaac Lombard and
wife, of Steep
Falls, are visiting relatives at Convene.
The Building Committee are having a
fountain dug this weok to supply the
Potter Academy with water.

gs
5

The fastest bicycle is necessarily the best =
built bicycle, of easy-running bear2
5S
ings and finest construction.
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That’s the STEARNS.

—

SS

“Watch the Sunlight Glisten
Those Orange Kims.”

sa

Stearns, Pierce, Queen City

jss

on

—

EE
as
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F. O. BAILEY & CO.

=

Eg

46

Exchange St.

of the Brldgton & Saco River
rallro«d, which has been lined with pickthis week.
Wm. C. Poor is talking of moving into
ono
of Joseph Bickford’s houses now
ers

A thunder shower Thursday morning
and very light rain during forenoon.
Several went on the excursion today to
Beach Ridge, or Poor’s
North Conway.
Hill, District No. 4 is to be taught by
Emma Milllken of Baldwin; East Sebago
of
District No. 6, by Alice Cannell
Naples. The remaining districts will
probably have the same ones that taught
spring terfhs.
Grace L. Dike is going to Lawrence,
Mass., to teach school.
Evening meetings have been held at
Sebago union church and at Convene
churoh.
Another blacksmith shop is to be built
at Sebago on thelsame place where George
Dow’s used to “stand, across the road
from the W. W. Fitch saw mill.
Mabel Jewell is home from Boston on
a- visit.

=

as

Odd Pants, 99c.

Dry

$1.50.

Mills.

Dry Mills, Sept. 1. Freeland Small has

Center to work for the
corn packing
company.
Little Dorothy Dow had a lawn party
afternoon, Aug. 23. There
Thursday
from two to
were about twenty present
six years of age. They had a very happy
time. A nice supper was served on the
lawn.
Mrs. Herbert Goff, who has'been visitgone to Hollis

Odd Pants, $1.99.
Odd Pants, $2.70.

Brunswick, Augusta, Westbrook,
and other places has returnedjhome
Sirs. Mary Morrill Barker, of
Slilton,
Mass., has.been^visiting relatives in the
narked Down from Prices neighborhood the past week.
Mrs. H. L. Morse is suffering fwith a
nearly twice as higli to
very lame wrist, the effeots of a fall.
Fred McDonald left Monday morning
close out 400 pairs
Rock.
ing

All

finViarrn

alongside

inii'Wt'tv^iiiiiiiii

Odd Pants,

nlnnt.tr in

being repaired.

EE

Er

D1

ss

Wheels in
and Crawford
stock for immediate delivery.

pants.

A. E. HILL & CO.
d2w
aug24

FOGG,

uast^onn

Railway Broker,
**$88!* 277 WASH’N ST.,Boston
A Keliable

MASONIC

at

for White
The schools will oommenoe in town the
first Monday in September.
There was a baptism at Dry Pond last
Sunday. There were twelve baptized by
Rev. F. P. Wormwood.
There was auito a large gathering at
the schoolhouse last Sunday night to hear
Rev. Mr. Page of East Raymond lecture
on temperance.
Subject “The Saloon
Must Go.
There are several scholars from this
District that attend the Pennell Institute
The school at the Institute commenced
Aug. 26.
L. E. Dow. Esq., who has been visiting his parents and friends for several
weeks past, started for his .home in Chicago Friday, Aug. 30

of summer

GEO. 0.

lanuoum.

East North Yarmouth, Sept. 2.—Miss
Grace P.
Sweetsir, of Boston, was the
guest of Miss Adelaide M. Hodsdon Sun-

day.

Agency.

Freeman and son Philip
Mrs. W. G.
returned fromfBoston last week.
Mr. Walter" Penley of Durham spent
at Mr. Thomas True’s last
a few days
week.
Mr Robert McGregor, who has been
few weeks, has reat homo the past
turned to Mrs. Dunn’s
Miss: Alice E. Marston and Arthur
L. Marston returned to Arlin gton. Mass,
Friday, aocompaniedjby their cousin, Mr.
Chester J. Lawrence.
Miss Pearl Marston of Portland has
been visiting at Mrs. Sarah Lobdell's
Mr. (Charles Murphy, who has been at
work for Mr. Winthrop Sawyer this sum-

EXCURSION

tickets sold to all points at Cut Prices,
dim
augae

We Got ’Em.
Glasses that will fit you.

In gold frames,
merjreturnedito WestjBethelfSaturday.
“
silver frames,
Mr. Ralph Bolster of Auburn was the
“
steel frames,
guest of Mr. Edwin Lombard Sunday.
“
Mr. Joseph W. fLobdell of Boston has
fact the finest line of
been
visiting his*, mother, Mrs. Sarah
glasses you will find in Lobdell.
we
fit
and
The
Portland
Literary Club will meet Wednesday evening, Sept. 4.
them
School in District No. 6 began yesterday (Monday) with Miss May Whitney

«

FREE OF CHARGE
no

matter

what

of Gray as teacher.
Mr. Calvin Whitney and family of Boston are visiting his father, Mr. Michael
L. Whitney.

your

trouble.

opia

or

Serlin N. H,
Mrs. James M. Lavin gave an informal reoeption at her home on Mt. Forest
street last Friday evening to the friends
of Phila May, the prima donna, who was
her guest. Progressive whist was inin, Phila May and Mr Lavin car-

Myopia, Hy-promotropia, Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

dulged

E. S. PENDEXTER,
561
Portland,

rying off the honors, after which a dainty
lunch was sorved. Among thoso present
Hon. and Mrs. Robert N. ChamMrs. Giles Holt, Mr. and Mrs.
William Paine, Mr. and Mrs. Luville
Paine, Mr. and Mrs. William Gerrisli,
Clarke, Mr. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S.
D. Green and Mr. and Mrs. Howard

Congress St.
—

were

Maine.

Parker.
The Berlin Base Ball Club defeated the
Humford Falls nine by a score of 8 to 5,
on the home grounds Saturday.
Miss Etholl Tucker, the .actress, is stopping at the Wilson House.
Claud Scribner, first baseman for the
Berlins, played with the Gorham base
ball Club, Thursday and Saturday.

B08K HP JOB PRINTER,
So.

iJ Plum STSSBffie

[

maine

Dif-

Ways.

Boston, September 2—The wago earners
enjoyed beautiful weather for their holiday today, and the celebration of Labor
day was on a somewhat more extensive
scale than in previous years.
Business,
except for fakirs and refreshers of the
inner man, was entirely suspended, including the evening editions of tho newsThe forenoon feature of the
papers.
celebration was the big parade
of the
labor organizations, with bands, banners
and mottoes. The procession, which was
in three large divisions, was viewed by

thousands of spectators and inspected at
the State House by the governor and at
City hall by the mayor.
in the
diversions
numerous
of
afternoon, consisting
picnics, athletic sports, rowing and sailing regattas, golf, trotting races, bicycle
tournaments, prize shoots, field days of
etc.
various socioties, cricket
matches,
The Cincinnati and Boston league dubs
played two games on tho South Bind
There were many

it
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se3 the value of

[jvorinelJ 1
WASHING POWDER

lb. package costs her 12c. Every package also contains a cake of fine toilet soap,
sold for less than 5 cents. Take out this aud she really pays only 7 cents for the
Ivorine. No other gives her so much for her money. No other so pure and good.
We use Ivorine Washing Powder, and find nothing equal to it. The cake of soap in
each package alone is worth 15 cents to us as a Toilet Soap.”
W. R. Babington, Daytona, Fla.
A

3.—The
Philadelphia,
September
national Labor day was generally celebrated in Philadefnhia.
The big events
of the day were the parade in the afternoonfof the letter carriers of Philadelphia
and neighboring cities and tho informal
opening of the convention of the National
Letter Carriers’ Association.
A number
of labor organizations also paraded
and
the
at
entertainments woro provided
several parks which were the destination
of those marchers.
The letter carriers’
four
parade included not less than
thousand men.
The reviewing stand for
Postmaster General Wilson and other
prominent citizens of this and other cities
was at the Union League.
continue
Tho convention, which will
throughout the week, will practically begin this evening when a public reception
will bo
given the delogates at the
Academy of Music.
Now Haven, Conn.,
September 2.—
rhere was no special local observance of
Labor day. Business was generally suspended and the publio patronized sev eral

pionics.
J.,
September 2.— Considerable importance was- attached here

Newark,

N.

co cue observance

oi mabor

nay.

Waterbury, Conn., September 2.—Labor
lay was observed in Waterbury by genafter)ral cessation of business in the
factories
all
noon, the closing of large
lay and parades followed by picnics.
Brookton, September 2. —It is estimated
hat fully two thousand men were in lino
the
in the parade under the auspices of
Central Labor Union today. The unions
ook great interest this year, and several
lecided to assess a very substantial fine
The
m any who failed to appear in line.
Bakers’ union deoided to fine anyone who
lid not march.
New York, September 2.—This was the
Irst Labor day that had not witnessed a
funeral parade of all the trades in the
:ity and vicinity. As a result there was a
every
mdden exodus from the city from
and
Picnics parties, great
lirection.
small, took advantage of the fine weather
to
the
sea
and
to
the
ind travelled
various pleasure grounds and parks about
he city.
Butchered by White Caps.

Hickman, Ky., Sept. 2—Between midlight and daybreak this morning Will
Butcher, a negro, was taken from the
sity lock-up and shot to death by white
saps. Sunday night he got into a quar-

•el with a crowd of negroes. The polios
Tied to arrest him, but he resisted and
a
shrew
brick, striking, a prominent
vliite citizen. He was finally put behind
he bars. This morning the door of the
ock-up was found open, and the prisonLater Butcher was found dead
>r gone.
bis bead shot to
m the river bank, with
pieces and the body riddled with bullets.
Continued Shocks.

Hartford, Conn, Sopt. 2—An earthquake
this city yesterday
was felt in
ihock
norning by several persons living on
ligh ground in the western part of the
The people describe the shock as
;ity.

ihree distinct vibrations from north to
iouth, with a rumbling noise. The time
vas about 6.10 o’clock.
Monthly Weather Summary.
summary of the condiweather during the past

following

The
;ion of

the

nonth has been received from E. P.

rones,

observer:

dean barometer.29.90

lighest barometer, 22d.30.17
lowest barometer,|24th.29.66
dean temperature.66.00
lighest temperature, 10th.83.0

jowest temperature, 22d.49.00
Jreatest daily range of temperature. 22d, 28.0
jeast daily range of temperature. 12th.3.0
MEAN nijn EHAi u HJK

< JI

xmo JiU.f

II u*

L872.6711884.68
1873 .6511885.64
1874 .65 1886.65
1875 .69 1887.65
1876 .70 1888.66
1877 .68 1889.65
1878 .67 1890.66
1879 .08 1891.66
1880 .68 1892.66
1881 .70 1893.67
1882 .7011894.65
1883 .68|1895.66
dean temperature tor this month for 24
years —..67.0
Average daily excess In temperature
during the month. 1.2
Average daily deficiency In temperature
since Jan. 1st. 0.1
Prevailing direction of the wind.

.W,

21 per cent

movement of wind.6007 miles
'Maximum velocity of wind, direction and
date.23, W on 21st
rotal precipitation (inches)... .4.72
Humber of days on which .01 inch or more
of precipitation fell.
12
total

•

To be taken from any five-minute record.

TOTAL PRECIPITATION (In inches) FOR THIS
MONTH IN

Inches.
1871.5.88
L872.6.97
1873.2.63
L874.5.29
1875 .2.70
1876 .0,64
1877 .7.90
L878.2.93
1879.3.73
L880.2.32

Inches.
18S3.0.36
1884.3.98
1885.5.91
1886 .3.93
1887.6.56
1888.1.90
1889.2.76
1890.2.99

month.1.03
deficiency m precipitation since
3.09
January 1st....

rotal

_

Humber of clear days.
Humber of partly cloudy days.
Humber of cloudy days.

iy
monthly dewpoint..
dean
dean

monthly humidity.

Two Lives Saved.
of Junction
Thomas,
she had
dity, 111., was told by her doctors
was no hope
Consumption and that there
'or her, but two bottles Dr. King s New
and sho
discovery completely cured her

Mrs.

Phoebe

Thos. Lggers.
ays it saved her life. Mr.
89 Florida St., San Francisco, suffered
Conrom a dreadful cold, approaching
without result eyeryuniption, tried
bottle of Dr.
one
bing else then bought and
in two weeks
New Discovery
thankful.
He is naturally
vas cured.
results, of which these are
It is such
Herbert Montgomery, formerly manstore
will
shoe
a
that
, amples,
open
prove the wonderful efhager of Stahl's
in
Coughs and
store for himself on Main street about
lacyof this medicine
trial bottles at Geo. M.
, Polds
Free
the middle of the month.
size 50c.
Store.
Regular
John Lee is in Boston, taking a week’s foung’s Drug
H. G. Starr, Westbrook.
md £100.
vacation.

Cinl's

Fair,

;e

J

September 3d, 4tli. 5tli ami 6lh.

jf
%
^

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., GLASTONBURY, CONN.
Makers of Williams' Famous Shaving Soaps.
E3P*List of Choice Premiums sent Free upon Request.

to
regular trains, special
runlmaking extra truiu service
Leave Portland, 8.25, 8.30, 11.10 a. in., 1.0a,

addition

In

trains will
follows:

as

^
Arrive

Lewiston, 9.40,

9.50,

12.08 a. in.,

Arrive Fair Grounds, 9.45, 9.53, 12.12
.33, 2.38 p. in.

a. in.

$1.25 including admission
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Running direct to’ fair

Portland

to

ground

Lewiston, 81.00.

White Mounatin Division and all
points east of Portland, one fare with admission added, by regular trains.
‘rains for Portland leave Fair
Return
Grounds 10.13. 10.35 a. m., 4.10 and 6.35 p. in.
From

1ft 1ft ^ft
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I
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skin diseases, like

poisoned
Ladies whose systoms
and whose blood is in an Impure conaition, due to menstrual irregularities,
the
won*
benefited
by
are peculiarly
darfol tonic and blood cleansing propor ties of P. P. P.-Prickly A*b, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

J.

Largest and best exhibition ever held.
Trotting purses and premiums $4,600.

Excursion rat-s on all railroads.
Admissiou, 35 cents; children 15 cents; car
riaires 25 cent s, Grand stand extra.
“\V. H. VINTON, PRES.
CHAS. H. LEIGHTON, Sec’y

aug26tpseI3

Agencies

The Fire Insurance

-♦ of «-

Palmer, Anderson & Co.
Rollins &
Have been

_

Adams,

consolidated undor the raame of

Anderson, Adams

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

LIPPMAN BROS.

C&3

PROPRIETORS,

Idppman’s Block,Savannah) Ga

Green County, Mo.

10,11, 12, 13, 1895.

SEPT.

Bci on EM Diseases Mailed Free.
ALL

a.

in.,

CO.,

.with offices at.

No.

31

Exchange

Street.

PORTLAND, ME.,

midnight,

Mt. Desert

special,

for

Rockland, Augusta, Waterville,
Harbor, connecting at RockBangor
land Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornFrank Jones for Castine,
with
steamer
ings
Bar Harbor, Macniasport and ail landings on
route.

Brunswick,

and Bar

SUNDAY
7.80

«NSTO^

_

In
Effeot June 33d, 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
for
stations named below and interSquare,
mediate points as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls.
Lewiston via Brunswick.
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Meohanic F’alls, Rumford Falls,
Lewiston,
Livermore Falls, Farmington, and Philips.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St. Jonnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
11.10 a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
station, Lewistou. Wmthrop. WaterSpring
vllle, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft, Bangor,
Bar Haruor, Oldtown Houlton, Fort Fairfield
and Caribou via B. & A. R. R. and St. Andrews,
St. John and Halifax.
1.00 p. to. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Fails. Augusta, Waterville. Moosehead Lake
via Foxcroft, Bangor, Bar Harbor and Oldtown.
1.05 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Rumford Falls,
Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington,
Kinglield.
Phillips
and Kangeley.
1.30 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Know & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast. Dover and F'oxeroft, Eaugor
Buckaport, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
1.35 p.m. Express for Danville Jc., Poland
Springs station, Lewiston, Winthrop, Oakland,
Bingham, Waterville ana Skowhegan.
1.35 p. m. Bridgton via rail and lake (Songo
River) No. Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg. St.
Johnsburv. Newport, Vt, Lancaster, Colebrook and Quebec.
Lisbon
6.05 p. m. Fur Brunswick. Bata,
Falls. Augusta and Waterville.
5.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanlo
F’alls, Auburn and Lewiston.
For Bridgton,
5.55 p.m.
Fryeburg, No.
Conway and Bartlett.
8.15 p. in. Express. Sebago Lake. Fryeburg.
North Conway, Fabyans, St. Jobhsburv, Montreal and Chicago.
11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping Cars,for
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vaneeboro, St.
Aroostook
all
Stephens, St. John and
County, Halifax and the Provinces, but does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor,
Saturday nights.

Narragansett Park, Gorham,Me.,

sores. I have taken five or six bottles
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
and stomaoo
mo from indigestion
trouble*. Yours truly,
OAPT. W. M. RUST,
Attorney at Law*

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
—i can speak in the highest term3 ox
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very beat
physicians ana spent hundreds of dol*
Iars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P. • and can
cheerfully say It has done mo more
good than anything I have ever taken.
I enn recommend yonr medioine to all
BUtterers ol the above diseases.
SU
MRS. M. M. YEARY.

y

—AT—

Skin Cancer Cured.
Tettimony from the Mayor of S aquin^Tex*
Sequin. Tex. January 14,1893.
Messes. Lippman Bros.. Savannun,
Oa.: Gentlemen—l have tried your P.
p. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: 1C
all irpurifies tho blood and removes
ritation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the

eczema—we may say, without fear ox
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier In the world, and makes
speedy and permanent cure*
positive,
In all cases.

Springfield.

Agricultural Society

To alt whom it may concern: 1 herepropartlea
bv testify to the wonderful the
skin. I
or P. P. P. to? eruptions of
tottered for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption on
I tried every known rememy face.
dy bui in vain,until P. P. P. was used*
am now entirely cured.
and
*

blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, auglpelas,

THE

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

13.55

Aberdeen, Brown County, O*
Cnwt. J. I». Johnston.

For primary, secondary and tertiary
lyphilis. for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and

direct

Cumberland Co.

*a,p.otmiliy°orW

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
weak
and
the
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where siokness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

run

ANNUAL FAIR

OF

Avo entlndy roncoTCrt toy
—Prickly Ash. Poke Soot and Pota»oa
Binin, the greatest blood purifier
earth.
AnnnnnBN. O.. July 21,1891.
Messrs Lipfman Bros. Savannas,
of
Oa.: Dear Sibs—I bought a bottle
yourP.P. P. at Hot Springs,Ark..and
it baa done me more good than true®
months’ treatment at the Hot Spring!,
goad three bottles C. O. D.

Rheumatism
and Scrofula

In all

THE 56TH

and DYSPEPSIA

in Blood Poison

trains

large bilis.
PAYS ON TUC&ER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTilB Y,G. P. & T. A.
aug315t
See

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM
KIDNEY TROUBLES

are

J&k
335^

Only Maine Central
Fair Grounds^ J

to

AND

5 Marvelous Cures

|

Remember, Avoid Transfer Across Lewiston.

OLD SORES
p. p. p. CATARRH,
MALARIA,

f Wakes

j
£

^ ^

'fft 4ft ^ lift 1ft ifflk

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

a.

TRAIN'S.

m., paper train for

Brunswick

.Au-

gusta. Waterville and Bangor.
7.35 a. in., paper train for Lewiston and
TFa i‘mlnrrl’mi

1.00 p. in. For Brunswick. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,

Bar Harbor ana Old town.
0.00 p. m., for Lewiston.
8.15 p. m.. For White Mountains Division,
Montreal and Chicago.
11.00 p. m„ Night Express with sleeping
ears for all
paints.
12.55 ». m., Mt. Desert special for Rockand, Bangor and Bar Harbor
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

Sebago Lake and Cumberland Mills
7.50 a. m.; Montreal and Bridgton 8.25 a. m.;
8.30 a. m.;
lewis ton and Mechanics Falls
Waterville and Augusta, 8.36 a. m.; Lewiston,
Sunday only, 10.00 a. m.; Kingfield, Phillips,
Farmington, Rumford Falls, Lewiston, 11.40
a. m.; Skowhegan and Lewiston 11.50 a. m.:
Mattawamkeag aud Bangor 12.05 (Sundays
12.10) p.m.; Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Lancaster anti Bridgton 12.15 p. m.; Express Bar
Harbor, Greenville, Bangor, Augusta 1.20 p.
m.; Lancaster, F'abyans, Bartlett, No. Conway,
Fryeburg, Sebago Lake 4.55 p. m.; Skowhegan,
Walervifie. Rockland 5 25 p. m.; Farmington
and Lewiston, Sundays only, 6.30 p. m.; St,
John, Bar Harbor, Caribou and Moosehead
Lake via B & A., Bangor 5.35 p. m.; Range ley,
Farmington. Rumford Falls, Lewiston 6.45 p.
White
all
in.; Chicago and Montreal and
Mountain points. 7.45 p. m.; Mattawamkeag,
Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m.: express
Halifax, St, John. Vanceboro, Bar Harbor,
Waterville aDd Augusta, 3.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. F. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
From

jo!8__dtf_

Portland & Rumford Falls

Representing the following first class companies:

In Effect June

R’y.

24, 1895-

This Famous Remedy cures quickly, permanent*
all nervous diseases. Weak Memory,Loss of Brain
Power, Headache, Wakefulness, ILost Vitality*
nightly emissions, evil dreams, impotency and wasting diseases caused by youthful errors or excesses. Contains no opiates. Is a nerve tonic and
blood builder. Makes tho pale and puny strong and
Easily carried in vest pocket. 81 per box;
for 85. By mail prepaid with a written guarantee

DEPARTURES.
of Hartford
HARTFORD,
of England 8.30 a. M.& 1.05 P. M. From Union Station
ROYAL,
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckfield, Canof New York
CONTINENTAL,
Dlx field and Rumford Falls.
ton.
of Hartford 8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 5.10 p. m, From Union
PHffiNIX,
for Poland Springs, Poland anl
Station
Slump.
FIRE ASSOCIATION, of Philadelphia
Mechanic Falls.
to cure or money refunded. Write us, free medical
of Philadelphia Saturdays only train leaving Portland 5.10 p.
book, sealed plain wrapper, with testimonials and PENNSYLVANIA,
m. connects with train on P. & R. F. R’y runfinancial references, ho charge for consultaof Hartford
Sold by our advertised agents, or address NERVE SEED CO.. NATIONAL,
ning through to Rumford Falls.
tlonc. Beware
connect at Poland Springs Station for
Meconlc Tcmplo.
Stages
of Philadelphia
FRANKLIN,
Poland Springs, and at Rumford Falls for AnL.
107
St
639
ess
and
0>
L.
E.
FOSS,
St.,
by
FOWLER,
Congr
Congress
Sold in Portland by
&
UNION
SCOTTISH
dover
ana Rangeley Lakes.
NATIONAL,
feb2tfeod
of England
Through
passenger coaches between Union
LONDON & LANCASHIRE, of England
David
J
Murray,
C,
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Station, Portland and RumfordallFalls.
of England
Martyred Pool,
|137.36 PALATINE,
tickets on sale for
points
Wm.
Through
Norris,
E.,
of Hartford
on P. * It. F. R’j.
St Ann’s,
337.35 ORIENT,
Accessions for July and August.
of England R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. St T. Agt.
IMPERIAL,
Ongania, P.,
Portland, Mains.
Early Venetian Printing Illusof England
NORTHERN,
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent,
Adams, Wm. T„ (Oliver Optio,)
Eef.
trated,
Falls. Maine
13465
Rumford
of
the
FeblOdtf
UNION ASSURANCE,
Right,
England
Fighting for
E. L., and Bedfleld, J.'H..
1846 3 Band,
On the Blockade,
Flora of Mt Desert Island, Maine Bef. ROCHESTER GERMAN, of Rochester
1346.4
Stand by the Union,
Wm. W.,
of Boston
13461 Rockhill,
AMERICAN,
Taken bv the Enemy,
Diary of a Journey Through
1346.6
of Providence
Victorious Union,
and Thibet,
3543.6 MERCHANTS,
Mongolia
1346 3
Within tbo Enemy’s Lines,
Bussell, C. T.,
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY, of England
Baedeker, K.,
Millennial Dawn,
3638.6
Ref.
LLOYDS PLATE GLASS, of New York
Northern Germany,
M. E.

ly

TRUNK

GRAND

Sangster,
Little Knights and Ladies,
Seguin, L G.,
Barrow, George,
Black Forest,
W.-o
Lavengro.
Sonnenscliein, W. S.,
Raeder’s Guide,
1 Romany Rye, a Sequel to La- Iw7.w0
vengro,
Strange, Edward F.,
Bosworth, Joseph,
Alphabets,
Ref
■■ A nnlo-Saxon Dictionary, Parts 1-4
Ref Strong, Josiah,
Bradley’s Atlas of the World
New Era,
Bryce, George,
Short. History of the Canadian
Biagdon, Siliman,
Poems and Canticles,

3311.16

1837 38
and Edward, eds.,
Ref.
Patent Laws of the World,
Courthopo, W. J-,
1743.5
History of English Poetry,
Dailey, A. H.,
Mollie Faneher the Brooklyn
4425.18
Enigma,
Dana, J. C., ed.,
Ref.
Handbook,
Public Library
Davies, Nathaniel E. Yorke,
Health and Condition in the
3316
Active and the Sedentary,
Davis, V. A. J.,

People,
Carpmael, Alfred

Veiled Doctor,
Davis, Wm M.,
Outline of the Geology of Mt

541&35
3537.14
Ref.
3117.10
1714.18.

JOHN D. MURRAY.

Desert,

Dougall, Lily,
Zeit-geist,

31o.l0

With this representation of Companies, showing Assets in the UNITED STATES of over
$65,000,000. our facilities for handllug Insurance and caring for tire interests of our custom
ers and the public ARE UNSURPASSED.

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO.
Charles C. Adams.
Horace Anderson.
Thomas J, Little.
dtf
sep2

30 CanadianHorses

137.25
Ref.

Bronzes,

25 years.....3.66
rota)
excess
in precipitation’ during

fc.

LEWISTON.

HUTCHINSON, BUTLER & GO.
J. F. Hutchinson.

T.

J. Hollivan.

C, I. B. Butler,

No. 22 Temple Street.

Evans, G. G., ed,
Illustrated History of the United
172314
States Mint,
Field, Eugene,
of
5418.27
Verse,
Second Book
1891.1.15 Fitzgerald, Desmond,
1892.8-14
Short Description of the Boston
1881 .1.42 1893.2.74
Ref.
Water Works,
1882
.0.66 1894.3.27
Fortnum, C. Drury E.,
1895.4.72
Average precipitation for this month for

FAIR

GROUNDS.

4

never

f-

STATE

Maine

RAILROADS.

i

Wral railroad!

I
A BRIGHT
WOMAN

grounds.

berlin,
dtf

aug22

Different Cities Observed the Day in

MISCELLANEOUS.

miscellaneous.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LABOR DAY CELEBRATIONS.

MAINE TOWNS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

RAiLWAY.

On and after MONDAY, June 25th,
trains will run as follows:
LEAVE.

For Auburn and Lewiston
7.10, 8.40 a. mI 10, 1.30. 6.16 and 8.30 p. m.
Fails
and Island Fond,
For Gorham and Berlin
8.40 a. m., 1.30 and 8.30 p. m.
and
6.16
p. m.
Gorham, (mixed, 3.30>
For Montreal and Chicago,8.40 a. m.,8.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 8.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 7.35, 8.30 and
II 45a. m., 3.10. 6.15 and 6.40 p. m
From Island Fond. Berlin Falls and. Gorl.rm,
7.35 and 11.45 a-m.. and 6.40 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 7.35 a. m„ and
5.40 p. m.
From Quebec. 7.35 a. m.
Tno 8.30 p.m. tram runs through to Montreal
daily Sundays Included. Attached to this train
is a Fullman for Montreal also Pullman for Quebec except lug Sundays; ard through Pullman
for Chicago excepting Saturdays, arriving, at
p. m.
Chicago the second day at 1.00
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
on
trains.
cars
day
trains and parlor
MIDDLE
OFFICE NO. 177
TICKET

STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
gjjARGEANT
STREET.^.
Portland. June 25th.

_Manufacturers of—

Tin and Iron Hoofing, Corrugated Iron
and Weather Boards for Sidings, Edge

3117.9

for Steam Heaters, Ventilators and VenGeddes, P., and Thompson, J.A.,
2715.20
jlyleow3m
tilating Pipes, Etc.
Evolution of Sex,
Hasluck, Paul N.,
Lathe Work; Tools, Appliances
3927.4
and Processes,
Hessoy, James A.
I have at my stables, SI Frank*
Sunday, Its Origin, History and
3623.4
Present Obligation,
lin
Will find a very complete assortment
Street, 30 fine Canadian
Hume, John F.,
3028.33
Art of Investing,
Horses
to
from
1050
the latest READING MATTER,
of
weighing
G
Jackson, Frederick
531.6
aGreat Frozen Land,
1450 pounds.
FINE
SILVER
STATIONERY,
Judd, J. R.,
3312.1
Always Strong and Happy,
There
are
several
TRAVELLING
nicely
NOVELTIES,
Keliy, Kdmond,
171417 matched teams in this lot that
Bivolution and Effort,
BAGS, LAWN TENNIS SUPPLIES,
King, Capt Chas.,
and all other articles kept in a first348.16 will please you.
Story of Fort Frayne
Call and see
Luffmann, C. B.,
class Bookstore,
2537.1o them.
Vagabond in Spam,
McCaskey, J- R.
AT
....
Christinas in Song, Sketch and
Ref.
Story.
Marziats, F. T.,
2147.10
Life of Leon Gambetta,
Montressor, F. F.,
128.16
Into the Highways and Hedges,
Moses, Zebina,
Opposite Preble HOuse.
Historical Sketohes 0f John
81 Franklin Street.
eodtf
jun25
5313.14x sen*
dlw
Moses, of Plymouth, eta,
...

JOHN 0. MURRAY.

LORING.SHORT & MARION'S

Gen’l Manager.

1395,_june24dtf

WorcesiBr Line

&
GALVANIZED IRON AND COPPER GUT- PGrtiand
TERS AND CORNICES.
PORTLAND &
Strips and Valley Iron, Ridge Caps, Plain
and Corrugated Conductors, Smoke Pipes

1895

ROCHESTER

STATION FOOT

OFJPKEBLE

R.

R.

STREET

1898.
Passenger trains
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nasnua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 &
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, ana points North
at 7.30 a. ns. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Spring-rals. Alfred. Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
On

and

6.30 D.

after

.Tune
30,
will Leave Portland:

Sunday.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. nu, 12.3Q,
3.00, 5.30, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7-30.
and
12.80.
6.30,
5.00,
m..
9.46 a.
6 20 p.

m.

■

Sunday trains leave Portland for Rochester at
6.15p.m.; arrive from Rochester at 9.30 a.
The 12 80 p. m. train from Fortland connects
Ayer Junction with “Hoosae Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station.
Worcester, for Providence and Now York,
“providence Lino,” for Norwich ana
New York, via "Norwich Lino” with Boston
West, and with the
c, a tv any R. K. for the
New York All Kail via “Spr nglield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1 30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. nx,
6.43 p.
m.; from Gorham
and
1 ::o
8.30 and 10.60 a.
m.. 1.30,
it
6.40,
at

L15,ffnud

5.43

p.

m.

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS, Tick**
Agent, Portland. M* j. w.
PETERS, Sup t.
da
J«29

•

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

MISCELLANEOUS.

Democracy are fast losing ground, is
their frantic efforts to
injeot the raoe
issue into the contest. They are yelling
at the tops of their voices that Republican success means negro domination. We

—AND—
MAINE STATE PRESS.

__

|

MR. & MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS’S

FOR
Will

SPECIAL

in whioh he alluded to Allison, McKinley
and finally to “that
great parliamentarian, big, brainy Thomas B. Reed of
Maine.” The mention of Mr. Reed's

91 DANFORTH ST.,

charged

at

regular

rates.

Press—$1.00 per square
In
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scription and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange street,
PohBIand, Me.
Maine State

■

~T£TE press,'
lUESDAY,

3.

SEPTEMBER

Lord Dunraven professes to be perfectly
confident that his yacht will win the in-

ternational match.
In an interview

published

in the Wash-

ington Star, Senpr DeLome, the Spanish
minister to this country, ridicules the
Cuban rebellion, saying it amounts to
But
nothing and will soon be suppressed.
he does admit that Spain has already sent
soon
40,000 soldiers to Cuba, and will
Seventy thousand
sanjl go,qpo more.
soldiers to -put down a rebellion which
DeLome
Senor
amounts to nothiing!
must think the American people are very

gullible.

The Lincoln
Baptist association is
holding its 91st annual meeting at the
First Baptist church in Belfast.
Today
is the last day.
A grand Christian Endeavor rally was
held
at
East
Jefferson Wednesday,
August 38. The following societies were
Bunker
Hill,
represented:
Aina,
Damariscotta Baptist, Damariscotta Congregationalists, Damariscotta Mills, Jeferson, Razorville, South Jefferson, and
Somervilla The largest delegation came
from
Razorville, about seventy-five
coming from there.

Mothers,

do you Know

that Paregoric,

Bateman’s Drops, Godfrey’s Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and
children are composed of opium or morphine ?

most remedies for

Do You Know

that

opium and morphine

are

stupefying narcotic poisons f

Do Yon Know that in most countries druggists

not

are

permitted to sell narcotics

without labeling them poisons 1

Do You Know
unless you

or

your

that

physician

child
you should not permit any medicine to be given your

composed

know of what it is

Do You Know that Castoria

is

a

purely vegetable preparation, and

that

a

Do You Know that Castoria is
That it has been in

use

the

prescription

of the

for nearly thirty years, and that

more

Castoria is now sold than

of all other remedies for children combined ?

Do You Know that the Patent Office Department of the United States, and of
other countries, have issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to use the word
“
Castoria ” and its formula, and that to imitate them is a state prison offense f
Do You Know that one of the

reasons

because Castoria had been proven to be

granting this government protec lion was

doses

of Castoria

Well, these things

of

this perfect preparation, your children 3nay

ore

worth knowing.

They

are

facts.

11
X

For

fj|

^

^m.^.

rrffjr

—_■

never

use

shortening
more

than

jSS^Jjl
cL \»

E3 5 two-thirds as much CottoIvflTVlfl m 1%
I lblllC Sill IQ 8®Plene 39 y°u would of lard.^wf^
w*IH|P|»When frying with Cottolene al-X|jj
| B
a 1
^ \ ways put it in cold pan, heating%.
t rlnA
;3 fit with the pan. Cottolene pro- j|\
the best results when

11

a

LIICilE

Wa •

Induces
hot, but

Ea

a •

very

it reaches the cooking
|
j point much sooner than lard, care
as

|
|
|

:should be taken not to let it bum $
■ ■II tr m I ilSrS^Ps —when hot enough, it will deli- I
i cately brown a bit of bread in half 1
v9 ®i I %£ J 1
Uf 1£
a minute.
Follow these directions 1
w
> >n using Cottolene and lard will
I ■ 0 ■W ^
never again be permitted in your
I1
[m
kitchen or in your food. Genuine
Ivi
;§§§
ml
Cottolene is sold everywhere in tins §
m
with trade-marks—“Cottolene”and
^■L M. J- — ■
W 1^11 ma
M
4a^&;steer’s hea^ 171 cotton-plant wreath i

ill H

JBgaV/k
ffir

IIVIIIU
_

||
|
|
|

f||jj

—

every tiBN.K. FMRBANK COMPANY, Chicago,
224 State St, Boston, Portland, Me.

I

lfl(

The Kentucky Democrats are growing
Fr O. BAILEY &
At the suggestion of their
desperate.
State committee a series of joint, dobates Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
was arranged between tfieir candidate for
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
governor, Gen. Hardin, and the Republiat the F. O. BAILEY.
can candidate, Col. Bradley, but
C. W. ALI.EE
last meeting the crowd howled down the merit
latter, not permitting him to reply to his
FOBE1THER SEXopponent. Possibly the uproar may have if
EgDIjgJ’C
been inspired less by dislike for Col.
This reniedv being applied
directly to the sent of the
Bradley than by pity for Gen. Hardin,
disease requires no change
for in the previous debates the latter had
Cure guaranteed
of diet

CO.,

Ijj

a

Tape

social

treatment.

been

so

badly

used up

that

it

was

un

I-

doubtodly great kindness to him to shut
But the proper
Ool. Bradley's mouth.
"BS TT*
way would have been to have suppressed SJP HffT
%J JEW
and Lafayette Sts
that
the Maine
Another
Hardin.
sign
—

--

—

Portland

[If

have
Write

f

“fire

escapes.

THE ONLY

We want the public to know that we are
for these goods, and can furnish
suflstantial escape for a reasonable
Plans and estimates oan be ,een at
our office or factory at 154 Fore Street, or
send postal and our representatiue will oall.

most

elegant

Hat

manufactured in the
United States.

The price is $5.00.
We
you

also

our

$3.50.

CULTURE,

the Middle

MOULTON,

&

WOODBURY

OF THE

—

Exchange Sts.

Cor. middle and

and races.

Second Day—Exibition of horses, ladies' harnessing and driving match, bicycle and horse
ADMISSION 25 CENTS; TEAMS FREE.
aug31-3t

dM

july31

tu Narpswull
Daily Excursions
SI 3,000
first
Union Electric Railway First Mortgage
Shore Dinner at Merryconeag House
cint Bonds.
In

class

ALL FOR ONE DOLLAR.

(at Saratoga Springs,

N. V.1

8500 denominations.

Total Mortgage 8100,000
property 8250,000.
This railway Is unique in position, since It
owns Its own road-bed for seven miles, and Is
only operated during the summer months when
there is no suow and ice to contend with. The
receipts and expenses for the past three years
are remarkably uniform, being as follows:
1894
1893.
1892.
Total Income$24,192.30 $22,208,95 $24,297.55

Take Harpswell steamers from Portland Pier.
je24dtf
Ask for Dinner Tickets.

Coat of

FINANCIAL,

NOTICE.
TO THE HOLDERS OF THE

°

6,809.13

7,860.80

8,033.14

6,000.00

6,000 00

6,000.00

Earnings above
all charges $11,383.17 $8,346.16 $10,264.41
FOK SALE BY

MERRILL,

MASON &
48

$100,000
$100,000
*40,000

Capital Stock paid in,
Stookhol ers' additional liability,
Surplus and undivided profits,

.Invested in Government Bonds.

Interest Paid
are

on

Deposits.

offered every facility which
and

responsibility

BONDS,
Choice investment securities. Including high
grade, home bonds, constantly on hand.

Correspondence Solicited.
aug28dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
CONSOL. 4’s,
DUE 1912.

KNOX & LINCOLN R Y.

Consolidated Mortgage 6 Per Cent.
Dated August

8, 1883.

You are hereby notified that the above described bonds are called for payment and the
same together with all unpaid accrued interest
thereon, will be paid on presentation, in New
York City.
Bond should be deposited with us at once for
collection.

WOODBURY

&

mum,

Bankers, Portland,
August 31,

Me.
sep3d2w

1895.

INVESTMENTS.
Town of Dexter, Maine, 6 s.
Town of Pittsfield, Ma ne. 4’s.
City of Zanesville, Ohio. 41-Zs.
City of Springfield, Ohio, S's.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Boiough of Braddock, Pom, 41-2's and 5's.
Portland Water Company. 4's and 5's,
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.
-FOR SALE BY-

H. M. PAYSON ft CO,
IB^UNTIilFr ITS.

<Jtf

fly 17

THIRTY YEAR 5»s,
Principal and
Interest by the Maine
Central R. R. Co.

Guaranteed

fTdUNCAN,

GEO.

(RIAN'SA.S CITY

BONDS,

Jly2dtf_

Depositors

National Water Works Co.

Exchange Street.

St., Druggist,
s

1895.

PROGRAMME:
First Day—Exibitiou of stock, pulling match

races.

warrant.

of the best I ever made.

one

42 Exchange Street.

dtf

apr2

Maine Investments.
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company.
First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds
DUE JAN. 1, 1943.

Cargoes, Carloads and at Retail. Elevators on B. & M. R* B,
The best qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals care
Genuiue LIKENS VALLE1
fully screened for family use.
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,
Wharf.

CUMBERLAND.
__
Agents for Maine of the Celebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
with
all
Wood
railroads.
COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting
of all kinds cut to

order._

R. H.

JORDAN, State Apt,

jy23

104

dtf

EXCHANGE ST.

Both to live and to paint for the true brotherhood of man.

478

FOX STUDIO,
1-3
and

-OF-

195 Middle St P. a Bex 11 OS

$10 a month, Antique Class.
$13 a mouth, Portrait Class.
Evening class, 25 cents per week. Studio
open all day. For lull particulars write to 478Va
Congress St., or apply after Oct. 1st. Day and
evening classes reopen Monday. Oct. 14th.
A new collection of 300 photoyrayhs has been
added to the resources of the studio for a more
au3l eod2m
comprehensive study of art.

VMR°fMEN
Easily, Quickly, Permanently Restat'd.

Weakness, Nervousness,
Debility, and all the train
of evils from early errors or

mm

i,

Hater excesses, the results o£
overwork, sickness, worry,
etc. Full strength, development and tone given to
levery organ and portion
of the body. Simple, naturai methods. ImmedtImprovement Been.
„„„„ ate

im^sslble.

Failure
explanation and

CO., Buffalo, N.Y.
eodlyr

AND

Current Account* received

on

allowed

on

Time

favorable

Deposits.

Correspondence solicited if reus Individuals, Corporations* Banks, end others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank

STEPHEN 8. SMALL. PrcsIdoU
MARSHALL (L G03IN3,
jan4

—

Ca^m

FOR SAL,. BY

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,
1-2

fed28

term*.
Interest

prepared to give information as
earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Corresponvview invited.
dence and personal r
to

81

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

Exchange

Street

Portland, M

TRUNK

GRAND

T.lh&Sat-tf

RAILWAY

Maine State Fair,
lewistos.
In addition to the regular trains leaving Portiand,daily during the Fair at 7.10i and 8.40 a.
m., l.io, 1.30 and 5.15 p. m a special train oa
September 3rd to the 6th and Gth to Lewiston
and return, will
Leave
Portland 10.30 a. m.
Arrive Lewiston 11.67
Returning Leave Lewiston G.15 p. m.
Arrive Portland 7.35 p. m.
Fare including trip by
Electric Railroad
between Lewiston Station and Fair Grounds
and one admission to Fair, Si.25.

Portland to Lewiston and Return,

H. E.

Book,

rcference^
proofs mailed (sealed) free.

ERIE MEDICAL
Ieb2

3,000

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

Interest payable January and July.
Limited to $16,000 per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these
bonds as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
1 am

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Modelling in

Clay.

edtf

...

Casco National Bank

Congress St., Portland.

Office, 350 Commercial SI Drawing, Painting

TELEPHONE 33 4>2.

—

Assessed Valuation $1,550,000 Windham Hill Driving Park,
-Will be holden atTotal Debt including this
WINDHAM
HILL,
$40,000
issue,

their balances, business

I consider my investment in
one of your No. 4 Cash Registers

mar9

SINGING.

GOOD DANCING.
Fanny Comedian, and Pretty Girls.
oOe
and
25c.
Seats now on
Tickets, 7oc,
sale at box office.

Payable from 1903 to 1905.

MERRILL,

SAYS

A, R, WRIGHT GO.,

COMPANY.

FIFTH ANNUAL FAIR

PORTLAND TRUST
CARLTON,
COMPANY.

GHAS. SUMNER

aug28W,TH&Steodtf

COAL!

SECOKTD TRIP
GOOD

dlwteoatf

aug5

MR. GEORGE W.

show
No. 2 at

can

THE GILH001YS
ABROAD.
A GOOD

THE THOS. LAUGHLIN CO.

aug27&sep3

This is ths finest and

1895.

4’s.

neat and
amount.

THIS

237-239 middle Street.

The Kings of Farcial Comedy, in
the Now and Funny Play,

yours,

PORTLAND, Maine.

SOUTH

a

Office of the Sherlit of Cumberland County
State of Maine, Cumberland, SB., August 26th,
A. D. 1895.
is to give notice that on the 26th day
of August, A. D. 1895. a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against
the estate of
JOHN W. HINDS, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said debtor, which petition was filed on the
26th day of August, A. D. 1895. to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees ol his estate, will be held at a Court
of Insolvency to be liolden at Probate Court
room in said Portland, in said County of Cumberland on the 16th day ol September, A. D.,
1895, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
C. L. BUCKNAM.
written.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,

AGENT,

LATE OF GORMAN'S MINSTELS.

& BARRETT,
SWAN
b^.ntkmrs,

headquarters

Messenger’s Notice.

MERRY, the Halter,

to collect them
with us

Respectfully

Expenses
on
Interest
Bonds-

_

in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
mall *1.00.
package by
Sold only by J. H. Hammond.
c„r. Free and Center Sts., and
L. C. Fowler, Cor. Congress

worms we

Janlbeodtf

OPENING- DAY

us

deposit them

please

Gold 6 per

For several years a successful teacher in New
York City. Instruction continued dur.ng the
Home Studio 52 High St.
summer months.

-IS THE-

for you,

John, James and George.

and

/

OPERA.

to

SALES

»

Vannuccinl,
Graduate, (4 years,' of Sig.
Florence, Italy. CONCERT, ORATORIO,

OllB

ACUTION

//I
(I
J]
K

I//

ITALIAN METHOD.

said,
munity as well, if some Noachian deluge
hmf understands herself, feels that she
would engulf half of those who have a cannot
always be complaining; she canAmerican
license to praotice.” The great
not always have the doctor in the house.

have ensured victory.

For

rv

VOICE

telligent physician in some derangement
of the complicated and delicate feminine
organs of generation. The woman who

the efficiency of armies and brought defeat whore cordial
co-operation would

VF

a-~^sg^-/.

ffl

Celebrated. Dunlap

^

\x\
ill

dition of the mucous membrane
cure for uonstipa- y
[ ach and bowels. A positive
tion and Biliousness, and
^
valuable remedy in all the
\»
.VI common complaints of chilm
VI
)) dren. 35c. at all Druggists. A
UJ DR. J. F.TRUE&CO.»

1

Thursday, Aug. 29th,

THE GORMANS,

the Central Trust Co., New
and that interest will cease on

iii

It has been in use 44 yrs. is purely vegetable, (
I harmless and effectual. Where no worms are
the con- I
present it acts as a Tonic and corrects
of the atom- I

a

-OF THE-

The trouble usually
remedy the evil would be to raise the tally, in silence.
An- comes so
standard for admission to the bar.
gradually it is attributed to
There is undue
other way would lie to raise the standard some outside cause.
A good deal weariness, unexpected pain, unreasonof oonduet after admission.
able tears and fits of temper. All these
of the practice of not a few lawyers is
of the
bar visited it symptoms are simply protests
the
if
and
sharp practioe,
nerves. The trouble
silent,
long-suffering
it
deserves, many shows in dark circles below the
with the condemnation
eyes, a
and
lawyers would be without occupation,
downward curve of the mouth, a sallow,
therefore, compelled to seek other means brownish-yellow neck.
of livelihood.
Unregarded, the trouble grows. A
few years of tortured invalidism, probably
The charge made by Harper’s Weekly insanity, before merciful death comes.
deliberately Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is the
that Admiral Ramsay has
planned to prevent 6ea evolutions by our fruit of years of study. It is the producta
admiral of an investigating mind united with
navy on a large scale, lest some
distinction generous nature. When an intelligent
commodore
or
may gain
of study to a subject
out of them, is a pretty serious one, and person gives years
there must be some good result. The
not
is
that
given
from
a
journal
coming
“Favorite Prescription” is a compound
to sensationalism, it deserves something of extracts of herbs that makes a
If jealousy
more than a passing notice.
strengthening, soothing medicine. It acts
feminine
among naval officers is to be permitted to directly upon the distinctly
It stops drains from lining
destroy the efficiency of the new navy, organs.
diseased parts,
which has been built up at vast expense membranes by healing
also the inflammation
from the contributions of the people, cer- thereby curing
that is always present.
tainly a halt ought to be called immedi“I was in a critical condition. Often I was in
of
the
extension
in
the
further
by
ately
despair. I experienced a great improvement
one bottle of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prethat
an
incredible
taking
navy. It seems almost
and
I
am
bottles,
six
taken
scription. I have
officer would be guilty of such tactics as sure that it will not only cure ulceration but all
Yours truly,
diseases of females.”
Harper’s Weekly charges Admiral Ramthe
of
war
and
the
history
yet
say with,
(Mrs.)
of the Rebellion is full of instances where
Neapolis, Virginia.
jealousy among commanders paralyzed

ana buuhbubvb wuhub

$ TRUE’S ELIXIR

Association
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Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

Friday, Sept. 6th.

September 3d and4th,

Hundreds or unuaren

Bar
In his address before the American
at Detroit, Judge Brewer of

tn

WHITE,

but are treated for other diseases. The symptoms are—indigestion, with a variable appetite: foul tongue; offensive breath; hard
and full belly, with occasional gripings and
itching sensapains about the navel; heat andthe
anus; eyes
tion in the rectum and about
heavy and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry
cough; grinding of the teeth ; starting during
ll sleep; slow fever; and often in children, con11 vulsions. The best worm remedy made is

signature of

_

omon

—

Congress
Street,
Opp. Treble House.

aug22dtf

The fac-slmlle

call to offioial position at this juncture
of its
will give the empire the service
of
best talent. pBut Jtho rehabititation
China is a big task even for the greatest

mill'cai?

480

furnished for 35

be kept well, and that you may have unbroken rest ?

BE

F'air week attended by fair weather will
doubtless acttract large crowds to the Forest
city, and we wish to inform our out of town customers that they can combiue business and
pleasure by visiting our Boot and Shoe Store
and selecting from our large stock, their Fall
and Winter supply of foot wear. And as a special inducement, commencing Monday, August
25th and continuing for the week, we will
make great and special reductions in prices to
our suburban customers.
Remember this oiler is made by

F. C.
are

TO

ONE NIGHT ONLY,

at

Portland, Me., August 28,
ang29dtf__

AWARDED DURING THE NEW ENGLAND FAIR.

?

Do You Know that when possessed

ly

_ui;«

PREMIUMS.

I

pupils. The sat'sfaction with the school
Li Hung Chang seems likely to regain is so
pronounced that there may be anhas
for
he
his former influence in China;
other term next year. The benches have
The
been summoned to Pekin by the Emperor been stored away for safe keeping.
sent to Stockton for use
Imperial Chan- tools have been
to accept the office of
manner somewhat similar to their
in
a
It was
supposed that the use here. Such a school fills an emphatic
cellor.
to want
humiliating treaty he was compelled
among many’of our boys. To Mrs.
his A. O. Paul, more than to any other one
make with Japain would end forever
but ap- person, is due the oredit for the existence
influence,
offioial power and
and success of this Isohool in Fort Fairmore
be
powerful
field.—Fort Fairfield Beacon.
parently he will soon
undoubtedis
than ever. Li Hung Chang
China’s ablest statesman, and his re-

the Supreme Court of the United States,
of
complain011 of a superabundance
a
blessing,” ho
lawyers. “It would be
“to the profession and to the com-

Healthful location among Oxford hills in a
quiet hamlet away fom distracting influehoes
For catalogues address the Principal,
W. E. SARCiENT, Hebrom.Me.
augl2d20t

G. E. LOTHROP, Lessee and Manager.

BONDS,

English
College
at once.
Study. Departments In Music, Painting and
Should you wish to make re-investElocution. Splendid and thoroughly equipped
Fine gymna- ment we shall be glad to correspond or
school building; steam heated.
sium supplied with base ball cage and baths. confer with you upon the subject.
Free instruction through entire year in elocuWe regret that we have been unable
tion according to Delsarte and Sweedish systhis call,
earlier notice of
tems.
Special fitting school for Colby where to give you
students are received on Principal’s certificate. but the notice only reached us today.

absolutely harmless?

Do You Know that 35 average
cants, or one cent a dose

for

1895

^'shouid you desire
to

of

Courses

Classical and

Portland Theatre,

Dated Nov. 11, 1887.
You are herby notified that in accordance with the terms of the Mortgage
(the Bonds have been subject to redemption since May 1, 1894) your Bonds
are called in for payment September 1,

Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Sept. 3d,95.

—

famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.

cent

6 per

York,

list of

its ingredients is published with every bottle f

Kansas City, Kansas Water Company

1804—HEBRONACAD’Y—1885.

?

arrangements.

Mr. Leach'i Work at Fort Fairfield.
The Boston Advertiser commends Bosan exThe manual training school, taught by
ton to the National committee as
National Arthur B. Leach, closed Friday after an
cellent place for holding the
convention nextiyear. It says its accom- eightjweeks term in every way successful.
modations are ample, that the railroad It was to have kept ten weeks, but Mr.
connectionsjare of the’best, and that it Leach received an urgent call to Portland,
second and felt as if he oould not disregard it.
can furnish a hall for the meetings
these things The committee having
tho 'school in
All
in
the
country.
none
to
the
tendency of the charge reluctantly consented to its close.
but
are true,
obvious Mr Leaoh understood his business well,
for
committee is,
National
seleict a
place nearer the doing good work, and also having the
to
reasons
happy faculty of making friends of his
geographical centre of the country.

genius.

Infants and Children.

for

The Maine Baptist Missionary Convention will hold
its annual meetings in
Oldtown, September 30, and Ootober 1, 2
and 3. About three hundred delegates
and workers are expected. The city is to
canvassed
be
by the committee of

A remarkable improvement on bicycle
and road lanterns has been made by a
Maine man. It is a regular locomotive
headlight on a small scale and is adjusted
in
with a delioate spring attachment
suoh a way as to counteract the jar of the
cycle or wagon as they pass over stones,
thus preventing the concussion from extinguishing the light.

Portland, Maine.d2tn

aug8

ates.

name was greeted with vociferous
apHalf square advertisements $1.00 per week
The audience rose and cheered,
plause.
week.
each
succeeding
first week; half price
hats were thrown in the air and many
•'A Square” is a space of the width of a colcried themselves hoarse.
There is no
umn and one inch long.
ad- doubt ai"out Mr.
Like
High's position.
Special Notices, on first page, one-thud
his constituents, he is for Mr.
Reed.
ditional
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per There will be plenty more of the same
Insetions or less,
square each week. Three
kind from Pennsylvania. Indeed there is
$ 1.50 per square.
not much doubt but the
State will be
and
type
in
nonpartel
Reading Notices
solid for the Maine candidate.
practically
cents
15
per
notices,
other
paid
classed with
ine each insertion.
in reading matter type,
Notices
Pure Reading
STATE TOPICS Of INTEREST.
25 cents per line each insertion.
adversimilar
and
Sale
For
Wants, To Let,
Ayers & Black are doing a very rushfor
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
business at their new
Rockland
Displayed adver- ing
40 words or less, no display.
factory
putting up 36,000 cuoumber
adverand
all
headlines,
these
tisements under
pickles daily.
not paidl lin advauce, twill be
tisements

GIRLS,

DEPARTMENTS FOR
CHILDREN.

Address,

HOLDERS OF

TO THE

FIRST MORTGAGE

Reopen Wednesday, Sept. 18,’95.

—

AMUSEMENTS.

notice.

Boarding and Bay School

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advauce) $6 per year: $3 for six
imagine, however, that the cry of negro
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
its
lost
The Daily is delivered every morning by domination in Kentucky has
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at potency, and will prove just as useless for
Woodfords without extra charge.
campaign purposes as would the flauntth
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at
ing of the “bloody shirt” in the North.
rate ol $7 a year.
(Weekly) published
Maine State Press,
FIRST DELEGATE FOR REED.
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
to the Republican
The first delegate
5o cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripwas chosen
in
National convention
tion of six weeks.
His
Penn., Saturday.
Persons wishing to leave town for a long or Berks county,
short periods may have the address of their name is H igh, and this is the third time
he has been elected a delegate to a Repubpaper changed as often os desired.
lican convention. He made a brief speech
Advertising Kates.
first
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
Three Inserweek, 75 cents per week after.
Every other
tions or less. $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these

financial

EDUCATIONAL.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

MILLS,

$1.00.

FianO Tuner.
Order

Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431

C0Di^7StrMt

«odU

Tickets good to return until Sept. 9th, 1898.
L. J. SEARGEANT,
General Manager.

aug29tseptG

LABOR DAT

CELEBRATED.

Parade in Portland
Sebago
Beautiful Day for

A

and

Sports

it is likely to bring unjust censure upon
the Labor people, who were in no way
connected. The gang were outsiders and
at appeared to be looking for trouble.

Lake.

of ten policemen,
followed by the American Cadet Band.
The Chief Marshal and stafi followed.
having tho right of the
The
came a

platoon

organization

Union,
Boiler Makers
line
was
twenty-five men, led by P. J. MoNally.
*
mustering
The
Carpenters Union,
thirty-five men, followed, under the
the

lead of W. H. Gilpatrick.
| The Lasters Union, under C. J. Cary,
tamed out forty men.
They were followed by the Bricklayers
Union, led by C. O. Simtb, and muster-

ing forty

DEPUTY

the last four or five years the people who live about Sebago Lake station
have regarded with more or less apprehension the approaoh of holidays, such as
For

Lake.

Labor Day dawned cool and boautiful,
favorable both for the parade and the
sports at Sebago Lake. The parade started about quarter after nine'o’elock, from
the junction of Free and Middle J streets,
under command of Chief Marshal F. A.
Hatch, with J. A. Montgomery as chief
of staff,
First

ABOUT

men.

The Cigar Makers’ Union, led by C. C.
Lomain, and mustering seventeen men,

The

Regular meeting of the City Govern.

Ement Occurred Last

Evening—Sewer

and

Sidewalks Discussed.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Council was called to order by Presi
dent Haskell at the usual'time and place.

City

Wescott.

Cut-

Congregational oh ureli.
tionahle'to'the residents. Just before,the
Alderman Stevens, for the committee
last Fourth of July the residents asked on fire
department, recommended that
the sheriff’s office for special protection.
Cornelius Sheehan and others be given
of
carload
a
that
was
The consequence
leave to withdraw their petition for the
beer was seized before any of it had,been location
of a hydrant on Stoudwater
the day f passed very quietly
drank and
street. Aocepted.
and comfortably.
Alderman McLelldn, for the committee
the sheriff's office was re- on claims,
Last week
reported that the committee
as
behad
adjusted tho matter of settlement
quested to send speoial protection
of damages with Mrs. Abbie Austin and
fore.
that she was willing to settle for $150.
Sheriff Plummer sent Deputy Sheriffs
Report accepted.
P. A. Coller ofJNewjGloucester, Robert
Mr. Dwinal Pride was
leave to

Four

Prominent Artists Have

Been There

On the island of Monegan this sumvisitors there havo been
mer, among the
artists, Henry Sanseveral prominent
burn of Boston, who illustrated George
Kennan’s articles in the Century, has

try, arrived there.
Among other people who have been
staying at the Monhegan House,^the little
hotel there, are Joseph MoCreary of Hoboken, N. J. Dr. Prout of Brooklyn, an
eye and ear specialist; Prof. Hitchcock of
the geologist, and
Amherst
College,
George C. Everett and sister of Brooklyn

ir

.•

IMIU

la,
100

yards dash,
Gonagle second

McCarthy first, Mc-

Running broad jump, Martin first.

Standing jump, Boyden first.
Three standing jumps, Turner

first.

UNFORTUNATE OCCURRENCE.
At Sebago’ Lake yesterday at the picnio of the Central Labor Union a lively
affray ooourred, in whioh Deputy Sheriff
R. F. Newhall of Windham was badly
used.

Deputy Newhall

was

parading

in citizen’s clothes when he
saw a man raising a disturbance about
He at once ordered
one of the swings.
the man away, and meeting resistance,
aooording to his statement, pushed him
The man appears to
over the railing.
the

grounds

v.ona

in

an

nnhalannad rendition

as

he fell upon the backbf his head. When
he fell a dozen or more of his comrades
proceeded to “do up” Mr. Newhall, and
finally succeeded to the extent of a bad
He claims
eye and ajbruised.cheekbono.
they got him down and used their feet on

him, but not until he had made a good
He had no billy with him.
A young man seeing the trouble notified some of the Bpeoial Portland police,
stationed near the dancing
who were

fight.

When the gang saw the police
ooming they took to the woods. Policemen White, Foss and Pillsbury succeeded

pavilion.

Ed. Laurie and Ed. Larkin,
both of Portland, looked them up in a
freight oar, according to instructions
from Deputy Sheriff Newhall, and there
in

capturing

left them to bake.
It appears that the prisoners had too
many friends about, for they got away
Mr. Newhall claims that it
somehow.
was not possible for them to do so without outside help. They were recaptured
by the police In the woods about a quarter of a mile distant and again locked
up, this time for keeps.
Some of the spectators claimed that Mr.
Newhall was rather sudden in his treat
ment at the start, which raised the ire of
the gang and caused unnecessary trouble.
On the other hand Mr. Newhall claims
at him, and
that the man made

of it to go to the »Islands.
was Kennedy Lodge of

of Ro Chester, N. H., accompanied by
the American Band of Rochester. Charles
Came is head of the lodgo. Although
the number in the procession was small a
large party, including ladies, ]came, and
the whole

picnic amounted

dred.
Besides

the

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Among them
Odd] Fellows,

to over

a

hun-

\Y. Keene.

last
Keene
evening
presented Othello, to a large and, at
Mr.
times, very enthusiastic audience.
Keene has a good stage presenco, an excellent oommand of facial expression and
Mr.

Thomas

excursion from Rochester his gestures are generally appropriate and
that pertained
there were excursions from Lewiston and effective. The mannerisms
Association of this to him years ago still abide with him,
the Scandinavian
that have
Besides these were a large num- and it is these mannerisms
oity.
But all actors
ber of excursionists from P ortland who caused so much criticism.
same comment.
took advantage of the superb day to visit of repute are open to the
BarAt the ticket office of the Surely Macveady, Forrest, Booth,
the ‘islands.
it
was rett, and in these later times, noticeably,
Steamboat
Casco
Company
Bay
called to book for
figured that at least a thousand people Irving, have all been
to call
had paid fares and'gone down the bay by what the critics have been pleased
mannerisms, but the artists themselves
the company’s boats.
In addition to the excursions over the styled originalities.
Mr. Keene depicted the gradual growth
Casco Bay line the Harpswell and Falto the intense satismouth
lines, and the other excursion of Othello’s jealousy
faction of his audienoo, especially in the
steamers were well patronized.
great scene in the third act, where Iago
Tud itace.
gradually and subtily poisons the mind
of the Moor until in a frenzy of passion
Mr. Geo. Frates proposes to make a
he dashes Iago to the earth, and, with
somewhere
his
tub
in'
to
Island
trip
Long
wounded
beast,
damns
tho cry of a
is
be
to
The
trip
betweenJSept. 6 and 10.
He was very good in the
Desdomona.
made fora wager of $300, and a single
scene in the second act where he breaks
tip-out spoils if. Mr. Frates says it will
in upon the midnight brawl of his officers
be a ticklish job espocially going across
never more be
and
declares to CSassio,
Isand
Long
the Sound between Peaks
Of course it was reofficer of mine.
land, but'his courage is good and he exin which he kills
served for the scene
pects to get there all right. He said lie
Desdomona for the actor to display the
would ‘be willing to try to get to Old
barbario chieftain
animal nature of tho
Orchard alongshore' if anybody would
in its most hideous form to be followed
make up a purse large enough.
terrible contrition
exso soon by the
perienced when Emilia teils him “She
It was in these
lived you oruel Moor.”
telling scenes that the applause of tho
recovered audience was loud and long continued.
James O’Neill, having fully
from his
receut acoident
opened his
Mr. Heming deserves a good word for
night before a an excellent presentation of the crafty
season at Lewiston last
large audience in the play Virginius.
Iago, and Miss Ripont showed an apfrom
A despatch has been receeived
of the character of Desdemona.
deny- preciation
Arch Deacon Wolfe at Foo l ’how,
The play was well staged and costumed
ing the rumors that riots have taken
and^the scene in the second act representplace there.
arrival of Othello with the port
The mountain climbers who have re- ing the
turned from Mount Tacoma report steam, of Venice and the ships at anchor in the
smoke and gas belching from the foot of background was very pretty.
the Nisqually giacier where the Nisquallv
Grimmer’s orchestra furnished appropririver has its source.
They are much
ate music.
alarmed by the strango phenomenon

BRldFl4%,rOLD.

of my
has had the

proud

chosen
Thomas

god

navigation.’’ Miss Fulmore
pleasure and honor of being
mother to

Fulmore

Meredith

and Mrs.

Captain
ship board.

a

fine

little boy,
of

Mitchell, son
Mitchell, born

Postmaster Brown has gone to

on

New-

you? There’s

not

a

Mary

Moulton Hill and

Miss

S. Fannie

Meservo, both of Ossipee, N. H., have
been admitted to the Authors’ club.
Miss Mattie Jones of Forest avenue has
returned from Old Orchard.
the upper
Mr. G. Douglas has taken
rent in the newly repaired house on the
of Leland and Leonard streets.
of
A considerable number
Deering
Friends went to Durham to attend the
quarterly meeting, held on Saturday and

thing—

boy

on

more
we

the street.

Don’t worry any
him here and

Bring

about it.

will fit him out to the Queen’s
at a moderate cost, too.

taste, and

6

15, all

to

we were

mer

already

planning

your Autumnals.

While you were just tliinkiug of mountains, shores, slippery rooks, tinkering up your
trunks and Dorlna over railroad time-tables, foreign artists and artizans were designing styles,
selecting wools ami silks, combining colors for your ISeptember and October gratification, and
hero are the beautiful things at your command.

HERE,

RIGHT

hear

6 to 15.

Harvest

’em.

Mixed Cassimere

Boys’
All wool.
$0.00.

You’ll
Our

elsewhere at

’em

sea

price this week, $3.(39.

BLACK GOODS.

Black
Tbe

siohair crepons.

grounds

weave,

ridges of glossy
42 inches

Suits,

a

are

mateasse

with
high
3Iokair.

woven

$2.00.

wide,

gems at $1.50 a yard,
(a.) Soft diagonal, with loop
yarn lines.
3Iatelasse stripe, with min-

FOUR

Patterns of high class
Silk and wool,
novelties.
woven on the
all
wool
and
(b.)
Six to 15 years, only $2.89.
curious looms of Germany, France, ute dashes of glossy Mohair.
Boys’ Cheviot Suits,_
solemn
where crazy shuttles have
(c.) Triple diagonal,
warranted indigo, ages 6 to 15, Saxony,
wool,
All
black.
and
with
a
suit
else- played high jinks
yarn,
only $-1.00. Get as good
where for $5.50 and will make you a tint and eyesight.
(d.) Soft twill, blotched with
present of this one.
Odd weaves at
$8.60. bunches of Mohair.

Indigo

Blue Cheviot Suits,

Boys’

Suits

For $1.39, 1.50, 1.87, 5,00. 5.50, 6.00, 6.50,

Boys’

Fine Dress

Suits,
Just

For $7.00, 8.00, 8.50, $10.00.

They

about these suits.

a

are

word
made

best material obtainable,
by honest, skilled, well paid help,
who take pride in getting out a good
suit. No man wears a better thing,
even if it’s tailor made.

DRESS

Squares, Vi inch wide, separated by woven
dykes of worsted, glints of gold, and red and
blue
$12.50.
Damask-like- designs, in sober color ground,
$13.50.
with bright silk figures,
Uoid-Boucle, soft, loosely wove, the Boucle
curls in Black, Mohair, and gold silk. May be
a dozen designs.
$20.00

from the

Boys’
Age

Reefer Su

its,

for $2.87, 3.98. 1.50, 5.00, 5.50,
The beauty and durability of
these suits is just as apparent in the
$2.87 ones as in the $6.50 ones.
1 to

8,

EACH

Yours

or

can

know the

6.50.

Fauntleroy Suits,

*

Four to 6 years. Just like finding money
to get them at our prices this week,

$1.00, 5.00, 6.50,

Boys’

Ages 3 to 8 years made from heavy Cheviot in olive and brown, handsomely
trimmed from $3.87 to $6.50.

Boys’ Long

OPEKIKG
OF

a

•

*

invited to attend.

with geometrical figures in
31irror Siohair.
(b.J Sobre black, weaves or
with Siowith Sio-

and odd

new

designs,
$1.25.

HALF

A

DOZEN

elegances
$1.00.

at

Some with

sober

Wool, Triple Diagonal,

color,

like

more

Crepe grounds,
seeded,
granulated,
granite grounds,

with Siohair.
with pimpled
color than HENRIETTAS.

granulated

grounds,

powdered

$2.00.

grains,
styles,

same

price.

;

Scotch, German Plaids, Cardinal
aud Black, even and broken plaids.

composed of loop yarns
a charming effect, $1.50.
Many more designs at the same
The black
of Mohair;
brice.

Black story would be less
than half told should we
fail to mentiou the highest

OUR

Henrietta known, Arnold,
Constable & Co.’s, Henriettas.

grade

Henriettas
wool
are silk
tilling,
warp,
made of selected stock. The
dying and finishing out-rank any
other such work, wherever done.

THESE

FAMOUS

Diagonals of
They do not wear greasy, nor
in
two
the
soft yarn,
ground
gather and hold the dust as all other
'surface
entire
the
and
tones,
makes we know of do.
with color bunches. Half a
1.2a, 1.37 1-2, 1.50 to

LOOSE-WOVEN
pimpled

—

Fall Brass Goods and Silks

cordially

of yours.

pur-

SALE

Glossy

(a.)
ground

hair bunches.
Three other

BY THE YARD.

Other

Suits,

Pant

Olio look is sufficient to make
chaser of you. Will you look?

—

cost

*

Silk and

Suits,

$1,25*
Brilliantme,

unique. No ripples.
(c.) Granite grounds
neighbor of
hair
sprjnkles.
or
desirable
antag*
(d.) Homespun-like,
have a dress like yours,

8.00.

Blouse

SEVEN

lines of Black Beauties

at

PATTERN
duplicates. No

onistio,

dozen other

$1.00,
$1.25. 2.50.

styles,

dark color
worsted, latticed
silk threads of

EIGHT

off

of
with

gold,

blue,

grounds

red, &c., 1-8 inch checks,

grounds,

with

matelasse

Jacquard figures,

self

colored, ten colors, also black, $1.00.

i

OUR

Manager desires spec-

(

ial mention made of 40
pieces French Henriet-

tas in colors, at
2 shades navy, 2 light blue,.

reds, 1 dark green,

1

nile,

25 cts.
old

3
1

row, 3
garnet, 3

browns.

and Separate Skirts
made to order here of any of
our Dress Goods, warranted

SUITS

Multitude of choice new things in
weaves and tints, never before seen for fit and style.
Prices moderate.
75 cts., and 50 cts.
here,

New Brunswick.
Oakdale.

grammar grade.
Mr. Frank Wilson left Wednesday to
ontor Kent’s Hill seminary.
Mrs. Thompson is the guest of Mrs. A.

AWAY things,

Not a thread of cotton in
sale with here
Made strong for the “staving”
a
and
there
knee.
and
sample sheaf
boy. Got double seat
What more could you ask for $5.00?
set up in Our advertising
But that’s the price of some other field to
give you a hint of the Barnfellow. Our price this week is a
in store.
ful
Beauties
of
little more than half that, $2.87.

Ages

Maple street.
Mrs G. Douglass of
Deering Centre
lias returned from a visit at St. Andrews,

Miss Grace
of the primary department.
Curtis of New Gloucester, a teacher ot
long experience, has been secured for the

are

us say that, other merchant’s customers, dressof
Portland, visitors, tourists, and all classes of
makers, citizensses
wool, double seat and knee. Lots of
mothers have paid $4.00 for this
our
attend
September Opening and Exhipeople are invited to
identical Suit. Our price the present
bition Of High Class Dress Fabrics, which begins Tuesday morning,
week only $2.12.
Sept. 3rd.
Boys’ Blue Mixed Suits.

Boys’ Grey Mixed Suits, ages

Sunday, in that town.
miss this event, as our stock is one
Misses Alice, Lucy and Annie Jones of Don’t
of the largest in the city and you’ll
are
visit
Leonard street, Doering Centre,
Prices
want to see it at its best.
ing relatives in Brunswick.
have been cut on many choice things
B.
Merrill
of
New
James
Mrs.
to
them introduced
just to get
been
has
visiting her
Gloucester
Portland ladies.
Dressmakers are
of
Martha
H.
Mrs.
Bray
daughter,

Thomaston is
Mr. Fred Newcomb of
spending a few days with his aunt, Mrs.
to
W. W. Rowell, previous
entering
Hebron Academy.
The primary and grammar sohools will
Septmber 9th. Misses
open Monday,
Bucknam and Packard will have charge

Forests

Boys’ Clothing.

corner

Stevens Plains avenue.
of Watervillo,
Miss Myrtice Cheney
Maine, is visiting hor grand parents, on

Ring up the September Curtain!
yonder in the landscape the
ordering their Autumnal Costumes.
Out

port, Maine, for an outing, among old For ages 15 to 19 at $5.00, $6.50, $7.00,
friends; Mr. Winfield Hoegg is filling his
$8.00, $10.00, $13.00, $13.50. Search the
place at tho office.
clothing stores throughout the land
The Misses Purgin of Peering Centre
and you’ll not find the equal of these
have returned from Ossipee.
suits at these prices. We got them for
Miss Marian Titus of
College Hill,
the express purpose of advertising the
Boston, has been visiting relatives in
department, as wo got everything.
There’s not an article of clothing here
Peering.
Two new corresponding members, Mrs.
that does not stand upon its merits.

States Senator John F.
Ex-United
The Gillioolyg.
Lewis, died at his residence at Lynwood,
The Gorman Brothers will appear at
at
9
Virginia,
he cimpiy' didhin duty.
county,
Rockingham
Portland Theatre in ^their ffarce comedy D. Wilson, Fessenden street.
The disturbance is unfortuate in that o’clock yesterday morning.
evenMiss Maude Paokard^lias returned from
Allen, “The Gilhoolys Abroad’’ on Friday
At Decatur, 111., George P.
min- a visit to Newburyport.
yesterday morning, shot his wife and ing next The Gormanslabandoned
stepdaughter, Minnie Deffenbaugh. The strels for the farce comedy stage last
Maine Historical Society.
latter’s wound is fatal, but the wife will
season, and met with much success, judgboen found necessary to postpone
It
has
recover.
ing by the audiences they drew and the the excursion to Castine until next year
Many guests at a birthday party given
that
said
is
It
received.
James applause they
Is the weak, lan- Saturday night at the homo of
and members of the Society with friends
were the
company has been greatly strength- are cordially invited to make an oxcursiou
guid cry of th< Need in London county, Tennessee,
Members
of
the
been
rehas
something.
ened this season, the comedy
sufferer from poisoned by
Reed, Simpton and Abbott families are
and to Fryeburg, ong Thursday, Sept. 12th,
vised, many bright features added,
sick headache,
die.
Union Station, Portland, ot
very iil and one or two will
There was a leaving the
introduced.
Hood’s Pills curt
The Rev. Secretary James L. Barton, taking songs
8.45 a. m. Dinner at the new
hotel Oxtickets
yesterday.
of
this condition D. D., of the American Board left Bo ston good advance sale
will be made to Lovewell’s
ford.
Trips
to
be
at
a
represent
morning
Notes.
promptly, and sc yesterday
Pond, Jockey Cap Mountnin and other
tendered to the deputation of the
time Fanny
agreeably that it ception
Robert. Mantel, fora long
points of interest. A public meetiugSwill
Board this evening in Chicago by the
be
seen
will
man,
is like the pleasBlatchford. Davernport’s leading
vice president, Hon. E. W.
next Mon- be held at 7.30 p.m,in the Congregational
llieatro
ant change from darkness to daylight
Portland
has
receirod
at
letters
of in- as a star
The deputation
church, Fryeburg. Ask your station
The feeling of otter exhaustion and ina- troduction from the Department of State day and Tuesday.
leader
or agent for a round trip ticket.
Should
bility to work la driven off and the diges- in Washington, and from the Japanese
Arthur Niklsch, formerly
are
arm
who
is
to
tive organs
toned, strengthened
commissioner to the United States. They Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Thursday prove raiDy the excursion will
regulated. Hood’s Pills are purely vege- will sail from San Franoisco on the be the new director of the famous
take place on Friday.
table, sale, reliable. 25c. at all druggists. Coptic, September 12th.
Gewandhaus concerts in Deipsic, will re-

a^lunge

|

OUR

1

white waist, black skirt Miss Young
The
was first, Miss Flaherty second.
prizes were a gold ring and silk umbrel-

R. LIBBY.

Before another new moon every maple tree will be
provided it’s within your means—
that’s too good for him, is there? a
Blushing Beauty.
We know it, and have arranged to
hundreds
place within the means of
DRESS STUFFS have caught the glad infection. The pale
of proud mothers just the kind of
shades of summer are receiving a warm injection of bright, rich
Boys’ Clothing they had been pining
had
Autumnal Blood. Aurora and Foliage are giving the pace to
for, but always found that prices
another
In
their
reach.
put beyond
Textiles. And Beauty of weave was never so much a beauty as it shows
week the little fellow will be trudgitself to-day on our Dress Goods Counters.
ing along to school. It’s your desire
that he shall be the most neatly clad
BACK MONTHS AGO when you were planning your Sum-

Trisoott of Boston, a prominent water
Last woek Harry Fenn, the
colorist.
most prominent illustrator in this ooun-

DEEMING.

UXUUX

Now aren’t

been there for some time; George Wharton Edwards, the well-known writer and
artist, was there and so was S. B. K.

instructing
and E. W. Dolloff of Standish.
Monghegan is particularly attractive
investigate the matter of unpaid sewer
A carload of beer came up in the morn- assessments
and that the city treasurer to artists because of its picturesqueness
line.
the
closed
ing, consisting of eiglit or ten'barrels of be instructed to oolleot those due by legal and tbe extraordinary capacity of its
The Typographical Union, whioh has
if necessary.
for affording a new and charmbottled beer and three or fourjhalf barrels processes
was
Alderman Woodman introduced an or- scenery
usually made a very fine display,
at aim ost every turn.
This was confiscated at the der
of
beer.
ing
to
picture
of
sum
$11.65
the
appropriating
not in line.
There is also something so restful about
start. Everything progressed very smooth- reimburse Mr. Joseph F. Chute for taxes
While the turn-out was noticeably
ly during the forenoon. The great ma- paid upon tho property recently owned the simple life of Monhegan’s people and
small, the men made a good appearance, jority of the 3000|p«bpJe were perfectly or- by Jeremiah Ladeau on Brown street, their isolation from the world that one
the sum once before having been paid.
and the marohing was noticeably good
derly and the officers had nothing to do Passed.
forgets that there are cares and worries
The oolumn moved down Middle street to
An order authorizing the construction and
bottles of hard stuff
but
several
the time
passes so quiokly and
capture
and
Congress,
Pearl, up Pearl to
that was being sold on the outskirts by of a sewer on Pleasant street to cost $150 smoothly
that it seems as if there were
Union
the
to
final
street
had
and
that
its
second
passage.
thonoe along
reading
summer visitor
all One
no time at
pocket peddlers. At about one o’clook There was no opposition.
Station, where the train was taken lor
Sheri If-'NeWhall perceived that a
An order had its first reading appropri- whose mental labors are arduous says
Deputy
Sebago Lake.
of Gorham’s Corner toughs who ating the sum of $150 to settle the claim that ho never.was in a place before where
gang
for damages of Mrs. Abbie Austin.
AT SEBAGO LAKE.
were drunk were down by the swings
there seemed to be so little thinking. He
Alderman Cloudman introduced an orLabor
Central
of
the
members
it in no uncomplimentary sense
women
makThe
there,
interfering with two
der orduring the assessment of the sum meant
Union with their friends and families ing coarse and indecent remarks and do- of $189. VI on the abuttors of the Cumber- to the people who live there, it should be
This sum being understood.
embarked on the 10 o’clock, truin for ing even worse He immediately ordered land street sidewalks.
one-half the cost of the same. The perbabies
were
Lake.
At
present.
to
desist
and
to
move
that
them
Many
away.
Sebago
sons and sums assessed are as follows:
A ball game was played between two they all jumped for him and a fierce Portland & Rochester railroad, $10.6S),
in':
n
cK
7/C
TJ
and
the
Murphy fight ensued.
Officer Newhall,|as depicked nines. Our Boys
mond $28.97, H. M. Raymond $71.40.
Balsams, for a oox oi cigars, .as me scribed Jby Officer Kimball, who saw
Alderman Woodman moved that the
attendMr. and Mrs, J. F. Frellick,
ri
n
end of the fifth inning the Balsams were
XJgllV)
order have Its second reading and final
mutes,
ants on the convention of deaf
Our
the
later
said
and
built
ahead,
He is a stout
nothing,but
young passage.
ing object.
held this week in Portland, have been
beforo
the
mostated
Alderman
Verrill
About
man about 28 years of age, with very
Boys made a lead of two runs.
tion was
that the chief petitioners the guests of Mrs. Frollick's sister, Mrs.
His were not put
this time the Balsams recalled, some al- pleasant
and agreeable features.
abuttors aud that these D Goodhue of
the
Peering Centre. Mrs.
a fivethe
have
to
and
dosed
there
game
was
sums
he
entirely
leged agreement
right eye
thought were excessive.
favorite
Frellick is a well-known and
the
cost
said
that
Cloudman
honor
Alderman
the
that
and
claimed
as
as
a
hen’s
innings one,
big
hung over it a bunch
was considerably less singer in the deaf and dumb language.
of
this
sidewalk
committee
of victory was their’s. The
egg and as white. His left cheek was per foot than any other brick sidewalk
Miss Elizabeth Webber of South Portallowed them the puffed
whole faoe was heretofore constructed.
on sports, ex-offlcio,
up and his
land, has been visiting the family of Mr.
to
as originally
and
order
on
the
vote
but
and
covered
with
The
and
scared
cigars
scratched
gave
the^game
honor,
Van Bray, Stevens Plains avenue.
who clearly deserved blood as were his clothes. He was taken introduced was callod for and resulted
Our Boys,
the
A letter has been received from Miss
in a tie.
them.
down to the lake and washed and sent It was moved that the matter of assessFlorence Fulmore, who has travelled
In the afternoon dancing was enjoyed to his home.
ing abuttors on the Main street sidewalk more than half around the world, since
until the next meeting as
in the f pavilion and a band concert was
The Portland police were notified last be laid over
That
she has been
were no
there
representatives of the leaving Peering.
given in the grove by the American evening to be on the lookout for the rest abuttors present.
increasing her store of knowldiligently
Cadet band of Portland.
of the gang here in Portland and to arIt was moved that the matter of assess“I
edge may be seen by the following:
The sports commenced at 2.30 and were rest them. The sheriffs say that this Gor- ing abuttors of the Cumberland street
nautical accomsidewalks also bo laid over for the next will tell you some of my
conducted.
well
were
the
ones
and
crowd
Corner
ham’s
only
very'interesting
Adjourned.
plishments. X can take the time from
all obnoxious and |that meeting.
wore at
who
RACES.
the chronometer, and work up a sight to
else was entirely quiet and reIn the 5 laps, three miles, race there everybody
Mr. H. Rosenborg was before Judge find the longitude, almost as quick as
Tolman in the Municipal Court Monday
Brodie, spectable.
were five
entries—McCaithy,
papa can; can also get the latitude by
afternoon, charged with a search and ‘dead
and
Gerraro
McCarthy
Hayes.
reckoning,’ and shape the ship’s
Sullivan,
and
found
was
He
case.
seizure
guilty
A LABOR DAY CEXCURSION.
won easily first, Gerraro second, Hayes
fined $100 and costs and he appealed the course on the chart. I can ‘box the comIn his defence he claimed that the pass’ and find out how many degrees
case.
third. The traok was grassy and uneven
beer seized was “Uno,” and the part of variation there
and the time is not significant. McCarthy
is; and know all the ropes
Visit
PortRochester, N. H., Odd Fellows
a
bottle of whiskey was some that he
The prizes were $10, $5, $3.
and sails.
ran well.
Besides, I can splice a rope
owu use. George Libby, Esq.,
for
Ills
had
land Harbor.-:
Now
and tio several kinds of knots.
In the girls fifty yards dash Mary Mulof Portland, defemled Mr. Rosenberg.
George Pennell. Esq., of Atluntio City,■ what do you think of that for a Peering
len wore a Scotch plaid waist, dark skirt;
his father, Mr. John
Iowa, is visiting
student?
Isbelle Flaherty, white waist, blackjplush
Papa says I could take the
Yesterday was so bright and beautiful Pennell of Spring street.
bows and black skirt; Carrie Young, that several organizations took advantage
ship into port now myself; so I feel quite
UilU

Proud of That Boy!

This Summer.

given
F. Newhall of South Windham, Albion withdraw his olaim for'damages.
an order
Alderman
introduced
Verrill
and Mr. Frank Sparrow of Deering
Kimball, who is one of the jail deputies,
the committee on sh wers to

a

j.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MONHEGAN’S SUMMER VISITORS.

Absent, Aldermen Hopkinson, ^Turgeon,

Woodbury, Riggs,
Mayor
Fourth of July and’ Labor Day, which ter was
present and brought to the attenthe
grounds
picnio
bring largo crowds to
tion of tho Council the necessity of some
at that point These crowdsffiave generalaction
being taken by the Council'toly included a'rough element that with ward an
appropriation for the repair of
and hard liquor
the assistance of beer
the city clock looatcd on the WeBt End
than
objeomore
have made themselves

J

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

oeive a salary of 20,000 marks about $5000
year.
,,
Maurice Grau has cabled from Carlsbad
that
Abbey
Mme. Marcella
to Henry E.
Sembrioh has decided not to come to
Sembrich
had
America this season.
signed conditional contracts with Abbey
to
will
go
KUssia.
& Grau. She
a

NEWHALL’S FI GHT.

Outing.—A Large

an

Crowd Go to the

FACTS

MORE

WESTBROOK.

J. R. LIBBY.

MARRIAGES.

sept2d2t

L. Caleham
of Rockport.

In Rockport. August 31. George
anil Miss Bertha I. Greenlaw, both
In Searsport, August 34. George W. Morrow
anil Miss Bridget A. M. Wllmot.
In Camden. August 21. Jesse Priest and Mrs.
Libia A. Drinkwater. both of North port.
In North Penobscot, August 23, Harvey M.
Bowden and Miss Hannah M. Dunham, both of

East Orland.
In Webb, August 24, Fessenden S. Schofield
and Miss Hattie B. Horn, both of Weld.
In Avon. August 25. Fred H. Richardson and
Miss Mabel G. Harlow, both of Strong.
In Belfast, August 28, John W. Norton and
Miss Clara Robbins, both of Belfast.
In Xoiisham, August 23, Oscar B. Ingalls of
Brunswick and Miss May Bertha Small.

0 My Head!

I;

!

]

is Best!!

an experience of over fifty years
combined with modern invention

K3

1

:

In No. Tonawandn, N. Y., very suddenly.
Sept. 2. Lizzie May Small, wife of John F. Chase,
and daughter of Geo. M. Small of East Limington. Me., aged 39 years and 7 months.

Portable

[Notice

75 years.
In Milltown. August 22, Ira S. Havman, aged
86 years.
In Swan’s Island, August 19, Mrs. Hannah
Sprague, aged 43 years.
In Alexander, August 28, SamuelK. Seamans,
aged 73 years.

-g^trhat

CLflBioM
^HP eOLDCooking
Range]

DEATHS.

of funeral hereafter
In South Portlnad, Sept. 2, Vinton E„ infant
son of Nancy K. and Job Ellies, aged 7 months,
19 days,
[Funeral Wednesday forenoon at 10 o’olock,
from tlie parents’ residence. South Portland.
In Steuben, August 26, Samuel Parritt, aged

—

1

!

every style for wood or coal or with our Famous Removable Dockash'
Grate. If not for sale in your locality, do not pay a larger profit on in- \
as “just as
ferior makes
good,” but ask us where to get the >

represented

Fnl^wXJ

6

WOOD & BiSHGP CO., 3AN80R,
jj)

MAINE.;

MiSCEILASTEOUS.

ror,

Make Thou my spirit pure and clear
Ab ore the frosty skies,
Or this first snowdrop of the year
That in my bosom lies.
As these white robes are soil’d and dark,
To yonaer shining ground;
As this pale taper’s earthly spark
To yonder argent round—
So shows my soul before the Lamb,
My spirit before Thee,
So in mine earthly house I am
To that I hope to be I
Break up the heavens, O Lord, and far
Through all yon starlight keen
Draw me, thy bride—a glittering star
In raiment white and clean!

It all oamc about through winning that
prize and getting my name published
broadcast throughout tho length and
breadth of the land. It is, of course, a flue
thing to wake up one morning and find
one’s self famous, but even this apparently has its drawbacks. I did not mind the
crafty appeals for help, the wily prospectuses of fortunes to he made by taking
shares In this or that bogus company, or
even the well laid schemes of horse racing
pools that came In by every post, but when
it came to downright misrepresentation 1
thought the limit had been quite over-

good thing—
that’s what everybody says when they
Pond’s Extract to

use

relieve

throat,

sore

rheumatism,
Look

for

label,

etc.

wrapper and yellow
genuine without them.

none

POND'S EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Ave., New York.

Only the
I
Highest
Grade Leaf!
is used

make B. L.
Tobacco.
That’s
it is

Susan.”
Your loving wife,
To say that I was knocked back by this
to
express half
strango epistla is only
truth. It fairly too* the wind out of mj
sails. My wife and “children—six of them
This was surely coming it strong towarc
a young fellow who only a few weeks pre
viously had celebrated his twenty-thirc
birthday. I did not even possess that in
dispensable desideratum to a family mai
_a wife.
True, I Was soon going to havi
one, for—and this is a little secret betweei
ourselves—the hasps of marriage betweei
the accomplished Clementina Wilks anc
myself had been called for the third tiim
only on the previous Sunday, and a weel
hence was to see us united forever in thi
This by the way.
bonds of matrimony.
Of course I knew there must be somi >
terrible mistake in the document I held li
did no
my hands, but that knowledge
make tha perusal of It any the more agree
I could plainly see that it migh
able.
easily lead to some little awkwardness a
How
a time when 1 least wanted any.
ever, I was determined not to let the thin;
unduly worry me, so, swallowing the mat
utinal toa aud toast, I shortly afterwari l
lit a cigarette and set out for the perform
ance of my daily duties, finally consolln; ;
by coming to the conclusion tha ;

1

to

||
|

why |
F

so

■

Popular.

myself

the affair was probably a stupid joke 01
the part of some freakish friend, and I
should hear no more of It.
At a little later than my usual hour li
tho afternoon I returned to my lodging
and then saw—a faot of which I was no i
previously aware—that I had stupidly lef ;
this very remarkable communication be
hind me on leaving homo in the morning
for it lay on a sideboard open for any on >
to read. I guessed, of course, that the land
lady had, by virtu# of a landlady’s in
alienable rights, made herself by this tlm )
■

familiar with its contents, but did no ;
challenge her on the paint. I was mor )
concerned to know if any on# else hai l
done bo, too, and with that view inquire) l
if there had been any visitors during thi

HIGH TEST OILS
-AND-

day.
“Only Mies Wttks,” was the landlady’
reply, with a sort&I bottled up smile. Sh

GASOLINE.
If you want the best GASOLINE for yon
stoves this summer, order from us. We fill an;
size package and we loan S gallon cans t<

GASOLINE

OIL CUSTOMERS.

or

OUR TEAMS CO TO

Stroadwater, Gash's Corner, Pleasantdale
Cape Elizabeth and Knightville,
TUESDAY OF EACH WEEK

Knightvllle, So. Portland and Willard,WEEK
FRIDAY OF
Postal

or

EACH. WEEK

Telephone, 318-3.

lADDOX,

S. A.

OXZj Doalor,

35 Middle
jly25

Portland,

St.,

PRESS

Me
dtl

PORTFOLIOS

1

The following portfolios can be obtained t
the PRESS, or by mail as specifie 1

the office of
under each:

liREHl’S LIFE OF ANIMALS.
This is an English translation of Brehm’s fa
mous German work on animals. It has Dee 1
Issued in 29 weekly parts of 20 pages eact ■
all of which are ready. Price 10 cents per pari
ior anj
postage free. Orders will be received,
or all the parts as desired, for a limited time.
STANDARD COOK BOOK.
This is the latest Cook Book out, contains 32 j
pages, 1200 receipts 186 illustrations andl
sent postpaid to any address or will be delii
ered to any one who calls in person at this o:
cents
J
3
If
for
16
cents.
flee,
retur
ser.t, for postage, book is sent by
Otherwise it will b s
mail from this office.

Ohio,

causing

a

in

Springfield

publication
delay of several days.

mailed from office of

THE PEOPLES

ATLAS.

The Peoples Atlas of the world contains neai
desertj
ly 70 maps and 140 illustrations with
tlve matter. The pages are 11x14 inches. A
immense amount ol statistical matter is glvei
a sample list of which would fill this colurai
It Is a handy atlas for ready reference ana ^
marvel at the price. Price at this office or sei t
bvmailto any address 30 cents. Orders by ma 1

filled from publication office in Springfiek
Those desiring it by return mail froi
this office must send C cents for postage.
WILD FLOWERS OF AMERICA.
A series of 18 portfolios each containing si
teen colored plates of American Wild llowers
Price 15 cents each. All the parts arereadj
Binding in cloth aud leather, with uam
stamped in goid. §1.50. Outline senes, 1
cents per part. Contains same figures as co
ored series, but uncolored.

Ohio.

whs

that

oftBcern^d

my welfare
«>**

)

should feel a reaMnterest tn the correspond
enco of the man who a week hence wouli 1
be her husband? Oh, yes, I felt sure sh )
had read it; but, then, she wa6 a scnsibl
girl and would surely see the thing in it ?
right light. Of course she would. But
would much rather have told her about i
myself than that she should acquire t.h s
knowledge of it by her own means. Hoi
annoying it all was, to be sure!
It was some time later when I sallie j
s
forth ta the home of my beloved for th
usual evening visit. How pretty the littl
villa looked wherein she dwelt, with it 3
sloping grass lawn and beds of brillian k
geraniums! How proudly the tulips real
ed their heads above the blue flowere 1
iris that skirted the garden wall, hoi f
fragrant the honeysuckle that climbe I
around the artfully designed entrance, an i
what a wealth of floral beauty was dii
played in the miniature conservatory tha t
encircled the drawing room window! Bu II
how much more lovely than all was Clem
entina herself, as she stood awaiting m 3
inside the room in all the beauty of bud
ding womanhood, with her brilliant eye 3
and flushing cheeks!
I rushed forward to greet my charme r
with all my customary effusiveness. I di '
not get quite the reception I expected.
“Monster!” cried Clementina, drawin
herself up to her full height of 5 feet 9 am *
waving me off with her hands. “Ay
proach mo not! Have yon the effronter T
to insult me with your polluted presence
you base n!0&¥”
For a woman who in half a dozen day
is expected to become one’s Wife I though t
this rather rich, but as I know Clementin
had a hankering after stage effoct I con
eluded she was acting and laughed at her
“Ah! You moik me, v|le thing! Qui t
Iny presence and go-go to your wife am i
children!” shrieked the fair one, evident!
in earnest.
“Clementina, don’t be stupid,” I said
“There is a mistake. I know to what yo
allude. You have been to my rooms an
I tel
note addressed to me.
read a

^

EACH

Wsodfords and Morrills,
as a

anything

ana wiiau

Wfloaioras ana tast ueering,

Drop

)

about an hour "ago, thinking yoi
r
would be home, and after staying a fev
minutes suddenly left.”
Suddenly left! Had she then read th )
stupid thing? Doubtless. Although !
know Clementina to be a not more thai
ordinarily inquisitive girl, the near ap
r
proaoh of our marriage seemed to give he
a sort of right to make herself acquaint© l
with

MONDAY OF EACH WEEK

THURSDAY OF

;

came

1

j

■

j

stupid

■

)

Bio Coupons necessary for an; f
ef*the above.

TO OU®

***»*■■■!

IAOT

you it is all a mistake.”
“And a pretty mistake for me!” crie
she.
“But, thank heaven, I have discot
ered it in time, before it became irropara
ble. Oh, you monster!”
“Hear me, Clementina, like the sensibl 3
girl I've always taken you to be,” I plead
ed. “I tel! you the whole thing is an ei

_

The >EOLIAIV I

Friend

koindly.

The

world

new

are

doctor’s treatment is doit

t

■j
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TIRflE THAT HORSE !
He may he

a hammer.
Ail kinds of Horse Timers
$150. Leanest stock, Best Watches
Prices. Horse Timers repaired,
McKENNEy, the .Jeweler, Monument Square.

to
£7.50
Lowest

Jlplldtf

MAINSPRINGS 75c.
New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior t
Warranted Mainspring atn 1
all others, only 75e.
cleaning, #1.50. Cleaning. gl.OO. McILENNEY, th1 !

Monument Square,

jauisdtf

Now England Fair
to the
T7TSIT0RS
t
should secure nice cool rooms at the
Bay View House, Peaks Island. Filteen
minutes from the oity and free transportaby steamer Jeanette,.Long
tion to guests
Wharf, foot of Exchange gtreet. Steamer
leaves nearly every hour.2i-l

room

with heat and

SALE—Second nand square pianos at
FORvery
low prices: two second hand organs,

L melodian, music boxes, B flatcornets, 1 double
bass, music boxes; all the popular musio, superor
violin and banjo strings. For sale
24-2
HAWES, No. 414 Congress St.

by

A comTo let by the day or evening.
fortable steamer to be had at reason*
able terms. Apply at 169 Commercial
In
the
Me.
St., or write to
HOUSE, Limerlok,
LIMERICK
Special rates
beautiful Osstpee Valley.
ARTHUR K. HUNT.
American
League Jly 12dtf
August aDd September.
R. R.
P. &
R.
Hotel. Station Center Waterboro
A four horse Concord coach connects train
leaving Portland 12.30 daily* 6. E. GRANT.

WANTED—MALE

spring

POR SALE—Kum to Hawes’ music store, or
A
send orders for popular music, music books,
pianos, organs, musio boxes, vlollus, banjos,
nandollns, guitars, harmonicas, cornets, accorieons, superior violin and banjo strings. 414
:ONGEESS STREET, Portland, Me.
24-2
POR SALE—Elegant lot, 6000 feet, at DeerA
ing Centre, on line of electrlo cars; has oel:ar and underpintng all ready to put sills on;
ilso one adjolulng lot; must be sold by September 6th.
F. H. DEERING & CO., 181 Trenont street, Boston, Mass.
23-2

HELP.

Forty words inserted under this

house—sioknesi
several rooms

one

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

engaged

Merryconeag

AT HARPSWELL IS NOW OPEN FOR
THE SEASON,
Special dinner, including broiled live lobster,
served daily. Round trip tickets to Harps well,
including dinner at Merryconeag, ONE DOLLAR. See time table of Harpswell steamers.

Pophain Beach, Maine.

—

av

Watchmaker,

LE'i— Furnished

TO gas, at 90 High atreeet.li-tf
Stmr. MARY W. LIBBY,

CASCO HOTEL COMPANY, Proprietors.

C.WIcCOULDRIC.Mgr.

good, I belave. He advises m 3
to take queen aun eternally, and to rub anarch
So I’m doin’ it, an’ I think it’ 5
on me joints.
helpin’ me wonderfully.”—Puck.

me a

this head
week for 25 eonts. cash in advance.

Forty words inserted under
one

THE ROGKLEDGE.

ye this mornii
Kelly.—“An’
Misthriss Flyn? Is yer rheumatiz any better?
Mrs. Flyn—“Well, yis, I think it is, I thank y
how

Mr.

city.__28-1

man

WANTED—Young
Address, staling age.

for office work.
Box 454, City.
31-1

AGENTS—Can offer good selling side line. No capital needed. Big
Quick sales. Spot cash. Box 420,
profits.
31-1
Rochester, N. Y.

NURSERY

LOAN—On first mortgages
estate in any amount on .oneat 5 per cent; over that at 6
per cent. Loans on second mortgages and
personal property at fair rates. A. C.LIB29-4
BY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.
TO

real
MONEY
value
on

third

THE DAILY PRESS
Can always be found at the periodica

tores of:
John Chisholm, 109 Congress street.
247
A. B. Merrill,
“
405
W. F. Goold.
526
N. G. Fessenden,
eod2mo
|
iulye
604
W. H. Jewett.
*
E60
Sole New England Representatives for tl
L A. Libby.
F. A. Jellison, 935 Congres street
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler. Bacon, at
street.
York
219
G. DaSilva.
other First Class Fianos.
J. J. Beardworth. 87 India street
P. H. Erskine. 43 Middle street.
J. W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street
Park
T.
H. G. Todd, Cor. Commercial and
Sts.
617 Congress Street,
street
76
W. A. Golden,
Exchange
dtt
Westman & West, 93 and 95 Commercial
aug23
Finest location on the coaat: new hotel,
finely furnished. all modern Improvements street.
John Hernandez. 125 Commercial street
perfect
unexcelled ouisine; pure water:
W. A. Gillis, 145 Commercial street.
drainage: surf bathing; fishing; boating on
Miss Norah Pearl, 190 Brackett street
orohestra
of
five
ocean, river and lake. An
John H. Allen, 381% Congress street.
pieces will furnish musio throughout the seaD6nnetSCo, the Florist, 046 Congress street.
rs son. The new steamer “Snlacia,” Captain
for
Cummini
Bnilding
Proposals
G. J. Hodgson, 96% Portland street
Oliver, from Portland direct every day. AlBoad.
T. M. Glendentag, Long Island.
Central
Bailso special rates over Maine
F. L. Brackett. Peaks island.
at a line between the Cl ey road via Bath
and Company’s
steamer
Beginning
E. L. Littlefield, 189 Congress street
of Westbrook and the town of South Poi t- “Percy V."
M. A. Parker. Libby’s Corner.
adFor rates and further information
land, on Cummings land eixty-tbre* (fl »>
H C Berry. 937 Congress street
feet to land of the heirs of R. E. Skillinfi s. dress J. D. FORSY'iH., Manager, Popam
thence on Skillings land fourteen hundr< <1 Beaob. Maine.
jlylldTuTnand S2mos.
Mrs. Bradley, cor. Spring and Clark streets.
and six (1406) feet to land of Kandall Ski
J. T. Wyer, 48 Portland Pier.
lings estate, thence same course on Ra;
W C. Lord, head of Long Wharf.
se^
and
hundred
estate
four
dall Skillings
G W. Hunt. 8 Custom House Wharf.
enty-six <476) feet to land of R.E. Skillini
left
John
Cox, 23 Monument square.
to
thence
an
angle
heirs,
turning
Dennett, the Florist, 663 Congress street.
forty minutes (40’) and running on lai
L.
a
couri
D.
on
Look, Cor. Congress and Franklin Sts
heirs
of
of the
R. E. Skillings,
W. H. Durgin, Harpswell boat.
of South six degrees and ten minutes (6olt
at the new stands in the FalmouthAlso
one-hs
and
six
hundred
and
East
forty
States hotels, and Grand
(641 1-2) feet to Jacksons’ restate, then* '» will be opened WEDNESDAY, July Preble and United
If can also be obUnion Depots.
and
esta'
Trunk
of
Jackson
course
land
on
same
hotel
duras
a
summer
Bros.,
agents on all train*
run
of
Chisholm
tained
iourteen;bundred and twelve and six-tentl is Oth, and
Maine Central. Grand Trunk and Port
of
the
road,
feet
to
side
of
Cummings
(1412.6)
ing the season.
laud & Rochester railroads and of,agents on any
called, thence same course across said roc
Accomodations for regular boarders of the Boston trams.
thirty-nine and five-tenths (39.5) feet 1 »
The Press can also be found at the following
land of C. B. Illsley thence same couri ® or
parties for the day.
places out side the city:
on Illsley’s land two hundred and thirtec
Auburn—J u. HaskelL
and
seven-tenths (213.7) feet, thence rui
The house is one of the most sightly
Augusta—J. F. Pierce,
ing an angle of eight degrees anfl ten mil !' and
in Portland
place
picturesque
Bath—John O. Shaw.
lutes (8o 10’)to right andjriinning ©njlllflley
Harbor, and an ideal place to spend
Berlin Falls, N. H.—C. S. C.arlc.
on
a course
and
of South two* dcgei ,s
M. Burnham.
Biddeford—A.
(2) west one hundred an forty-two and on >- the summer.
••
W. T. Bardsley.
tenth (142.1) feet to land of Frank P. Cur
J. B. IRISH, Prop’r.
jlylOdtf
W.
Ingalls.
thenoe same course on C.uitomini
Bridgton—A.
ming8,
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
land three hundred and twenty-live (32 >>
Cape Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.
feet to town line between the town < ,l
LOST AND FOUND.
Cumberland Mills—H. G. Starr.
South Portland and Scarborough.
*—“
Lewis.
Camden—Fred
JThe road bed of said road eliall be fori y
•*
J. H. Gould.
(40) feet in width from outside to outai< le T OST—On Sunday somewhere betweeu ConBrown.
L.
Cornish—E.
ol’ ditches, and to be graded or raised t»
i’ Jj gress, State or Middle streets and the
Deerlng—N. J. Scanlon.
feet in the
centre of the road bed, wii 11 water treat, the sum of $16.
Leave at 124
Damariscotta—E. W. Dunbar.
a
gradual slope each way. And all tre ’* MONUMENT STREET and receive reward.
H. Evans
Fairfield—E.
and brush to be removed from said way f<
3-1
of four rods;
Farmington—H. P. White Sc Ca.
a width
and all work >f-Freeport—A. W. Mitchell.
building and grading the said way shall I le t OST—Lady’s, pocketbook at Kigby Park or
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
done io the satisfaction of the Selectin' n Jj on train returning to Portland.
Finder
Fryeburg—J. T, Whitmore.
of said town.
will be suitably rewarded by returning same to
Gardiner—Russell Bros.
There is to be a bridge across Jackson ’» WYER GREEN & Co., 461 Congress street.
Green’s Landiug-S. W. Fifleld.
brook, so called to be included in the buil 3____30-1
Gorham—L. J. Lermond.
ing of said road, it is to be twenty-fo
Long Island, a lady’s silver
N. H.-S. M. Leavitt Sc Sou.
(24) feet wide with six by twelve (6 oy 1 2) 1?OUND-On
can have
Owner
P
the
same
watch.
by
Kennebunk—J. H. Otis.
feet in the cJenr. The buttments to be co
E. Miller.
for this advertisement. JAMES
Kennebunkport—C.
structed of stone to be three (8) feet at tJ r. naying
29-1
WALLACE, Long Island.
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
boitom falling off to two (2) feet at the t<
Lewiston—Chandler & Winship.
with returns on each side of ten (IQ)
1 t.--The stringers need
Long island—Hughey Bros.
in constructing sa
n
T OST—Tuesday. August 20th at Peaks IsLimerick—S. A. Grant.
bridge shall be six (0) in number, sixtei n
a ladies’
or on steamer
Jeanette,
MJ
land
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
(16) feet long, six by twelve (6 by 12) i
and chain. The tinder will be
North Stratford. N. H.—J. C. Huchtlns,
ches, composed of hard pine. Snid strings c° «old watch
same to 186 Pearl
returning
by
rewarded
Norway—F. P. Stone,
to be covered with spruce plank twent
27-1
A. O. Noyes Co.
four (24) leet long, three (3) inches thio l~ street, City.
Said bridge is also to be railed with a su »Old Orchard—Fogg & i bby.
Eicnmond—A. K. Mlllett.
able railing to protect public travel. The ™
Rumford Falls—H. L. Elliott.
is also to be two (2) water courses aero
WANXED-FEMALE help,
“•
-C. A. Clifford.
said road to be laid with twelve (l£) ini ih ------under this head
Rockland—Dunn & Carr.
glazed pipe.
Forty words Inserted
A. J. Huston.
All of said work to be fully complete a, on. week for 25 cent,. eash in advance,
Sanford—F. H. Wingate.
and said roadway to be in condition f ir
Skowhegan—Bixbv 6k Buck.
use, to the satisfaction of the Selectmei
for general
girl
capable
!’
urANTKD—A
good
before
or
the first day of November,
South Portland—J. F. Merriman.
on
W housework. References required. Call South
Windham—J. W. Read.
D., 1895.
Sealed bids for the building of said roi ,, at 419 CONGRESS STREET._3-1
South Paris—A. D. Sturtevant,
Paris—F. A. Shurtleff.
South
will bo received by the Selectmen of Sou ;h
street
a
nurse
176 Vauglian
South Waterboro—G. C. Downs.
Portland on or before the fourth day 3f mr AN TED—At
second girl who will help In the oars of
B. Kendricks & Co.
Saco—H.
September, A. D., 1395.
3-1
8
6 and
p. m.
K L. Preble.
Bated at South Portland, August 27th, l£ 0- a child. Call between
South Bristol—N. W. Gamage.
S. DYER,
Thoraaston—E. Walsh.
j. oash,
Vinal Haven—A. B. VlnaL
'VIRUS F, STROUT,
Waldohoro—Geo. Bliss.
Waterville—W. D. Spalding.
1
in the forenoon, Room
Westbrook—W. B. Boothby.
S. Jackson.
BiWinthrop—F.
for general Souse
I. luANTED—A capable girl
Woodiords—Chapman & Wyman.
»T
References required, Call at No.
work.
Howard Humphrey.
Yarmouthville—G.
Rln
Gents’ Diamond
lc
Persons having any difficulty iu obtlnlng
prices a re 144 Brackett street. Cor. Spruce._30-1
settings.
taS.hf«aari<ftJ.!f8 of»&»»«
Mybest
«
the
at
of
these
qualli
places will confer afavo
any
papers
fn «nooJ
“cKENRBY.• the Jeweler, Mot » WANTED- A competent oook'and second
by reporting the matter at once to this office
39-*
ment feauare,
Yr *girl at«2 Spring ktresti
jnnlldti

The M. STEINERT & SONS GO

_

SALE.

TO

The

Every afternoon, between the hours of 3 ai
5. Visitors to the New England Fair a IJ
cordially invited to make our warerooms the ir
headquarters during their stay in the city.

Indeed.”

FOR

_

Raymond
for the

/EOUflN RECITALS

A friend advised ine to try Ely’s Crear
Balm and after using it six weeks I beliov 1
myself cured of catarrh. It is a roost vain
able remedy.—Joseph Stewart, 624 Gram
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
My son was afflicted with catarrh, I i:
duced him to try Ely’s Cream Baim and th 3
disagreeable smell all left him. He appear 3
well as any one.—J. C. Olmstead, Ai
as
cola. 111.
Price of Cream Balm is fifty cents.

2w

Homestead of the late
Qulnby, near Stroudwater in Deer,
Four
of
acres
land
with good house. Ou
ng.
ineof street cars; 10 minutes from Union
itation; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
ine a location as there is in Deerlng. Apply ta
VNDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
1ly27-tf

TO

WAREROOMS, 517 Congress St.

Mrs. Newriche (patronizingly)—"Were any o f
your ancestors men of note, Mr. Cynic?” Mi
C.—“Yes, madam, I should say so. One o f
them was the most famous admirals of his day
aud commanded allied forces of the world/
Mrs. N. (with altered tone of deep respect)Mr. C.i and what rvas hi ,
"Is it possible,
name?” “Noah, madam.”—Life.

__20

SALE—The
pORThomas
*-

TO

unoccuseason leaves these rooms
repied. We shall for remainder of season one
Less than
duce our prioe as follows:
;—— +
regard
In
week
$5.
week, *1 per day; per
reto this excellent Spring and pleasHDt
For the convenience of the reidents of Por
Bort, we are permitted to refer to Portland s
,n
added
an
have
;JEoli«
laud and vicinity, we
Judge Symonds, B.
well known citizens:
Prentiss
Department to our
C. Stone, Esq., clerk of oourts;
Loring, F.O.Bailey, A. R. and E. A. Dotsn,
many
Fullaui, and
Fred Hooper, 0. W.
more. Many places of interest “near famed
Commencing Friday, Aug. 23, we will gi' r® Poland Spring,” Ac. Send for circular.
a series of
Raymond,
Address C. Eh SMALL, North
aug?3dtwp23
Me.

AND WISDOM.

100 acres of
stable, woodhen house; all in good repair; barn
18x40, fitted to tie ten cows; pasture well watered. Will sell at a bargain if taken soonT
3. W. MOUNTFORT. West Pownal, Me

LET—Elegant new rents on Washburn
STEAMER “JOSEPHINE HOET.”
wanted to take my teams,
avenue, but a few minutes walk fiorn
office, furniture and practice.Address,
a
but
few
and
This steamer has been thoroughly overhauled,
station,
steps
Union
the
PHYSICIAN, Box 143, North Conway. N.
from the new location of electric cars on ; lainted and otherwise put in first class condiH.___37-4
ion: length. 48 ft.; beam, 10 ft.; depth. 4 ft.;
St John street, in block uf houses Just
completed. One rent, first floor of six rooms ] lorizontal cone boiler, built in 1888 by PortWEDDING RINGS.
and bath, hot and cold water, fire plac^. * andC ompanjr; 18 horse power: 7 ft. nigh,42
Diamonds,
Gold Rings,
Solid
A Thousand
hard
nches diameter; high pressure single crank
and othsr conveniences,
laundry
Fmeralds, Pearls, Opals, Rubles, Moon Stones and wood floors, very sunny
and pleasant, inglne built by Lidback, 9 Inch cylinder, 9 inch
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement and
Two
rents
of
twelve
month.
itroke.
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest fetoek. Best Price $18 peron second and third floors with
For full particulars apply to GEORGE 8.
Goods. Lowest Prices. McKENNY, the Jeweler, rooms each
Monument Square.
auglOdtf
same conveniences, well situated for lodg3UNT.may25-dtf
ing bouses, less than one half the rooms
SALE—Buildings lots at
Oakdale,
WANTED—State of Maine Agricultural Be- will pay the whole rent.price only $35 each. POR
keys can be obtained k- The Deerlng Land Co. offer for sale on
* *
ports tor 1861 and 1862. Address stating Just think of it. The
'avorable
in
the
block.
to
terms, desirable building iota on
Apply
from family now
price asksd. MAINE REPORTS, this offie.
WILLIAM BURROWES, 187IVuughan street, Forest avenue, Falmouth, Fessenden, PittiVillium and Deerlng streets, Oakdale, Deer,
ng. Apply to Rollins a adams. 31 exWANTED-Tobuy from *1000 to *15,000
room with an alfront
story
”
LET—Second
.hange street. Portland.
the
I
myl8—eow20w
pay
worth of cast off clothing.
cove and other desirable rooms with board
highest cash prices for ladies’ dresses,
STBEET.
augl6-4
a
SPRING
and
at
74
SALE—The
gent
gents’ and children’s clothing
boarding house No. 113
POR
1
Free street, corner Oak. Freshly renoCall or address letter
winter overcoats.
or postal te S.DE GBOOT, 76 Middle street.
LET—Dress making rooms; three connect- vated and ateam heated. An excellent op2-5
ing rooms over the X. John Little store on portunity tto get one of the moat centrally
ocated and
popular boarding bouses In
Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
Portland. Proprietors 'obliged to leave city.
on street; set bowl; city water; large closet and
of
M.
For
G,
further information
LARRABEE,
toilet loom. Enquire
Inquire at the
SUMMER BOARD.
7-1
louse.
246 Middle street.7-tf

ot those who

PORTLAND.

to injury.
Clementina laughed loudly. As for myself, I have seldom felt smaller in my life.
I was quite aware of my youthful appearanoe—in faot, prided myself upon it, be
lieving it a point in my favor. But tc
have it thrown at me in this way was
most humiliating. However, it seemed tc
settle once and for all the insinuations o!
the letter and evidently convinced Clemen
tina herself, for shortly afterward, witli
the assistance of the landlady, she man
aged to draw off the horrible woman and
her brats and even to extract an apology
from her for the-mistake she had made.
When they had gone, Clementina came
up to me and said:
“Will you forgive me, denrest-P I sec
how stupid I have been and am mad wit!
myself for ever having distrusted you
But the letter was the cause of it ail. Hon
silly of me to have believed it! Can yoc
ever overlook my folly and love me again ?’
For a few moments I had serious
thoughts of taking a third single to th<
Sandwich Islands, hut Clementina pleadec
so prettily that—well, I gave way, and wc
were married at the date previously ar
ranged. —Tit-Bits.

SALE—My farm of over
FOR
land two story house, L..
shed and

aug2-6w

irar~=

now stepped forward.
“Is not this gentleman, then, your husband, ma’am?” she asked timidly,
The woman regarded her eontemptuously. “My husband, miss, wretch as he
Is, is a man!” was her reply, adding insult

__

TO

—

name.”
Clomentina

to

Cumberland.street._-J-i

__25-tf

Mrs. Pinkham’s Sanatlvi I
headache.
Wash is frequently found of great valui
Correspondenci
for local application.
is freely solicited by the Lydia E. Pink
1
ham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., and thi
strictest confidence assured. All drug
Tli< I
gists sell the Pinkham’s remedies. forms
1
Vegetable Compound in threa
Liquid, Pills, and Lozenges.

dignantly.
“I thought you were my husband,” she
replied coolly. “You’ve got the same

a

of leucorrhoes

1
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Liver PIUi
work in unison with the Compound, ant
sick
are a sure cure for constipation and

me.

Need, is

more cases

the cause, than any remedy
the world has ever known; It is almos
infallible in such cases. It dissolves ant
in ai
expels tumors from the uterus
early stage of development, and check!
humors.
auy tendency to cancerous

by removing

“It’s the wrong man!” she shouted, and
then, turning to the imps, said: “Come
away, my dears; we’ve made a mistake.
That’s not your father!”
“Then what do you mean by sending
me this lying lettor and coming to me in
this way?” I domanded of the woman in-

"A Friend in

life.

Backftflie.

It has cured

FOR

PHYSICIAN

inflam-

Bicycles, new and
AnyiBieyole not having
word Puritan with our address, should
be taken as a Puritan. All Puritans are
stamped. PURITAN BICYCLE MFG.CO.
31-1

the
not

|l8

mation and ulceration, falling and displacements of the womb, and consequenl
spinal weakness, and is peculiarly

800

one

SALE—Puritan
PORsecond
hand.

TO

Ailments of Women.
It will cure the worst forms of female

adapted to the change of
time it will cure
t Every

_-9-1

BICYCLES—We

timber,

and G. T. R. R. Cash
Address or oal.’ on, A.
1. MORSE, West Pownal. Maine.
31-lAwlt

Me._29-1

great as

with

mile
fiom M. C.
customer wanted.

TO

pouring in from
grateful women, saying that it win
and does positively cure those painful
troubles,

rent at

RENT-lIouse, No. 351 Cumberland
rooms
street.corner Chapel street mine
and
bath; modern conveniences. Inquire
at No. 212

WANTED—A

are

all ovarian

formula,

30-1

California,

complaints,

good

rooms

SALE—Wood lot leas land,about
pOR
cord hard wood and some

No. U Vine
kitchon the
en
a
pleaaunt location, sunto all
same flour:
J.
Apply
moderate in price.
dav;
DUMPHY, No. 8 York street.
uET-A

furnished house near Western Promenade from September 1st
LET—Excellent location for grain and
to June 1st, 1890, by a desirable family of
in
good
provision trade, buildings
two adults with tneir attendants. BEN.IAbe ,'et
spur track in rear; will
'condition,
51
street.
29-1
1-2
Exchange
MIN SHAW,
Addre.s
to
start.
party
very low to right
"11TANTED—All persona in want of trunks Lock Box 35, Wood ford a.
** and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
593 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
LET—At No.5 Laurel street, two rents
of seven rooms each; have bath rooms,
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can therefore give bottom prices; gas cemented cellar; spacious yard. Price
trunks repaired. Open evenings.12-4
each. Apply to A. C. LIBBY. 43 1-2 Ex*9-1
change street.
want to bny
$5,000 to
house
in
528
damtenement
of
worth
new,
old,
LET—Lower
$10,000
Bicycles,
Cumberland street, has seven rooms,
aged or broken. Pay the highest price. Call at
Boston Store, 411 Fore Street. No business good bath, eteam heat, electric bells, sun
done on Saturday. M. BERENSTIEN.
all dav. For other particulars call on COE,
augl6-6
the Batter, 197 Middle street.28-1

from the Gulf to the St. Lawrence, come
the glad tidings of woman’s suffering
relieved by it; and thousands upon thouletters

new

Standiab, about one-half
with orchard. House baa
ell and atable connected
Pleasantly located on main road 1 1-2 miles
from Standiab Village. Would make a
good
borne or summer residence. Price 8330. M.
PARKER, 1117 Congress street.
31-1
five

consisting of front room,
TOandstreet,
three sleeping rooms, all

health and economy
cherry, claret, rasp-

phosbhate,

SALE—At
POK
L
acre of land

RENT—Lower flat in apartment house.
street. For particulars >pply
street.
to J. S. WINSLOW, 135 .Commercial

minute; sold by grocers, druggists
generally. Wholesale by Thompson
& Hall, Melcher & Co., E. L. Stanwood; try it.

it is today.
From
Maine to

sands of

A

orange.

made in a
and trade

has the
demand
for it been

brats away!” I shouted, vainly struggling
to free myself from the embraces of the
yonng wretches.
A woman of masculine build bounced
into the room and turned her glaring eyes

WIT

no

Compound

Mr. Maskelyne himself, tossing me over
and over like a Shrove Tuesday pancake.
Needless to say that I awoke in the
morning with a splitting headache and
feeling generally so unwell that I decided
to pass the day indoors.
It was afternoon, and I had thrown myself into an easy chair and filled my pipe,
with the intention of spending half an
hour in the regions of oblivion and tobacco
smoke, when a violent rattat at the outer
door caused me to jump to my feet. A few
seconds later the dqo.r of my own room
was thrust suddenly open and a powerful
feminine voioe exclaimed, “Go to your father, my dears, and let him see how you
love him.”
In an instant half a dozen brats of evrushed
ery conceivable degree of dirtiness
into the room and made for me. A couple
caught hold of each leg, whiio the others
pinioned me securely by the arms, and the
whole of them burst into a cracked chorus
of Daddy! Daddy I
The soeno was probably ludicrous, and
I beliove I could have laughed at it myopen door 1
self, but that through t!
thought I could see Clementina with a
scowl upon her face.
“What does all this mean? Take these

upon

for
WANTED—Notox,
equal. Flavors,

CO."

TO No. 48 State

tion30-1

berry,

POR SALE—Cheap, a large, well built 2V2
L
story building No. 185 Kennebec street"
mitable for manufacturing or storage purposes
Dn leased land; lease on long time; 12 H
p'
roller with building. A. C. LI BAY, 42V« Ex:hange street.
2-1

porch
persons; bath room
to Is.
wood and coai on sarrie fiat. Apply 31-1
street.
S. GAKDINER.185 Middle

dress, LAND. Press Office, giving full descrip-

and never
in the history of
Mrs.
Pinkhams
wonderful

POK SALE—Second hand Remiugton No 2
L
typewriter, No. above 97.000, has never
>eon used but three months.
Will sell
; :heaD for cash. T. ERNEST HARMON.same
98
Sxchange St,
3.j

light
LET—Three rooms furnished for
only for one
house keeping; suitable
(nr
and

or

buy

Vegetable
Compound

large

TOtwo

"WANTED—To
or hire with privilege of
""
buying a small place of few acres land
and comfortable to good buildings; small family ; easy of access to Portland; near sea or
handy to it. Cape Elizabeth preferred. Ad-

Lydia E.

so

LIBBY &

child to board
PortM.JF.,
South Portland.31-1

Pinkhams

Forty words Inserted under this head
me week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

TO

invalid
WANTED—An
at Meeting House Hill, .-outh
land. Pleasant borne. Address MRS.

by

unfurnished,

_o-l

those

or

attained

But I did not have things quite to myself.
My uneasy slumbers of the night
the
were a fearfully enlarged edition of
day’s proceedings. The six children, quickly multiplied up to 60, shared my distressful couch and made the night merry with
their pranks.
They danced hornpipes on
tho
on
my chest, turned somersaults
bridge of my nose, seized me by the hair of
room
my head and whirled mo round the
in a manner that would have surprised

It was about a fortnight after the day
which my humble patronymic was
blazoned forth to the world as the winnei
of a much coveted prize that I received tht
following remarkable communication:
“At last I have found you, villain'
Tour hiding place is no longer a secret,
for I have read In a public print your hate
ful name and address ! Sooundrel! Those
whom you are bound by every earthly tic
to cheriBh and support have been cruelly
left to the tender mercies of the parish,
while you doubtless have lived a life o!
luxury ! But the gamers now played out,
and a day of retribution is at hand! I,
lownfvil wcrifA and mxr six children—
it our business
your children—will make
to call on you and demand the rights
husband and a father has so long with
held! Beware! You have extended to us
no mercy; we will show none to you

WANTED—All

or

I ET—First-class rent of five rooms situated 26 Quincy street, price $13; also at
for $5; upper rent
55 Lafayette street, a store
A. C.
a rooms ?8; lower reut 5 rooms, $6.
2-1
42 Vs Fxchange street.

desiring capable help
for hotels or private families to know I
have plenty of help waiting for employment.
Call at once at uiy New Employment Office,
399% Congress street, next to City Hall. MRS.
N. H. PALMER.2-1

Never in the history of medicine has
the demand for one particular remedy for
female disease!
equalled that

nocence.

on

buff

the

[arinu.1,

LET—Furnished

front room with roomy alcove and bay
fire place; chanwindow; steam heat; open
bath room on
delier: large closet; up one flight;
STREET.
HIgII
19t>
floor.
same

or

C., Peaks Island. Me.2-1

Fitly Rewarded.

early

stepped.

neuralgia, toothache,

WANTED—Two

head

week for 25 cents cash in advance.

O

Unequalled in the History of Medicine.
Honesty, Excellence, Faithfulness

“How can I tell? Perhaps you have deOf what
mo in your age as well.
value is a man’s unsupported word? But
leave me.
Go, and lot ine break my heart
in solitude.”
In this strain she went on, blindly refusing to bo comforted until the thing’ got
rushed to
so hot that I seized my hat and
intention
my lodgings in despair, with the
of forthwith tying myself to the bedpost
instead of a week hence to a wife. On consideration, however, I decided to postpone
the fatal act for a day or two in ordor that
I might have time to arrange the disposal
of my worldly goods and chattels, as I did
not wish there should be any wrangling
over the possession of my-Jiatboxes alter
In this determination I remy decease.
to rest to enjoy the sleep of intired

one

three unfurnished rooms
in upper part of city, not Ibeyond Carlton
street; references exchanged. Address B. D.

SALES OP LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

ceived

WHAT’S IN A NAME.
a

MITEOJEWAR0.

thing.

Inserted under this heed
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

FOR SALE.

this
Forty words inserted coder

Forty words

believe me at my age the father of half a
dozen children. It is too absurd!” And
X smiled a sickly smile at the folly of the

—Tennyson.

Struck

a

TO LET.

WANTED.

miscellaneous-_

delusion, without a word ot troth
I will have the wretched business
In it.
oleared up at once.
Besides, think a moThe idea is preposterous. If J'ou
ment.
could bring yourself to imagine me the
husband of another, you surely could not

MAKE MY SPIRIT PURE AND CLEAR

i

Portland Club House,

;>

GREAT DIAMOND ISLAND.

JJ

..

—

—

■

■

■

■

[p

<

POR SALE—Music 6 cts., a large lot, standard
A
publications, only 6 cts. per copy. A job
ot sheet music in packages of 10 pieces for 10
its. All the popular music at discount prices.
Dry my superior strings, for all Instruments,
lall and examine the rargest variety of musical instruments to be found in the
state,
24-2
HAWES’, 414 Congress Street,
says Fairbanks new
are "par
excellence”;
vhat every body says must bo true. Flease call
ind examine them, also the elegant Bruno
Huitars and Mandolins, HAWES, 414 Congress
itreet.
24-2

SALE—Everybody
rR“Electric”
Banjos

SALE—A cosy.coroforatble 1 1-2 story
POR
house containing six
in first class
rooms

on Federal street near LlnWill make an excellent home
Park.
or a
good paying investment. Price $1250.
A. C. LIBB1', 12 1-2 Exchange street. 29-1

repair situated
boln

POR SALE—Two one family houses situx
ated corner Stone and LI nooln streets,
each contains six rooms, Sebago water,
closet, etc. Will be soldtsepsratsly if want3(1. Price $1050 each. Inquire A. <3. L1BBV,
29-1
12 1-2 Exchange street
SALE—Or would rent furnished
FOR
til December 1st. 1395,two story detached

un-

house, 12 rooms and bath, exoellent
neighborhood, pleasantly situated, upper
and of oity; six thousand for sale; sixty
BENJAMIN
dollars per month for rent.
23-1
SHAW, 511-3 Exohange stieet.
frame

house lot on
with
near
on
will be sold cheap and
terms, or on the Instalment

SALE-A desirable

street
FORMayo
stable
% good
on easy

Cumberland,

it,

plan,

if rreferred. Inquire at 385 Congress street,
28-1
Room 4.

SALE—One of the best stock farms
Cumberland county, consisting of
acres of land, well divided Into tillage
and pasture, has Ann set of buildings, in
nice condition, outs 75 tons hay, near cars
and steamboat landing, 18 miles from PortJOHN 1\ PKoOTOR, Centennial
land.
In
FOE
130

Block.28-1

SALE—Deering. new two story bouse
pOR
1- of eight rooms, Sebago and nice stable,
with one acre of lend under cultivation,
looated
handy to electrio oars on a very
iosirable main street. Price $3900. W. H.
28-1
WALDRON, 180 Middle street.

POR SALE—I offer those very desirable bullI ding lots at the West Endj bounded by
Spring, Vaughan.lDanforth and Orchard Sts.,
with a high elevation sloping towards the South
snd

West, affording

a

broad view of tbs

sur-

rounding country, harbor and ocean. BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, Chambers, corner Exchange
aug 24-4

and Middle Sta.

WANTED— 8ITD ATIONS.

Forty words inserted nnder this head
week for 26 cents, cash in advance.

one

or
WANTED—A situation as housekeeper
»*
work in family where there are no small
children. Address N. E. K., Box 831, City.

30-1
_

book-keeper,

position
for general office work, by
WANTED-A
oasbier
who has bad four years
lady
as

or

a vountr

perienoV

A^dd’ess

C. E.

BENfON

ex-

Old

-9-1

Orchard, Maine.

as house
or

keener for

in
widower's
WANTED—Situation
elderly oouple
References given if required. Cali
an

family.
at 97 Pearl street,

near

Congress.

3-1

wanted—By three scan-

girls;
iDavian
Situations
general bonsework.
[or
26 Lincoln

as oook
one
and two
Address A.MOSBY,
street.29-1

English lady, experienced
WANTED—Young
houseand capable, wishes engagement
as

ceeper
snees.

in any position of trust; good referAddress “P” at this office. Jy29-d4w

or

WAor

i’A.
Andrew

rMWMKSI

_«„gg8,U<l_3alectm*n' oSSilfiMnNwASSa*»■>“
5._*
_

MISS A. L. SAWYER'S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work
Typewriting;.
ENTENNIAL BLOCK, 90 EXCHANGES!
0 »<E»

and

janl

FINANCIAL AND C0EHR1ER.C1AL
Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

63%

Closing. eiVi
CORN.

Dec.

Sep.
Opening. 36

81
31

Closing.36
POIIK.

Sent

July.

Opening.
Closing.

9.oo

LARD.

PORTLAND. Sept. 2
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—P°r Portend, 186 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 132 car s.
Retail Grocers' sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf at 7c;coufectloneis

7c;pulverized.—c; powdered, Gc; grauulaten,
6c; coffee crushed, S'tfec: yellow. —floe.
Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Sept. 2. 1895.
To-day (Labor Day), being a legal holiday the
New York and Western Exchanges are closed,
consequently too usual market reports are
omitted.
At London to-day Dar silver was quoted
80 7-16d 1? oz. and steady.
Thefollowingare to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions. Produce, etc.:

Pent
6.3 )
6.8 >

July.

Opening.
C'osing.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Dec.
63%
63

Sept.

Opening...6iy2
Closing.60%
corn

Dec

Sept.

opening..36
Closing.36

pork.

cash, Aug

..

■■

fislr.

6 60.

Receipts—Flour,

6,100 bbls: wheat. 45.70C
uush: corn. 194 000 bush:oats. 237.000 bush:
r.ve. 3,000 bush barley. 14,000 bush.
Shipmenis—Flour 8,100 bbls; wheat 21.20C
bush; corn. 679,000 bush; oats 185.00U bush;
rye. 2100 bush; barley 9200 uush

—

76.0.6
60®3
26®8
75®2
60®2

...

small do. .2
...

STOCKS.
Value.
anal National Bank.100
Casco National Bank. 98
Description.

Cumberland

.2

Haddock.. .1
llake.1
Herrlne. box;;

Rlo,roasted22

25;
261

@25
Java do.28@31

251

Molasses.

e5; Porto Rico.27S35

Barbadoes.27@28
30@35
! fancy...

001

Tea.

9@12cj

Scaled....

Amoys.17@2o
Mackerel. b>
...14fal5o
Extra is 25 00®*27i Congous
Shore 1S*21 00®$24j Japan.18@3o
2S
»1800@S20I
formoso.20@b0
Shore
Sugar.
Med.3 s.Sl 5 00®317:
4Va
lareens 14 OOaJlo 00,1 Itandaro Gran
il £x-aual'tv hoe
Bananas.
4 9-16
No Is,
126@150. granulated..
4 Vs
76e®l 00( 1 £xtraC....
No 2S.
Seeds.
Mediums, l 00® 1 20i
Bed Top—recleaned.... 13%@14
Produce.
@12%
good.
$o0®*00
cp Cran’os
.6 26,86 36
00
Timotny..
Jersey,ct ooogo
Clover—10 M13 V4 c
NewYork
Provisions.
Pea beans 2 20;S2 30i
Foreienaon 10S2 201 Pork. Bkt.
Yellow Xves.2 3032 35i No 1.. 14 25(814 50
®13 6o
Cal. Pea_2 30@2 40; No 2w
Irish Potat’s. bbl I 251 Clear.. .14 2o@14 50
Vlrs. aweets3 00®3 261 •nortcst
No 1..
14 25@1460
do Vmelaua— 0001
Onions—
1 iieel.tam.lO 00810 60
Native,bbl 2 2o@2 761 plate... 10 50811 oo
I ex-plate 11 60S12 00
Bermuda..
(g
183201 3neless%blO08S
Bp Cbiokens.
Turkevs.i7®18ci ..aru.tbs. com53/ii*t5%
tubs, pure 7ys@7%
Fowls....
tcs.comp’nd 65/*a63/8
Apples.
tierces.pure 7% @73/a
New. 2 00@3 25! nans,contpd 5'/s B6s/s
Falrtoeood 175®$2i palls, pure 8Ya@83/s
pure If
9Vsffi9%
fcvap »lb.
8® 9c
I Bmonl.
lams ....10Vs@11
7 00@8 00 i aocov'rd ll%@li3/*
Messina.

14®15cj

..

Oil.

Oranges.
8 76(£6 00
California
Florida
000@0 00
ao 714S. 0 00(50 uO
'3 0(1(53 50
Messina,

Ternsenel 20

Eggs.
19®
Nearpy.
Easternext..
18@00,
Fresli Western.
@17 i
Unttex.
t
Creamery, fncy.. 20® 2 2.
GiitEdee Vr‘mt.l8S20i
Choice.16®17l

Lipoma......10l/4
Centennial.lO1/^
Pratt’s Ast.ial ..12V«
Devoe’s brilliant 121/i
In liplf bbls 1 c extra
Raising.
VIuscatel.50 lb bxs3@5
London iay’rl $2@2 25
jndara iay'r.o
@0
0
Valencia.
@0
..

Coal.

i ^umberland.4
| Chestnut....

Cheese.

E.lfct’ry. 9V4S10
Vermoni.. oVz W10
Sage ....llVa512

fir ts n5 A

N.

i I'ramuln....
I ^ehin.

00@4 50
ca5 25
7 26
$ 5 25

LumDer.

xs read

Pot Sup_6VS»@7ya 1 Hilte erqod—
No 1&2, l-in$32@$35
do sq...:. 5Vj
•SaDs.l-in.
$26@$28
(lackers—4V2@5Vi
fiom’n. 1-m $23®$20
Cooperage.
Ilhhd shooks & hds—
1V4, lVa&2Mol. city. 1 60*1 76
in, Nol&2$33@$35
lV4,lVa&2-in
Sug.count’v 85c@l 00
Saos.
$28&$30
( •untry Mol.
$iJ0;Bi$38
Squares*
bhdsnooKs
( ypress—
hhd hdg ml
1-in No 1&2 $35@$36
32 n. 24®2S
lV4,lVa & 2Sughd36m 21 @23
in.Nol&2 $34®$36
Hoops 14 ft. 26*30
12 ft. 26@28
2va, 3 &4-in$40®$45
f ’th pine-$25@$35
8 t. 8 @9
Clear pine—
Cordage.
.S55@65
it ippers.
Amer’n»lblOVaiffill
Manilla...
7 Vi @8 Vi |; elect.$45@55
Manilla bolt
l! Ine common. .$42@45
$13 ®14
00@8y2 is pruce...
rope.
11 LemlocK.$11@12
Russia do.l7Va@18
Sisai.
BV4@7y2| Clay boar as—
Drags and Dyes.
jf pruce. X.$30@32
12@14it Ilear..$26®28
Acid Oxalic..
Acid tart.38® 3311 d clear..... .S23@25
Ammonia.13*201 ] Jo 1...£16®20
A sues, pot.... 6% @ 81] 'ine.$26@o0
Bale cooabla... 45@56| Shineles—
Beeswax.37@42i] i cedar.... 3 00®S 60
Blch powders... 7@9i< lear cedar .2 75@3 00
Borax. 9@10I] CNo 1.... .1 85®2 25
2
Brimstone.
@2Vi i ] io 1* cedar.. 1 26® 1 75
Cochineal...... 40 *43 j f pruce.1 25@1 60
Copperas.lVi® 2i] ,aths.spce..l 90@2 00
Lime—Cement,
Cream tartar.... 30 *3.3
Ex logwood.... 12@16 i dme.-®’ csk. 1 00® 1 05
Gumarabic.. .70@1 22 ( Jeraent..... 140@1 50
Matches.
Glycerine
14Vi@<>7
65
Aloes cape.16@26 f Itar,^ gross
@65
Campnor.58@t>2 ] )irieo.
Metals.
Mytrh.• 62*53
Opium.. ..2.25 5:3 5"| Copper—
Shellac.45@60|1 4@48 com.... 00® 14
22
Indigo.85c@$ll] •olishea cooper.
35
iodine.4@$4 26 4x48 planished.
14
lolts.
Ipecac.160@1 700
12
Licorice, rt... 16*20|' l M sheath....
12
fM
Eolts.
J.ac ex.84*401
22®24
Morphme... 1 70®190|] lottoms
neot....
261.
Oil bergamot2 76@3
10@11
Nor.Oodilverl 06®l»0l Xn»—
16@17
Lemon.1 75@226i! traits....
OUve.1 00@2 501J Inplisn.
Pepi t.300(53 26 < Ihar. I. Co..4 76@6 00
Wlmergreenl 76®2 00|< Jhar. LX..600@5 25
Potass Dr’mde. .468470 ;erne.6 00»gi8 60
12@14
Chlorate.24@28i, Liitimony.#.
....

..

..

..

.....irsaonit
58.8621!
Quick sliver.
ioaiae

..

'n'.-f

....

....

pel ter....
vv

6 00® 650
4 60(a.4u5

14 % @ 16
Quinine...34ya&37ya is oldc i- % JC
Nails.
Bheubarb, rt.75c®l 601
Kt snake.3o@40!< Jaslc.ct.ba.se 2 20(92280
wire.. 2 45,3,2 50
faaltnetre.8 @12)
Naval Stores.
Senna.26@80i
'ar
bbl. ..2 75@3 00
seed^
Canary
4@5
Cardamons 1 00@1 76 ( Joal tar... .4 75@5 00
75®8 00
'itch.2
1
Soda. by-carb3%@634 1
sal..2ya@3 Vil. Pltcn. .2 75(5,3 00
Losln.3
1
00&4 00
®2V*
Sunhur.2;
Sugar lead.20423 1 'upentine, gai. 335*243
7
(£8
White wax.... 60@55 ( »aieum....
Oil.
Vitrol. blue.... 6 ®8
Vaullla.bean.. *10@13l J linseed.476*252
I] lolled.bOiaT 5
buck.
G6@7o
No 1.23 I iperm.
No 3.20 Vhale.45@50
NO 10.14 ] lame.33<&38
8 oz.UMi ! hore......... 285x'33
10 oz.13ya ’orgle.20(c$25
45 (&66
^ara
Gun p owder—Shot.
Blasting ...3 60@4 00|< Jastor.
00@J 10
Teatsfoot...
4 So@6 50 j 1
55c,ai7o
Sporting.
Drop snot.26 lbs.. 1 3011 Jlaine.<£
I
Paints.
Buck. B. BE.
T. XX. E...1661 Lead—
11 *ure ground.5 60(56 00
Hay.
Pressed.S14S16IJ ted.5 50®6 00
Boose Hav
(®3Va
*14@S16|] ine Ven itedS
Straw, car lots S9S10I, jn Zinc-5 00@7 00
11 Loclielle.
Iron.
.2%
Rice
Common.... 1% @2
4
Refined.l®4 @214 il )omestlc
@7
.......
....

....

Salt.
Cast steel.
8®lon ’ks Is.lfe hd2o:i'18 00
Gorman steel_®SV4 si iverpool ..IGOaJi 50
Shoesteel.@2 j] ila’md Crys, bbl 2 80
Saleratus.
She-* Iron—
i

Norway.j
...

Saleratus
.o@5ya
Spices.
Amerl’onRusslail@12 ( lassia, pure.... 17(51 9
1 00
1 Lice.
Galv.6ya®7

H.C.4ya@6

...

Gen.Russlal3y2.njl4
Leather

1
J

futmegs.D5fe65
'epper.14@16

New York—
Light.26®27< 'loves.14(7*216
Mia weight.
.27w28jl ringer.i8££19
Heavy.27@28;
Starch,
Good rt’mg.26462011 «aundry.3% 5 5
Union backs.. .4084211 Hoss.Gya@7V2
Tobacco.
jim. call.... 90@l.i6
1 lest brands.... 60@60
Lead.
1 ledium.30,540
Sheet.6V4@7
( lommon.255)39
«*Ue.614®®
S latural leal... .60&70
Zlno.7V83i8]/is
Grain Qnotauoiu.

CHIGCAO BOARD OF Tit A
Friday’s ^quotations.

It.

National Bank..

4u

Chapman National Bank.100
First National Bank.100
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
Portland National Bank... .100
Portland Trust Co. .100
Portland Gas Company_ 50
Portland Kaiiroad OompanyiOO
Portland W ater Oo.100

Bid. Asked
118
100
38
98
100
113
100
102
110
85
118
100

Dec.

S3"/«

120
102
39
100
102
114
102
104
112
90
120
106

BONDS
Portland

104
122
104
108
118
10i;
102
103
102
100
100
lot
110
104

City 0s, 1897,.103%

12u
Portland 6s. 1907.
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
Bangor 6s. 1899, E K. aid...106
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.116
Bath 6S. 1898. K. E. aid.104
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.100
Bath 4% s, 1907. Municipal.100
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.loo
Belfast Os. 1898.P, K. aid.104
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922, Municipal.. 99
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Eefunding..loo
Lewiston Us. 1901. Municipal.108
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
Saco 4s. 1901.

101

Municipal.100

Maine Central E. it. 7s.1898,1st mtgl06
’•
7s. 1912, cons. mtgl34
"4%s.104
‘‘gCs, 1900, extens’nl06
”4%s. 1906, SkgFdlOl
Leeds S Farmington E. E. 6s. ±896.101
Portland & Ogd’g p,6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
Portland Water Co’s os, 1899.104
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.100
••

108
136
106
108
102
102
108
106
102

'•

bush.

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 63V4c; No 1
Corn—No 2 at 40c. Oats—No 2
White 23Vic.

White at 64c.

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegrapm
CHICAGO. Sept. 2. 1895.—The Cattle market-receipts
19,000;
steady; common to
extra steers at 3 50®5 95; stockers and feeders
2 25®4 16; cows and bulls i 25(®3 75 ; calves
at 2 50@6 00; Texans at 1 90® 3 50; Western
ranger 2 00® 4 66.
Hogs—Receipts 18,000; firm and 5c higer;
heavy packing and shipping lots at 4 15® 4 60;
common to choice mixed at 4 05@4 60; choice
assorted at 4 40®4 65; light 3 95®4 55;pigs at
2 40.®4 40.
Sheep—receipts 17,000; steady; inferior to
choice at 1 50®2 40. lambs at 3 30@5 50.
«. otton

Quotation* on Stocks and Bonds.
Saturday’s quotations.
The following are to-aay's closing quotations
01 Bonds:
Aug. SO, Aug. 31.
New 4»s reg.@112%
@111%
New 4’s
@112%
coup.@112%
United States 2s reg. 06%
96%
1C2
Centra! Pacific lsts.102
Denver & K. G. 1st.ilG
Erie 2ds. 75
Kansas PacificrConsols. 16

Oregon Nav.

116

75%
76Va
112%

lsts.112%

Kansas Pacific lsts..107
Northern Pacific cons 5s.... 41%
Closing Quotations or stocks:

41%

Atcliison,',lst asst, paid.... 20%
Auams Express.149

20%
148

American Express.113
Boston Si Maine.176%
Central Pacific. 19%
Dhes. « uhlo... 21%
Chicago & Alton.163
Chicago cc Alton preierrpa —172
Chicago. Burlington Si Quincy 9i
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. 130%
Delaware.Lackawana & Westl62%
Denver & Kio Grande. 16
9%
Erie.
25
no
preferred
Illinois Central.104
Lake Erie & West. 26%
151
Lake Shore.
Louis & Nash. 63%
Maine Central K.
Mexican Central. 12%

r13

MichleanCentral pf.102%
Minn & St. L. 24%
Minn. & ttt.'Louis, pf. 84%

85

113Va
19%
21%
163
172
91

130%
161%
16

9%
26
104

26%
161

63Va
102 Vs
24%
39%

Missouri racifie. 39v«
Now Jersey Central.109%
5
Serthen Pacific common.....
do
do
preferred.... 1*%

110

5Vs
18%

Northwestern.105*%

108
147
104

Dfa.147
New York Central.104%
New York.Chicago & St. Louis ;16%
do 1st pfd. 72
New York &N E. 61
3D10 & Miss.
3ld Colony...
3nt.!& Western.... 17%
Pacific Mail.. 3 %
‘‘ulman Palace.172
Reading. 19%
83%
Jock Island
jt. Paul. 76%
Northwestern.

16%
74

European

18
»%
172
19%
83%
77%
3

44%
120

prfd.120

llj>%

(By Telezrapli.)
YORK. Aug. 3o. 1896.—The following
to-day* closing quotations oi mining stocks:

ol. ..

Socking CoaL....
flomestake.
..
...

9/a
3

.19

Mexican.
Produce Market.

BOSTON. Sebt. 2. 1895.—The following are
o-aav's quotations oi Provisions. Produce,etc.;
60.

shoulders, smoked, 8V»?.
Shoulders, corned andfresh 8VuC.
flams, large and small, lO&llo.
Bacon, 10* 10 Vic.
Pork, salt and briskets, 7Vic.
[libs, fresh. 12Vfec;
Sausage, 9Vic.
Sausage meat, 8Vic.
Lard, tcs, 7c;pail, 7Vi@8c; lf,9Vi@9%.
Beefjsteers. 7V2@9V4.
Beef, fresh, hinds, 10@12V2C; fores, 3@6c,
Lambs, spring, 7@9c «p lb.
flogs, dressed, city, 6%c K* !b: country, 5%c.
Bliickens, Northern, broilers, ^ lb. 16@18c.
fowls, North’n, fresh, 12@14c; Western, ice

packed ii@ilV6c.

Beese, North’n. nom.: Western, 0@0c.
Ducks. North’n, West, 00@00c.
rurkeys. Western ice packed ll@13c.
PRODUCE.

Butter, cream,best,at 21@211/2C:other,18®20c
Butter, dairv, best. 18@18Vic;other, 14@15c.

Butter, crmy.imit.i. 14@l4Va; ladle, ll@12Va.
Bheese, Northern, new do SV4®8V6 ; Wst, new,
r5/* @8c.
fggs,|hennerv. choice,20@23: East 16@17.
Sggs. Mich. 15c; other Western 14@i4Vfec.
Beans, pea.fc 00*2 lOjmfediums, 1 9o@2 0«>.
Beans, yei. eyes, 2 20@2 30:red kid.l 76@1 80.
Beans foreign, 1 80@1 95, Cal.—.
flay. New York and Can, fancy. §18 00@19 00.
Fair to good §§16 00@$ 17c;lower grades §11

@$15.

Straw, rve. $12*813; oat, $7Vi@$8Vi.
Potatoes, NiH Hebrons 40c bush.
Potatoes, Rose 35.
bbl, §2 00@3 00.
Apples, new choiec
Apples. No 2 at §1 25*1 50.

—

—

Manitoba.New York.
Dity of Rome.. New York.

London.Sep

....

..

York..So'amptoD...Sep

Southwark.New York. .Antwerp
Sep
Rotterdam... New Y'ork,. Amsterdam..Sep
E. Bismarck.. .New York. .So’ampton...Sep
Palatia.New York. Hamburg. ...Sep
—

Sms.New York. Bremen.Sep
Moliawk__ .New York. Louuon.Sep
Maasdam_New York. .Rotterdam...Sep
Eurnesia.New York. .Glasgow —Sep
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool...,Sep

Marktew

(By Telegraoh.*
AUGUST 31, 1885.
NEW YORK—Flour—receipts 28,846 pokags;
lales 2ou0 okgs.
Wheat—receipts 44,400 bush; sales 1,2S0,)00 bush, quiet.
Corn—receipts 260.32c bush: sales 176.000
nish. dull and firmer.
Oats—receipts 62,400 bush; Bales 000 bush;
lull but steauy.
Beef quiet. Pork quiet and steady. Lard quiet
ind higher. Butter quiet—fancy steady. Cheese
lulet; fancy steady. Sugar is quiet, and steady.
Petroleum is quiet. Turpentine dull and steady.
Molasses firm. Rice is quiet and steady. Rosin

Boothbay;

Now York.
Sid, sch George B Ferguson,

'cHARLESTON—Sid 1st,

Warr. Carteret, NJ.
CAMDEN —Ar 1st,

brl3 H IS Hussey,

sch Annie Shepherd,
Greenlaw, New York.
Boston
Lane.
sell
Leona,
Sid,
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 31st, schs
DJSawver. South Amboy tor Maclilasporl;
Allan, Efizabetliport for Harrington (and both
sailedi.
Ar 1st, sch Harriets Brooks, South Anboy
for Salem land sailed'.
GALVESTON—Ai 31st, sch Mary Jeuness,
Nickerson, Baltimore.
Sid 1st, seb M V B Chase, McKeon. Pensacola.
LA NESV1LLE—aid 30th, sch Calvin P Harris,
New York.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 30th, sell L M Thurlow,
Roberts, Augusiaior New York.
Sid 1st, sch Lillian Woodruff, Holt, New York.
NEW BHDFORD-Ar 30th, sch Clara Jane,
Maloney, Calais.
Sid 31st, sell Charles Davenport, Watts, Phila-

delphia.

NORFOLK—Ar 1st, sch Mary E Palmer, Haskell, Portland
NEWBUHYPORT—Ar 1st, sch Loring C Ballard, Philadelphia.
Sid, sehs Idaho, Cora C Meadcr, and H BMetcalf, New York.
NEW LONDON—Ar 1st, schs Herman F Kimball, Lane, New York for Kennebec: Charlie &
Willie. Post, do for Vllialvaveu; A Nebinger,
from west; Marlon, eastern port for New York.
Sid, sells Hortensia, New York for Macliias;
Seth W Smith, do for Calais; Mary B Smith, do
for

Tliomaston;

Chromo. do for

Salem; Red

Jacket, do for Rockland; Fanny & Fay. Amboy
for Viualliaven; Charlie & Willie, do lor do; A
Nebinger. do for eastern port. Lynx, Norwich
for Bangor; Sliver Spray, Port Reading for

Lynn.

Ar 1st. ship Standard,
PHILADELPHIA
Percy, Liverpool; schs John IT Platt, French,
Bangor; Sarah L Ward, Ward, Bath.
Ar 2d, schs Willie H Higgins, Bath; Geo I,
Dickson, do; Bertha Warner. Bath; Edward
Blake, Ally's Point; Edward Stewart, Bangor:
Charles L Davenport, New Bedford; Thos W
Hyde, Kennebec.
Old, lianiue Antioch. Portland; schs Jonathan
Sawyer. Saco; Susie F Plummer, Bangor.
ROCKLAND—Ar 1st. schs Sarah D J Raw—

son, for New York; V uiiaskeu, jrasKeii. ioruo;
Pearl, McDoueall, St George, NB; Talisman,
Doucett, Port Gilbert, NS.
THOMASTON—Ski 31st. sobs .Tames Young,

Dunn. New York; Eliza I.evensaler. Kellnr, do:
Sept 1st, sells Diadem. Poland, Boston; Richard
Hill, Whitmore, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 31st. sells AnnaM
Dickinson, Hart. New York for Rockland.
Sid, sells John Stroup, John Douglass, Maggie
J Oliadwick, Onward, and Plash.
Ar 1st. sells Nellie Clark, Gavton, Port JohnNash, Edgeson for Bostoo; Morris & Cliff.
water for Haverhill; Helen Montague, Adams,
New York tor Bath: Jeremiah. Smith, Parsons.
Warren. RL, for Hallowell; Currie Belle, Durwin, Hobobeu for Castine.
Sid fm St John. NB, 30tli, sell Fred Gower,
Sargeaut. Portland.
Ar at St John, NB. 31st, sells Village Maid,
McAllep. Eastnort; Hunter. Whelpley, Boston.
Cld, sell Maggie Miller. Miller, Boston.

18
18
19
19
21
21
21
21
21
21
24

MINIATURE ALMANAC.SEFT. 3.
iun rises ..5 121 High
FIteli water f-10 54
Sunsets.6 16|
j-10 61

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY, Sept. 2.

Old People*

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Stores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erupand
tions,
positively cures Piles, or no
It is guaranteed to give
pay required.
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
Price So cents per box. For sale by Geo.
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. (J Starr,
Westbrook.
THE BEST SALVE

Arrived.
Steamer Bay State. Snowman. Boston.
Barque Edmund Pliinney, Young, Philadelphia. coal to Me Cent Bit. Vessel to J S Winsow & Co.
Barge Burnside, Philadelphia (In tow of tug
Sampson), with eoal to Bandall & MeAllister.
Sell Superior, Cushman, Friendship.
Sell Emma C Kerry. Davis, Cushing.
Sell Katie Palmer. Palmer, Friendship.
Sell H D Brown. Merrill, Long Island.
Sell Alwilda Morse, Sproul. Bristol.
Sell Mary Ellen, Piper. Kockport, lime to
.’arietoii Bios.
Sell W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Soli Multnomah. Belfast for Boston.
Sell Sarah, Bice, Prospect Harbor.
Sell W X Emerson, Heath, Cape Ann.
Sell Island Queen, Kockland for Boston.
Schs Elflcoln, and Lilia B Fernald, fishing.

Portland to Chicago Sleeper

1

No.

on

m.
Train leaving Portland at 8.30 p.
will not run after September 2nd. From

Sept. 3rd to 7 inclusive a sleeping cat
n ill be run on that
train, Portland to
Montreal. Old Orchard Beach Service
will continue to run until Sept. 7th, when
the 8.30 p. m. train from Portland will
bo withdrawn.
L. J. SEARGEANT,
General Manager.
dot
aug31

Boston 8c Maine
In

Effect

R.

R.

1.00, 4.15, C.01 p. m.
SUNDAY TKAINS.
Boston and
For Boston, express, 4.05 a. ni.
Arrive
stations. 12.65. 5.30 p. m.
way
ill Boston. 7.30 a. in., 6.29, 9.58 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station for Cape
Elizabeth,
Newburyport,
tt 8.4-5 a. ni.; Biddeford,
Amesbury, Salem, Lynn, 2.00, 9 00 a. m.,
12.30, 6,00 p. m.; Portsmouth, Boston, +2.00,
+9.00 a. m.; §12.30, tl.46, +6.00 p. m. Ararrive in Boston, 5.58 a. in.’. 12.55, 4.10, 4.40,
9.25 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 7.30,
9.00 a. in., 12.30, 7.00, 9.30 p. m.
SUNDAY TKAINS.

NewburyFor Biddeford, Portsmouth.
port, Salem, Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. ni., §12.30
Arrive iu Boston, 5.68 a. m., 4.12 p.
m.
Leave Boston for Portland, *9.00 a. m.,
m.
7.00, 9.30 p.m.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Divisiou from North Berwick Sundays only.
Scarboro
Crossing with
^Connects at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
jWesteru Division to North Berwick.
Througn tickets to all pointat South and
WTest lor sale at 'ticket Office. Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston.
dtf
je21

WISCASSET & QUEBEC R. R. Co.
leave Wiscasset daily for Weeks
Mills at 9.25 a. in., 3.65 n. m.. or after arlval
and
of Maine Central R. R. trains from East

rflRAINS
•

West.
Trains leave
11.28 a. m„

Weeks Mills daily for Wiscasset
6.08 p. in.,
connecting with
Maine central It R. trains East and West.
Freight received by Wiscasset & Quebec R.
R. in time for morning train will arrive iu time
for shipment East and West over Maine Central It. R.
Freight received by Wiscasset & Quebec R.
R. from Maine Central R. K. will be forwarded
the same day.
J. P. TUCKER,
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT,
Gen- M’ger.
Supt.
at

STEAMERS.

and East

Enterprise

Boothbay.

Wednesday, leave Pemaauid at 6
Portland and above landings,

ON A 5 PER CENT. BASIS.

Thursday, loavo Portland

Also a few First Mortgage 6 percent. Gold
Bonds of various issues Which can he recommended for investment, at prices which net
about 6 percent.

SPENCER TRASK & GO.,

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTH BAY HARBOR, Aug 31-Ar. schs
lohn M Fisk, Boston for Rockport; Fred A Emir3on, Portland for Rockport; May Queen, do
:or Mt Desert; James B Jordan, Charleston.
Sid. schs Emma W Day, ‘Wlnterport for Bos,011; Silas McLoon, Rockland for do.
Sept 1st—Sid, schs Lenora. Nickerson, Bangor
or Boston; Dick Williams. Nickerson. Bangor
or Middleton; Wave. Anderson. Addison for
Portland; Abraham Richardson, Wade, Bangor
:or New York; Willie, Deer Isle for Portland.
2d, schs Lizzie Maud, Spurlin; Lucy VV Dyer,
McKown; Caroline Vought, Seavey.
WISC ASSET, Sept 1—Ar. sch Carrie Walker.
New York.
Sid, schs Sheepscot. Brown, Greens Landing;
Fannie Hodgkins, R nes, South Gardiner to
load for Boston.

%

|

*

at

4.R

a

m.

If

make a
profit
order, we do
not want it. We are not
in the printing business
for our health
but for
the money there is in it.

Ja

^
^

McDonald's yard the
three-masted sell Maggie G Halt of Waldoboro
is being examined and repaired, and will be
ready for service next week. The G G Leering
schooner, Lewis H Goward, finished taking in
tier first cargo at the Independent Ice House
;oday.
Thomaston. Aug 31—Schs Eliza Levensaler,
Richard Hill, .lames Young and Diadem have
completed loading and have been several days
waiting for a fair wind to sail.

we cannot
on an

Harpswell

♦

Steamboat

♦

Go.

—

men

Y
V

A
A

doing

and what one man is after
he must accede to others.
You are the "one,” we
are the "others.”
Our
prices, work considered,
are not high, and we have
know how to make
the
the result attractive.

v

Y
V

V
v
V

Y

V
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

-SUNDAYS.Lv. PORTLAND for HARPSWELL and in
termediate landings, 10.00, 10.40 a. m„ 2.00

Y

Y

The Thurston Print,

John

97 1-2

\y
Y

Exchange

p.

m.

Return from Harpswell. 1.00 and 5.30 p. m.
Daily excursions 22 miles down the bay.
Rounc trip tickets, only 60c. Sundays, excursions to Harpswell 35c, other landings 26c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Slanagcr.

%

Street, y
Y

_

at

STANTON

-

811-2

THE

p

It IOCK,

i

.a.

FOR SALE OR

Exchange Street,

O R O

KIXDEROAKTK

Very Fancy

rsr

o

Plain

at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

MONDAY,

—AT—

Campbell

j

W. P.

HASTINGS’.

Sep. 7

I

Return, 885 to 8120.
Passengers holding

round trip tickets can go
route and return by the other, thus entlu* magnificent scenery of the St. L*w■cnce and the shortest ocean passage
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
one

joying

Steamers Madeleine and Alice.
TIME TABLE.

Derry:

Prepaid steerage, 815; intermediate
Apply to II. A. A. ALLAN, Montreal
Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO 63
Broadway, N. Y., or to GEO. H. STARK, or
r. P. McUOWAN Portland.
may9dtf

Fal-

#25.
>r

For Diamond Island. 6.00. 7.00. 8.00, 9.15 a.
m.. 12.10. 2.00, 3.00, 4.15,5.00, 6.10 p.m.
Return—Leave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.30,
8.15, 10.40 a. m.. 1.30, 3.30, 4.10, 4.35,
5.30, 7.10 p. m.
For Yarmouth and Cousin’s Islaud, 6.00 a. m.,
2.00, 5.00 p. m.
Return—Leave Cousins’ Island and Prime's
Point for Portland, 7.20 a. m., 3.20, 6:20
p. m.
Portland for Falmoutn, 6.00, 9.15 a. m.,12.10,
2.00. 5.00, 6.10 p. m.
Return—Leave Falmouth. 5.55, 7.40, 10.15 a.
m.. 1.00. 3.40, 6.45 p. m.
For Mackworth’s Island, 7.00, 9.15 a. m., 3.00,
5.10 p. m.
Return-7.20 a.

m.,

3.30, 5.20 p.

p.

CUSTOM HOUSE

For Forest

City Landing, Peaks’ Island—
5.45, 6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12 m.,
2.15, 3.15, 5.00, 6.10. 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island—6.40, 8.00, 10.80, a.
m.f 2.15. 3.15, 5.00, 6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Island?,
Trefetlien’s, Evergreen Landing, Peak’i
Island—5.30, 6.40, 8.00, lu.30 a. m., 12 m.,
2.00. 4.20, 6.10, 7.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island—5.30.
S.UU. JLU.6U a. 111., 2.UU. 4k.2U, t>.iu p. m.
For Ma^riner’s Landing,
Long Island—
10.30 a. m., 2.00 p. ni.

m.

m.

RETURN.

6.00 p.

1,

i.ou

p.

m.

jeave Forest City Landing—6.20, 7.20, 8.30
9.30, 10.50 a. m., 1.00, 2.35, 3.45. 6.30
6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Ponce s Landing—6.05, 8.50,11.20 a
jeave
in.. 2.60, 5.10,6.60 p. ru.

Return—5.10 p. m.

Every pleasant Sunday will make a sailing
to Cousin’s Island and up the Harraseeket
River to Freeport at 1.30 p. m., stopping at
Gem Cottage one hour lor dinner.
Special arrangements for excursions can be
made with Captain of either steamer.
Unavoidable delays excepted and subject to
change without notice.

trip

E. R.

jel3dtt

FOB

ings.

£a?tport Lubec. Calais, St.John, N.3., Halifax,H.1

Summer Arrangement.
On and after July 1st, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave Kailroad Wharf,
Portland, Wednesday and
Saturday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
the above connections.
and St. John, with
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and East-

port Tuesday and Friday.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, lap* Freight received up to 4.00

p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other miormation at Company's Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
City Landing, Peaks’ Island—
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. m.. 12.15, 2,15, 3.16,
5,00 p. 111.
m.
: ^or Cushing’s Island—9.00, 10.30 a.
12.15. 2.15, 3.15, 5 00 p. m.
J 'or Little
and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefetlien’s and Evergreen Landings—
8.00. 9.00.10.30 a. rn., 12 15, 2.00, 4.20 p.
ror

Forest

ill.
i'or Ponce’s Landing, Long Island—8.00,
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
J i'or
Marriner’* Landing.
Long Island—
10.30 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager,
dtf
septs

J

1

file Five Cent Boat

J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.

MAINE STEAMSHIP GO.
NEW YORK

a

m., 2.45, 3.50. 5.20. 6.40 p. ni.
jeave Little Diamond—6.30, 7.20, 9.20 a
in., 12 m., 12.25. 3.30, 6.35. 7.16, 7.60 p. m
jeave
Great Diamond—6.25.
9.15
7.15,
11.55 a. m.. 12.30. 3.25,5.30. 7.10, 7.55 p. m
-eave Trefethen’s—6.20, 7.10. 9.10, 11.50 a
ni.. 1*2.35. 3,20, 5.25, 7.05. 8.00 p. m.
jeave Evergreen—6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a
m.. 12.40, 3.15, 5.20, 7.00, 0.05 p. m.
-eave Marriner’s Landing, I.ong Island11.30 a. m., 3.00 d. m.
Inturday night only, 9.30 p.m., for all land

NORTON, Manager.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello &ud
St. Andrews. N. B.

Cushing’s Island—7.05, 8.15, 11.05

jeave

Steamship Co.

international

ap29dci

WHARF.

Commencing Tuesday* September 3, 1885.
Week Day Time Table.

Return—Leave Diamond Island, 9.45 a. m. and
m.
tor cousin s lsiai

COi

GASGO BAY STEAMBOAT

Sunday Time Table.
For Diamond Island and Falmouth, 8.15 a. m.,
1.30 p. ro.
Return—Leave Falmouth, 9.15 a. m., and 5.30

zrr-.— FOB

DIRECT LINE.

Invigorating Sea Trip.
The steamships Manhattan and Cottag.
City leave Franklin Wharf on Tuosdaya, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pi9r38, E. R.. same davs at 6p. m.
The elegant steamer Tremout leaves Franklin Wharf at 6p. m, August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. R„ Aug. 23

Portland, evening following sailiagday.
Fare to New York one way $5.00; round trip
$8.00; to Cottage City one way $4.00; round
trip $7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.
je26dtf

PEAKS’ ISLAND.
STEAMER

ELDORADO, CaplMn Bern,

iili leave the end of Custom House
Vharf for Jones’ Landing, Peaks’ Island,
r t (i.00, 7.00, 8.00, 10.00,
11.00 a. m., 1.30,
.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.15 and 7.30 p. m.
KETlIHiV—Leave Jones’ Landing,
1 >eaks’ Island, at 6.25. 7.25, 8.25, 10.30,
] 1.30 a. m., 2.00, 3.00, 4.30,5.30,6.40, 10.15
, i.
1 m., or at close of entertainnjent.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland

8.00, 9.00, 10.00, 11.00
1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 6.00, 6.00, 7.00

m.,

Point1

Yarmouth, Prince’s
-AN»

FALMOUTH FORESIDE.
for
FalPortland ; Pier,
mouth Foreside. Prin-e’s Point and Yarmouth.
6.10
2
and
a.
in.
8
a.
at
m.,
p. m.
Royal River,
Hemming, leave Yarmouth at 10 a. m. and
3.45 p. m.
I. eave Prince’s Point at 5.40 and 10.40 a. m.,
leave

and 4.10 p. m.*
Reave Falmouth
11.05 a. m., 4.30 p.

Foreside at

5.55

Falmouth Foreside at 9.30
nt.

p.

m.

etosTonevsry weanesaay ana Miuraaj.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

rom

and

for Yarmouth and
a. m., 2.00 and 6.10

The 8 a. nt. and 2 o’clock trip week days
and the 9.30 and 2 o’clock trips Sundays from
Portland gives the public a thirty mile sail

along Falmouth, Cumberland and Yarmouth
Foreslde and luo the beautiful Royal River to
Yarmouth Village. The longest dailyexcursion
in the bay.
•Does not stop at Prince’s Point on Sunday.
Sunday trips will not run in stormy weather.

From

Steamer Santa maria
will leave wharf at Cumberland Mills for Pleasant Hill Falls via Pride’s Bridge on arrival of
cars leaving Preble street. Portland, at 9.10 a.
m. and 1.40 p. m. Returning in time to connect
with 12.30 and 5.00 p. m. cars for Portland.
Sundays on arrival of cars leaving Preble
street at 9.40 a. in., 1.10 and 4.10 p. m.
This is a fifteen mile sail on ore of the most
beautiful rivers in the world. The scenery of
which is not excelled by that of the Songo

jiylOdtf

Rtvor.

SUMMER

at 3

beyond.

„■
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf,
at 7 o’clock.
every
J, B. COYLE, Manager.

Evening

J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.

Boston,

_

From
In-

m.

Freights for the West by the Penn. B. R., and
outli by connecting lines, forwarded free ol
;1 ommlssion.
Round Trip *18.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room inoluded.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Lgent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
SO State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
i lanager,
oet22dtf
lass.

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
Tlie
(

New.

Elegant and Fast

STEAMER

SALACIA,

CAPTAIN O. C. OLIVER.
will
~kN and after Monday, July 22, 189),
( J make DAILY TRIPS as follows: Leave
at
7.3U
a.
ro„ Popham Beach
j ranklin waarf
s .30 a. m.. Squirrel island 10.16 a. m., arrlv.
Rei ng at Boothbay Harbor nt 10.45 a. m.
t inning leave Boo'hbav Harbor at 2 n. ro.,
2.15
s quirrel Island
p. ui., Popham Beach
2 .45 p. m., arriving at Portland about 6.30 p.
i., connecting with Boston and New Y'ork
s

tanners.

Connecting at Squirrel Island daily, exept Sundays, for Christmas Cove, Heron
1 slantl and Pemaquid.
□» Wednesdays, steamer will run to Ronnd
i onri. leaving Boothbay Harbor at 11 a. m.,
I letiirning leave hound Pond at I2..10 p. m.
Pond
with
( lose connection at Round
F lenmer "Silver star” for Friendship. Port
c llvde and Rockland.
During the month of August will make Daily
1 Excursions at one fare for the round trip viz:
I 'opham Beach, 75 cents; Squirrel Island and
I loothbay Harbor, $1.00. Tickets good for day
c f date only.
Will leave Portland ou Sundays at 8 a. m.
OH AM. R. LEWIS, Treas.
jlylSdtf
c

ARRANGEMENT.

Daily Line, Sundays Included.
THE NKW A\D PALATIAL STEAMERS
STATK AND
BAY
PORTLAND.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
in season
at
7
o’clock,
arriving
evening
every
for connections with earliest trains for points

Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m.

Wharf, Philadelphia,
p,
j ’ine Street
one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
s urance

-—---,

PRESUMPSCOT RIYER.

at 8.30, 9.30,
2.30, 3.30, 4.30;
jlySdtf

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

m.

Sundays—Reave Portland

p.

m.

iOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

Steamer LOUISE
will

i.

Leave Jones’ Landing
1 0.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30,
£ .30, 6.30, 7.30 p. m.

RENT; ALSO
or

Glasgow Service.
New York.

|_From

Cabin passage, Montreal service 850 and upwards. Return, 8100 and upwards. Second
tabiri. 830, Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, #45 to 866.
ria

s

A 3NT S

Montreal,

Aug. 17 I State of California Aug. 31
Laurentian Aug. 24 | State of Nebraska Sept. 11
Parisian Aug. 31 |

PORTLAND PIER

Diamond
Island, Yarmouth,
mouth and Cousin’s Island.

Quebec.

Sardinian

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT CD.,

FIRST CLASS

Law,

From

Mongolian

JAMES C. FOX

Attorney

Rain.
New York and

Great Diamond Island.

For

via

Liverpool

Allan Stato Xjxxxo.

...

je22dtf

HOSTON-Ar 1st. sells Robert Byron, ThursAda
;ou. Rockport; Florida, Whlte.Kocklaud.
Herbert. Toney, Bangor; J R
d2W*
lo; Seraph. Merriam. liurpsv.ull. Challio Stedaug28
PORTIaAND, ME.
nan, Breen, Ranesvllle.
and I hilaSid. schs Ida II Mathis, Kennebeo
lelplila; Kate McCliutock. RaHi.
interAr 2d qpii s Emma W Day, Taintor,
Mary Rogers,
132 Spring Street,
lort; Winslow Morse. Searsport; eastern
port;
drown Bangor; John B Norris
,,,,Rockland; Alice C Fox, Hop
WILL
REOPEN,
SEPT. 9.
Driscoll, Mt Detins North Haven; Florence
Sunbeam,
,ert; Petrel, Cooper. Rockland;
Kindergarten Normal Class Sept. 23.
Kennebec; Cambridge eastern port;
r Allies Lindsay. Rockland.
at 7 a m, sch Apply to
ABBY n. NOKTON,
Highland Light—Passed out
for
At 1.0 am.
13*
Mice Archer, from Portland
aug26eod2w
Spring St., Cortland,
loit-laud foi
•
j
ich Henry J Smith, front
—

Portland,

For LONG
ISLAND. CHEBEAGUE I„
HARPSWELL, BAILEY’S & OHR’S IS.: 9.00.
10.20 a. m., 2.00, 5.10 p. m. CLIFF I., 10.20
a. m.. 5.10 p. m.
HOPE I., 9.00 a. in., 2.00 u.
m.
LITTLEFIELD’S, GT. CHEBEAGUE I.,
10.20 a. ill.. 2.00, 5.10 p. m.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND. Leave ORR’S
ISLAND, 5.45, 11.00 :t. m.. 1.45, 4.00 p. m.
Lv. BAILEY’S I., 6.05, 10.46 a, in., 2.05, 3 45
p. m. Lv. SO. HARPSWELL, 6.20. 11.25 a.
Lv. GT. CHEBEAGUE,
m.. 2.20, 4.25 p. m.
8.45,11.50 a. m.. 2.45, 4.50 p. ni. Lv. CLIFF
I.. 7.10 a. in., 3.10 p. m. Lv. HOFF I.. 12.05.
5.06 p. m. Lv. LITTLE CHEBEAGUE. 7.25
Lv. LONG I.,
ft. m., 12.15, 3.25, 5.15 p. m.
7.40 a. ni., 12 30, 3.40, 5.35 p, m. Arrive
PORTLAND 8.15 a. m.. 1.00, 4.15, 6.00 p. in.

^
business are
working for the same end
All

1895, Steamers will

Leave Portland Pier,
as follows:

A
A

Royal Mail Steamers.

Montreal to

2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison halls at 11a.m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portlaun
Be sure and take the 0.10 a, m., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
J. H. HEZELTON, Prop.

Returning, leave Yarmouth at 11.15 a. m
and 4.10 p.m.
Falmouth Foreside at 12.10 a.m. and 4.30

THE 365 ISLAND ROUTE
Beginning June 24,

a

Allan Lino

On and after May 30, 18115, Steamer Sokokis
run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, in.,

will

for

augSldtf

a

of his hire.

Y
y

Memoranda.

Bath, Aug 31—At

£ The laborer
a is worthy

juillOtf

Table.

Time

for

m.

a.

Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
Islahd.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.46 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.

27 AND 39 PINE ST., NEW YORK CITY.
STATE AND JAMES STS., ALBANY.

TTh&Snrmtf

Leave Peaks at 8.30. 9.30, 10.30 a. m., 12.30
1.30. 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30. 6.30, 7.30 p. m.

“SOKOECIS.”

and 28 at 5 p. m.
Each steamer touches at Cottage City. M. V..
in each direction and are dne in New York and

Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 'a. m. for
Island,
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol

Rurl., Cedar Rapids & North. R’y,
CONS. 5 PER CENT. GOLD BONDS,

m.

and

Island.

ASPERCENl. BASIS.

Leave Portland at 9.00. 10.00, 11.00 a, m
1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 6.09, 6.00, 7.00, 8.00 p

Subject to change without notice,
jlyldtfH. B. SOULE. Manager.

Long Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful

Sell Roger Drury, Sawyer, Norfolk—Chase
Stone, Georgetown—N D Roberts.
SAILED—Barkentine Jessie McGregor, Bath,
n tow of tug L A Belknap; sell Mattie B Rusted.

Phantom will leave Freeport at 7.30 a.
Portland, touching at Cheheague, Littlejohn’s, Coii3ens’ and Bustin’s Islands. Returning
from Portland at 5.00 p.nj. Will leave Portland
for Cousens’, Littlejohn’s. Cheheague, Bustin s
BeturnIslands and Freeport at 10 00 a. m.
ing, leave Freeport at 2.30 p. rn. for Portland.

d6mos

may 18

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
a. m. for Portland, touching at So.
Bristol,
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel

Chic. Rock Island & Pacific R’y,
5 PER CENT. DEBENTURE BONDS,

Steamer JEANNETTE,

land.

STEAMER

ISLAND.

CAPTAIN C. XV. HOWARD,
will leave LONG WHARF, foot of Exchange
street, for Peak’s Island at 7,00, 8.00. 10.00
11.00a. m„ 1.30, 2.30,4.00, 6.00 6.15,7.30,
10.45 p. m.
Return—Leave Peak’s Island at 6.25. 7.25
8.26, 10.30 a. m„ 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.30, 5.30,
7.00. 10.16 p. m., or at close of entertainments.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

juuetstf

WESTERN DIVISION.
for
Trains leave Portland. Union Station,
Scarboro Crossing, 10.00a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
Pine
Point, 7.00,10.00
ni.; Scarboro Beach,
a. 111.,
3.30. 5.15.6.20. D. m.; Old Orchard
Beach, 4.05, 7.00, 8.40 10.00 a. m.. 12.20,
Bldde6.05, 6.20 p. m.
+ 1.45, 3.30. 5.3 5.
ford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. ni., 12.20,3.30,
KenneSaco,
m.;
6.20,
5.15,
p.
bunk, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m., 12.20, 3.30.
5.15, 6.05, 6.20 p. in.; Kenn chunk port, 7.00,
8.40, 10.00 a. ill., 12.20. 3.30, 6.05, 6.20 p.
111.; Wells Beach, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 3.30, 5.15
p. m.; North Berwick, Dover, 4.05, 7.00,
8.40 a. in.. 12.20. 3.30, 5.15, 6.05 p. ni.;
Somersworth, 4.05. 7.00, 8.40 a. in., 12.20,
3.13, 5.15. p. m.; Rochester. Farmington,
Alton Bay, Wolfboro. 8.40 a. m., 12.20,
3.30 p. m.; AVolfboro, Long Island, Weirs,
Alton
Center
Bay
(via
Harbor,
12.20
8.40
a.
in.,
and
steamers,)
Somersworth
ill.
(via
Worcester
p.
and Rochester,) 7.00 a. ni.; Manchester,
Concord (via Rockingham Junctiou, 7.00 a.
m., 3.30 p. m., (via Lawrence) 8.40 a. m.;
12.20 p. m.; Rockingham Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. f4.05, t7.00, t8.40 a. m.. §12.20. 3.30,
t6.05 p. m. Arrive in Boston. t7.30, tl0.15 a.
m
U2.55, §4.14. 7.30. t9.31 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00. 8.30 a. m.,

Steamer

Cleared.
Leavitt & Co.
Sch Rosa E.

Wolf’s Point and Freeport at 9.25 a. m. and
5.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at
6.20 a. m. and 1.55 for Portland.
Also will leave Portland for Mare Point at
9.25. Leave Mare Point at 1.20 p. m. for Port-

September 4, 1895.

After Monday, Sept. 8,

CENT. BASIS.

aug24

TO-

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

FALL, ARRANGEMENTS.

Kanawha & Michigan Railway,
1st MORT. 4 PER CENT. GOLD BONDS,

ON

OF

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

INVESTMENTS.

ON A 5 PER

FIVE CENT FARES

Str.
m. for

St. Louis, Alt. Si Terre Haute R.R,
1st MORT. 5 PER'ENT. GOLD BONDS,
NEWS
ON A 4 5-8 PER CENT BASIS.

MARINE

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

p.

Old people who require medicine to regulate the bowels and kidneys will find
Electric Bitters
the true remedy in
medicine does not stimulate and
This
contains no whiskey nor other intoxicant,
but acts as a tonic and alterative. It acts
mildly on the stomach and bowels, adding strength and giving tone to the
Nature
in
thereby aiding
oagans,
funcof
the
the
performance
Bitters is an excelElectric
tions.
Old
lent appetizer and aids digestion.
it
find
just
exactly what they
People
need. Price fifty eents per bottle at Geo.
M. Young’s Drug Store, 489 Congress St.
H. G. Starr, Westbrook.

a’ur.T::1! afiHeigbttid. {;;»{{f is

STEAMEBS,

June 30th will leave Port
COMMENCING
land Pier for Falmouth, Cowsens’, LittlePEAKS
john’s, Great Cheheague and Bustin’s Islands.

PULLMAN SERVICE.

_

Ron-

RAILWAY

CIIAAGF

Pal stine,

berguson.

TRUNK

GRAND

do; Copy, Pendleton, coastwise; Lizzie Lane,
Closson. New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st. sch Oliver S Barrett,
Erwin, Hath.
T
BEI.EAST-Ar 1st, sch John I, Snow, Bird,

7

Glasgow... Sep 7
Werra.New York.« Genoa.Sep 7
rrave.New York. .Bremen.Sep 7
Phoenicia.New York. .Hamburg_Sep 7
Yeendam.New York. Rotterdam.. Sep 7
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool....Sep 11
New York... .New York. .S’thainpton.Sep 11
New York. .Antwerp. ...Sep 11
Friesland
Normania-New York. S’tliampton.. Sep 12
Lucania.New' York..Liverpool....Sep 14
5.of Nebraska..New’ York. .Glasgow’.....Sep 14
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow —Sep 14
Mississippi.New York. .London.Sep 14
rouraine.New York. .Havre.Sen 14
Buffalo.New York..Hqjl ....Sep 14
Persia.New York. .Hamburg.. .Sep 14
Eulda.New York. .Bremen.Sep 14
.New York. .Rotterdam ..Sep 14
Amsterdam
Spree .New York.. Bremen.,Sep 17
Majestic.New’ York.. Liverpool... Sep 18
Paris.New

sells Addle,

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

New-

BANGOR—Sid 31st. schs Lizzie C Rich. Rich,
Neponset; Helen S Barnes, Haskell, Deer Isle;
Sea Flower, Robinson. Chelsea; s Sawyer, Stevens, Boston, Graee, Smith, do; Lillian, Grindle,

Domestic Porta.

-----U*0***a««SB*B*>

Domestic

FOR

reutonic.New York. .Liverpool. ..Sep t
3t. Louis.New York. .S’thampton..Sep ?
New York.. Antwerp
Sep 4
Kensington
Aug Victoria...New York..S’thainpton..Sep 6
Aller.New York. .Bremen
..Sep 6
Umbria.New York..Liverpool....Sep 7

96

NEW

1 in

FROM

.Toe, Millhndge; Lena Nelson,
'sin, sells
Gloucester.

Foreign Ports.

OCEAN STBAiViKki. MOVE.ilfcJ.O'S

9%
25*

New York Mining Stocks

MEATS.
Pork, long and shtcut, 14 50.
Pork, Ige and heavy hacks §13 60@$14
Pork, lean lends 16 00.
L'ougues pork, SI7: do beef §24 ^ bbL
Beef, corned. §9 60*10 50.

sxuort 600 bales.

-1??®
16%

Western Union. 94%
Jichmona & West Point.
do prfd.

Boston

LONDON. Aug. 31, 1895.—Consols 108d for
1-16d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Aug. 31. 1895.—The Cotton
market is easier: American middling at —d;
estimated sales 7,000 bales; speculation and
money and lOo

47

J. S. Express. 47
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 9%
do prfd...... 24%

do

(By Telegraph.?

129

Sugar, common.110%
rexas Pacific.12
JnionPacific.new. 15%

Quicksilver

Markets.

Jervia.New York.. Liverpool... Sep

do pfd..129
St.Paul & Omaha. 44S/8
do
St Paul. Minn. & Mann..... .116%

ire

Market*

(By Telegram*.'
AUGUST 31. 1895.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
nuiet; unchanged; sales bales, middling uplands at 8 3-iec: middling gulf 8 7-16c.
NEW ORLEANS—Tlie Cotton market to-day
was easy; middling 7 11-lGc.
CHARLESTON—The Ootton market firm;
middling 73/8C.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market is firm;
Middling 73/«c.
MOBILE—The Cotton market is auiet; middling 7%e.
MEMEHIS—The Cotton market is
quiet;
middlings 7 12-lGe.

New York

o

WHEAT.

Sept.
t jjeninj!... 6H4

Far

NEW YORK—Ar 1st, sehs a It Keene, HillsjzettH,u-no&arali Mills. Bangor; Ned
Calais; Joseph Oakes. Deer Isle;
forks island; Ilarry 0 ChesWoodruff,
Lillian
N
Seward, Kenneter, Macliias; Grace A Green.
1! Perry, and Northern
Home,
Harvest
bec:
boro. NB;
P Walker.

ark for
Ar 2d,

Friday’s quotations.

ST. LOUIS—The Flour market fo-dav was
Sept.
quiet and unchanged; patents at 3 66@3 20;
Opening. *.).0i>
extra fancy 2 9fi@3 05; fancy 2 66@2 75; ohoice
Closing. 8.95
at 2 60®2 60.
Wheat higher; Aug—c.
Corn
LAKD.
higher:
uais unchanged
Provisions—
Sept. Pork at Sept—.
July,
9 60.
Lard—prime steam at 6 YO®
5.85 5 80.
Opening.
Bacon—shoulders at 6 -4 : longs at 6 50l
o-8o
Closing.
clear ribs 0% : short clear 7.
Drv salt meats—,
Receipts—Flour 1,500 bbls; wheat 67.000
Monday—Holidy.
bush; corn 50.000 bush; oats 63.00u busli; ry«
bush.
Portland £>aily Press Stock List.
Shipments—Flour 6,100 bbls: wheat 46,300
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
corn 10,400 busli; oats lO.OOOjbush; rye
bush;
Brokers, 180 Middle street.

Coffee.

tod—I, arcs
Shore
.4
Pollock

<

Sept.

and for

CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day wa>
quiet and unchanged; prices a trifle steadier
Wheat—No 2 Spring 61s/s®ti2c; No 2 Red 61 hi
(a.016/8c. Corn—No 2 at 3614 c. Oats—No 2 a
19V4c; No 2 Rye 40c; No 2 Bariey at 42c. No 1
Flaxseed at 1 OOVaiSJL H.
Provisions—mess
pork 9 00@9 25. Laru at 5 82Vfe@5 86; shori
nb sides 5 06(555 56. Dry salted meats—shoul
ders at 6 50(a5 62Va ; short clear sides 6 25^

—

Superfine
Wheat, GO-tbs.
@80
low erodes.3 25 a3 35 Corn, car....
@49
bak] Corn. Dag lota
@53
ers.cl aud st3 60@370 Meat, bag lots..
@50
ratentBorne
Oats, car lots
28@30
YVneat... 4 00®4 251 Oats, bag lots
@1. G
oiich. str'em
Cotton Seec
roller.... 4 00.a:4 16! car lots. 00 00@25 00
clear do.. .3 76®4 OOi
bag lots 0000@22 Ou
BtLouis at'ei
I Sacked Br’r
4 00® 4 161
rooler.
car ots.*17 00,®19 5u
clear do. .3 85@4 OOi
bag lots. .»19@;21 oo
Wnt'i wheai
: Middlings.. *18@20 00
40034 25' bag ots. S2Q.a,22 00
■ patent!

Tallow quio

Dec.

&

BprlneWneat

firm.

CHICAGO—Wheat closed easy to-day at 601/*
cash, and Aug; 60-Vh !*ept.
Corn closed steady to-day at 36Vic cash auc
for Aug.
Oats closed nearly steady at 189feS}3Hc foi

9.00

_

Railroad Receipts.

31,1(1 steady. Freights
1 Quiet
and weak.

•
a

I
*3

Si

(

t\ {[doM’s {[ODto-Celtig.
3

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
.special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholio
and other excesses. Price, 10, 23 and fiO cents.
Effervescent.

C

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

151 S. Western Avenue,
Sold by all druggists.

CHICAGO.

CITY

PRESS.

TETE

GOVERNMENT.

tho extort

BRIEF

JOTTINGS.

fell down the stairway at ReA boy
form Club Hall Sunday and was badly
injured. Ho vomited blood for |somo
time.
The Maine Central men relaid the curve
Mountain division track!of the
on the
from Union Station to
Maine Central
Thompson’s pasture Sunday, and began

Street

Deering

STREET’S

MELLEN

yard

will

is

bo laid

being removed and Survey for Back Bay Sewer
the ground it
Old Buildings—A Prudent

stripe.

The bark Celina is lyingTin the stream
ready to clear for the river Platte.
was dead yesterday as on
The town
The’public offices for.tho most

Sunday.
part were closed, the stores'.were closed,
and people went to Sebago Lake, and on
other excursions out of the city.
Cumberland Farmers’ Club will
The
hold its 37th annual fair on their grounds
and
at West Cumberland September 35th
26th.
The shorthand

[department of Gray’s
College reopened Sept. 32d- All
those wishing to mako a study of shorthand and typewriting will do woll to give
the proprietors, L. A. Gray & Son, a call.
A delegation of Knights of Columbus
left this city yesterday to go to Bangor
to assist in working several degrees of
Business

the order.
Mr. John Bailey of Washington, D. C.,
is quite ill at the Jhomo of his daughter,
Mrs. Selden Connor in this city.
The’LoyalJLegion dine aUtlie Falmouth

Wednesday, Sept

4.

PERSONAL.
Bradford and daughter,
Indianapolis.
Miss Kate Bradford, of
Ind.are visiting ^friends at 288 Brackett
Mrs.

Hunter

street.
Hon fAmos I* Allen

Jof^Alfred

was

in

town yesterday.
Miss Martha Whiting Howe of Fryeburg
has been elected teacher of the Fort Fairfield kindergarten.
Among the most

Brooklyn.

Gone

to

AuthorizedCommittee.

regular September meeting

The

of

the

Government was held last evening.
the absence of Mayor Baxter, AiderAldermen Dudman Randall presided.
dy and Smith were absent.
In
the Dornmon Council, President
Faganjpresided. In the absence of Clerk

City

In

Mitchell, Councilman Nash acted as
clerk. The following were absent: Councilmen Anderson, Mannix, Kent, Pine,
Hayes, Dow, Stevens, Payson and Stover.

Several

matters of interest'came up,
most important Deing a raking over of the records of the improvements now going on on Deering street.
In July the snbject'of constructing a

one

of the

Judge Webb, District Attorney Bradbury, Marshal Donovan, Clerk Davis and
Deputy Marshal Smith, with the other
officers of the United States court, left
for Bath yesterday to hold the September
term of court.
Judge Webb drove down
in his own carriage.
Eclipse of tlie Moon.
A total eclipse of the moon, visiblo in
tonight and
this latitude, will occur
Wednesday morning, September 3rd and
4th. Moon enters shadow at 11 o’clock
and 21 minutes on the night of the 3d;
Total

total eclipse begins 0.27 in the morning
of the 4th; middle of eclipse 1.18; total
eclipse ends 2.08 ;^moon[leaves shadow 3.15.
Runaway onSFederal Street.
There was a lively runaway on Federal
street that narrowly escaped doing serious
injury. ; A horse, attached to a wagon,
took fright and made tracks for the sidein the
A man and woman were
walk
way, but something caused the horse to
take to the street again where he ran into an express wagon, taking off one of
its wheels. The two horses then ran up
the street, but were caught before further
damage was done.

I

with power) to the Commission of Public Works, wKioh is composed of members
aldermen did not
of both boards. The
with this reference, but laid the

cAeur

uu

uiatibDi

uuc

unuxua

In August the aldermen took the matter from the table and passed in concurrence the reference of the order
So the order went to the Commission
of
Public Works, and should by them
have been reported back to the city government for action by yea and nay votes,
as the rules demand.
But the Commission did not report the
Instead'the work of buildmatter back.
ing over the street was begun, as if the

passed,

had

idea

and the street is

now

torn up.
In the

had passed.
Councilman Nickerson called to the attention of the Council the fact that Deering street was already torn up and it

improvement

would be bad to stop’.work now.
Finally Councilman Dougherty’s motion was'referred to the Commission of

I

J

I

B

and surest
remedy for pains, aches and
soreness of any kind. Used
everywhere for fifty years,
and sold everywhere this

year.

quickest

Double quantity but sum. quality—
earns prios, 2ov a bottle.
See that you get the
genuine (Perry Dari* t Son) I'ain-Killer.

saying

:ho public buildings account was not enoug
jo meet outstanding bills. It was, therefore
ppted to transfer $1,000 from tho approfor a vault in the city clerk s

priation
office.
John

H. True and others petition for
of the sewer on Emery
the deepening
street between Spruce and Spring streets.
Referred to the commission of streets
ind sowers.
Curtis H.;Symonds and others petition
Eor the examination and repair of Federal street between India and Mountfort
Referred to the Commissioner
streets.

An order was passed that the Board
Works change the grade of
of Public
street so that said street may
Marion
have a safe outlet into Sheridan street.
was passed extending the
An

and

building
street,

of No. 475 Commercial
to be owne d by James H.

rear

said

McGlinchy.
The

II
||

g£

'AU Pain Goes If

cited
if any

owners of these buildings
appear Sept. 12 to show cause
why they should not be taken down.
Inspector Ward also reported that the
old shed
in the rear’of 495 Fore street
was in a dangerous condition and it was
voted that the trustees of the Brown esare

to

El

Service-

Linon the Day Abraham
Was Shot—A Boat Well-Known to

Launched
coln

Island

WAITER COREV CO.

the New

England

order was

An

People.

passed

auumu,iu8

city solictior to deposit the money tentier made by Harrio If Coe, in the course
of his proceedings
against the city, at
interest in such national bank or trust
company as the court may direct.
Mary A. Morso petitions for the removal of a tree in front of the house at No.
ISO Pleasant streot, on'the ground that
it obstructs the draught of the chimney.
Referred to the Park Commissioners.
Catherine C. Crounas was licensed as
victualler.
;The Elias

a

Thomas Co. and fourteen
Commercial street firms petition
other
that the southern side of that street, between the western side of Portland Pier,
and the eastern side of Custom House
be
Referred to

wharf,

paved

with

blooks.
of Publio

granite

Commissioner

Works.
A WHITE

It Is the

Queerest

SQUALL.

and Most Sudden

you

followed through the varying steamboat
Instead she
fortunes of thirty years.
headed for the ship channel, and soon
was seen
the Cape shore

the light sails off her as quick as you
‘Clew up
can,’ he shouted to the mate.
the royals and to'gallant sails, and boar

The

Battleship Maine,

Secretary Herbert has given

orders to

be cited to appear
cause if any why the
not bo taken down.
tate

Sept. 12 to show
building should

THE JOINT CONVENTION.
were elected as
of Lumber
Oliver McDonald, George T.
Edwards, Charles Phenix.
The resignation of Charles Howe, harbor master, was received and accepted.
As weighers
of ooal, iron and vegetables, Edgar E. Thurst-on and Patrick

Surveyors

the

will
S. Crowninshiold, who
the vessel, is well known to
our citizens, as he was for a long time
commander of this lighthouse district,
Mr.

A.

sommand

□apt. Crowningshield

is at present commanding the receiving ship Richmond,
The Maine,
stationed at Philadelphia
when commissioned, will come to Maine
for her service of plate.
Non Partisan U. C. T. U.

Convention.

The Maine Non-Partisan W. C. T. U.
invention will be held at Belfast, Sept.
17-19. A fine programme is prepared and
shore will no doubt be a good attendance.
Due fare for round trip is granted on
She Maine Central and Bangor & Aroossook railroads and their branches.

follows:

Craven

were

elected.

BACK BAY SEWER.
It was ordered that the commissioner
of streets, drains and sewers be instructed to make a preliminary "survey of the

Freeport Steamboat Line Bought by

Hr.

Baxter,
The
runs

Freeport
the

steamboat line, whioh
steamer Phantom, has been

bought by Hon. James P. Baxter, who
will operate it. The steamer now runs to
South

Freport;

but will

soon

take

ad-

vantage of the recent dredging of the
Harriseekit river and run up to Freeport

village.

were

headed—along

never

deceived, you

disappointed in
Blanket purchases here.

were

never

your
We tell you the truth concerning
the materials and the size.
The size is advertised in actual
inches, the weight in pounds and

for the ocean highway.
The old craft had in truth bidden farewell to Portland, and to the thousands
of people who she has borne on trips of
or business in this.harbor.
Forest City was formerly the
Gazelle. She was built in 1865 by William Curtis in tho old Curtis yard on the
She was
eastern shore of the
city.
launched the very day that Abraham Lincoln was shot.
Mr. Isaiah Daniels, the
well known steamboat man who manages the Harpswell line, was one of those
on board when she slid into the water
“I remember,”
he says, “that one of

pleasure
The

ounces.

IF

YOU see the Lettuce,—and
the dressing,—you say confidently “There’ll be' salad soon.”

I

BLANKET Salad in our
House Furnishing Department is hinted at by the ingredients in our east and west win-

ing

dows.

THE

pointed out to him that we were flya
signal of distress, and I remember
tho nervous alaority with which.he pulled

steamer has had several owners,
Tho
and has been lengthened once or twice.
Her name was ohanged to Forest City,
also. Mr. John B. Curtis has owned her
for fifteen years or more.
The Forest City was built for the island
In the early days there were no
travel.
United States inspectors to trouble, and
all the passengers who could pile themselves on board were taken.
An old steamboat man said yesterday
her thirty
that the Forest City, in

THE west window first,
the up street one.
This window is decorated
from floor to dome with seasonable
Blankets; white, tan, gray, with
value
fancy borders; weight, 4 pounds 10
ounces; 76 inches long, 64 inches

TAKE

Our Special This Week.
This Rocker at $10.00 is without doubt the greatest
ever offered in this city.

Oak, Highly Polished, Elaborately

It is made of Selected

Carved and has three cushions made from a very fine quality Silk
These
Plnsh. We have only one dozen to be sold at this price.
Rockers have been considered cheap at $12.00.
In our Fail line of Rockers we have 150 New Patterns.
Prices from $1.00 to $50.00.

years of service must.have carried 750,000
or a million passengers.
The Forest City has been sold^to the
parties wilt) run the City of Waterville
on the Saco
River, of whioh William A.
Roberta is manager.
Tho Forest City was not the first of the
island steamers. Some of the older citiMr. Danzens remember the 'Antelope.
iels came into the harbor as a boy on a
coaster in 1851, and remembers that a

from tho large Boston boat Forest
City, which was towed away several
months ago to be broken up.

guished

HELD UP BY A
Tlie

TRAMP.

Experience of Two Chelsea Eads Near
Eewiston.

The

The schooner Mary Hagan brought
23 swordiish to John Loveitt Monday.
Also the Fanny Hayden
brought 30,000
pounds of mixed fish, and the Hover’s
Bride 10,000 pounds.

Are like Fire.

They

are

Cood Servants
But make

Poor Masters
To keep your Nerves
steady,
Your Head clear,
Build up your Strength,

Sharpen your Appetite,
You must have

The Best Medicine to Vitalize
and Enrich the Blood, is

Hood's
Sarsaparilla

28

aug3eod3t

FREE

Hood’s Pills
S

the Public

STREET.

beds.

69 cts.

THE PILE of Blankets
the left—as you look into
white
the
window—the
clean,
76x66
inches
measure
in
fluffly ones,
size. They weigh 6 pounds and 4
You’ll be surounces to the pair,
the price of
be
told
that
to
prised
these superior Blankets is but $1.25

FIRST,

MAINE EPWORTH LEAGUE.

THE FAIRS.

This is the Season

of

Agricultural

Trots—Dates of

Horse

Programme for the Third Annual Convention at Westbrook.

Events.

The Buxton and Hollis Fair will begin
today and last three days.
The Windham Hill Fair begins today
and lasts two days.
Baldwin and Sebago Lake View Park

The third annual convention of the
Maine Epworth League will be held with
Methodist
Pendextor chapter at the
Wednesday and
Westbrook,
church,

Following
Thursday Sept. 11 and 12.
the official programme.
Association, at East Sebago, October 8th,
Wednesday, 2.30.—Praise service conducted by Rev. J. R. Clifford.
9th and 10th.
3.00— Addresses of welcome by Rev. C.
Cumberland County Agricultural and
C. Phelan and Mayor Cutter.
Response
Horticultural Society, at Narraganset by Pres. Ira G Hersey.
4.00— Address “Bible Study” by Rev.
Park, Gorham, September 10th, 11th, 13th
J. M. Frost, Bangor.
ard 13th.
Agricultural Society, at
Hartland, September 10th. 11th and 13th.
East
East Eddington Farmers’ Club, at
Eddington, October 1st and 3nd.
East Somerset

Franklin County Agricultural Society,
at Farmington, September 17th, 18th and
19th.
Konnebeo
Agricultural Society, at
Readfleld, September 17th, 18th and
19th.

is

4.30— Business.
Appointment of committees J
7.15— Praise service conducted by Rev.
J. R. Clifford; reading by Miss Lucy
Greenlaw of Westbrook; song by Miss
Winnie Pillsbury, of Biddoford.
7.45— Address ‘‘Three Views of the Epworth League,” Rev. H. E Foss, of Bangor.

Thursday, 8.30—Praise service.
9.00—Address, “Man’s Ability to Believe in Something,” by Rev. A. F.
Conference
Chase of the East Maine

Hancook County Fair Association, at seminary.
9..45—Address, “Wasted Energy," by
Wyman Park, ^Ellsworth, September 10th, Rev.
C. S. Cummings of Augusta.
11th and 13th.
Maine State Pomological Society, with
the State Agricultural Society at Lewis-

11.00— Business.

Reports. Election

of officers. Miscellane-

ous.

a

pair.
Fink, yellow and blue borders.

PILE of Ijlankets -on your
right, in the window, are
elegant all wool (warp and

THE

Blankets.
Pink, yellow and blue borders.
As clean as new snow. Measure
79 inches long, 72 inches wide.

filling

Soft,

warm,

$5.50

fluffy.

a

pair.

these you’ll
other Blankets worth
your notice.
49 cts.
White, 76x64 inches,

COMPANIONING
see

These have fancy borders.

Gray—a

graduated

clean

gray—with bright
89 cts.

borders,

1.15— Praise service.
ton.
You’ve bought hundreds of pairs of this same
1.30— Address, “Individual Responsiline of Blankets of us at $1.25 a pair, and got
Maine State Agricultural Society, on
bility,” by Rev. W. F. Berry of Water- your
money’s worth, too.
their grounds at Lewiston,
September ville.
2.15— Address, “Waiting for the Perfect
Blankets at $2.25,2.69, 3.50, 4.25,
3d, 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th.
Man,” Rev. S. T. Westhofer of Bath.
North
Aroostook
Agricultural and
“Christian
2.45— Address,
Service,” 5.00.
Horticultural Society, at Presque Isle, Rev. E. S. Stackpole of Auburn..
Autumn Blanket busi«
Our
“The
Man,"
Address.
Average
3.30—
and
13th.
September 10th, 11th
Rev. C. W. Barsons, Portland
ness is in full
o.'Muriiu cumuBnauu Agriuiiuiurai oocieijy
B 7.15—Praise service. i^iano solo, Miss
at Harrison, September
24th, 25th and Grace Emery of ?Biddeford: song, Miss
26th.
Carrie E. Miller of Lewiston.
“Young
People and
7.45—Address,
North Knox, September 24th, 25th and
Amusements,” by Rev.. C. L. Goodell of
26th.
Boston.
North Washington County Agricultural
sept2d2t
In City Hall.
Society, at Princeton, August 27th, 28th

early

swing.

IJ.

Penobscot County Agricultural Sooiety,
at Old Town, October 1st, 2d and 3d.
Oxford County Agricultural Society,
at Paris September 17th, 18th and 19th.
Pittston ; Agricultural and Trotting
East
Park Association, at
Pittston,
September 10th, 11th and 12th.
Sandy River Agricultural Society, at
Starks, October 1st.
Scarboro and Cape Elizabeth Farmers’
Association, at Pleasant Hill, Scarboro,

September

17th and 18th.

Somerset Control Agricultural Society,
at Skowhegan, September 17th, 18th and

exhibits that were left in City
the band concerts with the
wonderful feats of the triok dog Jack,
>
drew excellent audiences to the fair yes!* terday and Superintended Dennison
he counted up the box office
smiled as

County
Agricultural
Washington
Society at Pombroke, September 25th and
28th.

Washington

Town

Fair, October 1st,

3d.
and

Penobscot Agricultural
Waldo
Society, at Monroe, September 10th, 11th
and 12th.
At Denver, Col. O. B.

Hackenburger,

an

unattached

Eye. twenty-five

mile

_

R. LIBBY.

The

J Hall,

and

The weather today
is likely to
bo Fair.

receipts.

SOUTH PORTLAND,
of Portland and Fort
The Federals
soldiers played quite an exciting game
the
Willard
yesterday afternoon on
zrounds. Perhaps one of the leading features of the game was the umpiring of

Sagadahoc Agricultural and Horticul- Soule, who, when the oolored batsman
Topsham, October 8bh,
stepped to the plate, playfully announced

tural Sooiety, at
9th and 10th.

the
wheelman, won
road raoe yesterday,
establishing a world’s record, j.jjne 1
«we all liver Ills, bilious.
The record
hour, 4 minutes, 47 seconds.
ness, headache. 25c.
heretofore was 1 hour, 10 seconds,

Prominently in

ding,

Blankets these for
Good for
fall
table, for
for wrappers, better still for

ironing
early
EXCELLENT
dining-table pad-

on

2nd and

The One True Blood Purifier

69 Cts.

pair,

of
blanket
pair
FREAKS fill the frontcenter of our east window
The blankets are correct, it’s the
price that’s the freak.

Reliable House Furnishers and Manufacturers,

19th.

Pure Rich Blood

a

WAITER COREY CO, A

and 29th.

erves

wide.
Price for

Surely the fprlce-latch-string of our Blanket
department pulls easily.

the Ocean.

fair a day as you ever put eyes on.
[ was at the wheel, and we were bowling
along under a nice, pretty sailing breeze.
There wasn’t a cloud to be seen, unless
a little white vapor far off could be called
All of a sudden the captain
a cloud.
‘Oet all
came piling up out of his cabin.

buy.

YOU

tiny steamer came alongside and offered
to tow them, much to the surprise of the
Thing

was as

Lot-

a

And yet, buying Blankets is much the same
unless you have confidence in him of whom

City move away from the dock in an
unwonted splendor of decorations. Bunting was flying all over her, and the old,
familiar oraft never appeared more gay.
B^ when she; passed Bug Light she
did not take the old, familiar course to
Peaks’ Island—the course that she has

coaster’s captain. This was the Antelope.
Then there was the old barge Comfort,
which was towed by the tugs Tigor and
Then there were various
Sam.
“A white'squall, did I ever see one? I Uncle
should say I had,” said an old sailor in other steamers that ran for longer or
the Barge Office the other day. “We were shorter periods in the olden time.
Forest
This
between here and the West Indies, and it
City should bo distinon

“Will you buy
“No!!”

Those'around tho harbor early Monday
morning saw the old’island steamer For-

Sands.

Fair.

J. R, LIBBY.

tery Ticket ?”

down the flag and set it over.”
But in
spite of this ill-omemed event
has
thanks of the City Council to the mem- at the launching, the Forest City
She was
bers of the respective committee on the had a successful experience.
now the boat
and run by Horatio
Cook,
part of the City Council to receive
F.
entertain visitors
during the week of builder on Portland Pier, and Cyrus

have

recommends their removal:
building rear of No. 41 Cros3
street, John t C. Small agent; wooden

II

Island

order]

feet,

Wooden

[|j|

the

Sunday morning boat from Boston brought to Portland two lads, Joseph
a hand lively boys
‘What’s the matter with the old man Finocohiaro, aged 17, and Joseph Lawlor,
now?’ said the sailors, as they looked aged 15, belonging in Chelsoa. The boys
MERRY-GO-ROUND MUST MOVE.
the horizon and saw nothing but yesterday appeared at the police station
At the preceding meeting the aldermen around
in this city and claimed that they left
and the clear sky.
sunshine
had licensed a merry-go-round on Port“Nevertheless all hands turned to get- Chelsea for a little fishing and gunning
land street at the foot of Mellen street.
The captain took trip in Maine. They had with them a gun
in the light sails.
time
Some
ago the residents of that ting
Of and revolver.
Tho gun had'been taken
the wheel and sent mo to assist.
a
region protested against merry-go-round
it
was a piece of apart for 'convenience in’oarrying.
all
we
Thoy
course
thought
in that place and a licen se was refused.
but we worked with a will thought they would go to Lewiston first.
But at the recent meeting the city fath- foolishness,
told us to.
They rooted it towards man ciry ana
the license slipped because the Captain
ers
nodded, and
we had no sooDer got those sails when they reached a piece of woods, about
“Well,
man
has
The
merry-go-round
through.
in than it struck. Right out of the clear ten miles this side of Lewiston a tramr
already erected his delightful machine,
told them tc
It tore our came out of the bushes,
an awful gale.
down forthwith, sky came
but he must take it
mainsail and other sails to ribbons hold up their hands, took the cylindei
as
the city fathers last evening revoked great
It came ‘but end from the revolver, robbed them of $1.50,
than a flash.
the license and direoted the city marshal quicker
all the money they had, two shirts, and
as the sailors say.
to,
to see that the machine is moved forth“How did the captain know it was a pair of stockings, which were in theii
with.
coming? Why, he was in his cabin and gripsack. The lads say they didn’t dare
NEW BUILDINGS.
happened to see his glass go down to mako a fuss as they could hear quite
Petitions for leave to erect new wood- suddenly.
That meant something; and a party of the tramps’ companions whisten (buildings
were received and referred ho hustled on deck.
A good captain ling and singing in tho woods near by.
as follows:
watches and his barometer as a cat After they were robbed they had seen
Of J. H. Wolf, a wooden'one-story shed watches a mouso.
all of sporting life they desired, and reat rear of No. 467 Fore street.
“That is the only white squall I ever traced their steps to Portland.
Of John L. Brackett, a two-story wood- saw. I don’t want to got caught out in
Fish Arrivals*
en building at the foot of Hanover street,
one with a small boat.”
Public Works.
In the upper board the matter was laid
on the table.

cident,

Killer ||
The

its next annual convention in Portland.
for tho discontinuance of
The order
:‘C” street was presented and passed.
Auditor Charles F. Tobie sent a comthat the balanco of
munication

battleship Main made ready as
OLD BUILDINGS.
soon as possible, and has detailed Captain
Inspector of Buildings J. G. Ward re- Crowningshield to her command. The
ports that he considers the following Maine will join Admiral Bunco’s squadbuildings unsafe both as to fire and ac- ron.

[Pain-

iu

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS._>

alongside the sidewalk on Deering of Public Works.
was brought up in the Common
Mr. John Chisholm petitions for a sowCouncil, and an Jorder was introduced ar in Moody streot from Morning street her dook hands was a very nervous man.
authorizing the work. IThis order was to the Eastern Promenade. Referred to In hoisting the ensign he got the union
not passed, but was referred (but not the Commissioner of Public Works.
down, and the flag was hoisted that way.

street.

■

ordered that tho Mayor be reextend an invitation to tho
American Forestry Association to hold
to

street

to be used as a mill.
Of Wm. H. Sargent, an'addition to
dwelling at Nos. 180-14 Cumberland

I

Thirty Tears

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

est

lawn

35x8a

of insects, reptiles, dogs and
cats,—also the stings of
bees and wasps—should be
instantly treated with

Portland People

Monday Morning.

the

Peter S. Nickerson.

quested

begun because someone had said that the
city clerk had said that the order for the

Bath.

to

MISCELLANEOUS.

Common Council last evening
appreciative
matter was brought up. Among
the
last
Fair
Friday those who debated it was Councilman
at the New England
was Mr. William Woodford of Woodfords
Dougherty, who said that these parties
Corner, who is ninety-three years old.
have given the city government a direct
Charles F. Libby has returned
Hon.
slap in the faoe. They have gone ahead
Naof
the
to
the
meetings
from his visit
on this work without an appropriation
tional Bar Association at Detroit
and the city should not be held to pay
Consul General Ingraham left yester- for the work. 2 There are plenty of places
day for^Boston, where he will take steam- in'this oity to spend money, besides Deerer for his post at Halifax.
ing street, which is one of the best streets
The following are at the Falmouth: in the
city.
Babson of Foxcroft, A. C. Adsot
G.
Counoilman
Usley said the best way
and party cf Grand^Rapids, Mrs. J. B. seemd to be, as the chair had suggested,
N.
R.
of
Chicago,
Boggs and family,
to have the Commission of Public Works
Knowlton of Farmington, 1M.JC. Holman before the board to explain. If there was
of Farmington, F. E. Timberlake of blame it was with the Commission of
Phillips, C. R. Cross and family of Bos- Public Works, which is composed of memton, D. M. Kilgon and party, E. A. bers of both branches of this city governHemenway, J. H. Dana and wife, Bos- ment.
ton, Mrs. H. L. Barnes. Miss Hale, Miss
Councilman Dougherty said that there
C. M. Hale of Philadelphia; A. A. Pitt had been several schemes to get consent
and family, E. N. Hector,and wife of for the
Deering street improvement, but
Sawyer and wife of
Montreal; E. H.
they had failed. Now the work had been
visitors

amount of $255,
tnd have an unexpended balance of $245.
l'he members of this wise and prudent
Z. Thomson, F. W.
jommittee Bare!
Little, D. F. Nash, C. J. McDonald and
bills

It was

[over

I The hull oflthe tug James Sampson has
been painted a lovely yellow,with a black

report

all

ROUND MUST GO,

occupied.

on

MERRY-GO-

She Bade Farewell to

COMMITTEE.

see to the
committee to
mtertainment of the; National Educathat they have
tional Association

paid

Raked Over.

the work of raising the Rochester bridge
over Portland street.
the Eastern
The carpenter shop in

Railroad

Improvements

for that purpose.

special

The

tracks

employed

A PRUDENT

NEW

OLD FOREST CITY.

location of the Back Bay sower according to the recommendation reported by

the game called on account of darkness,
l'he pitching of both sides was first class
ind called forth many a howl of approval
from the crowd. The score was 13 to 18
in favor of the soldiers.
The O. U I. Club held their annual
at Simonton’s Cove Labor Day.
Miss Alice Broughton is entertaining
visitors from New York.
Quite a large number of people attendid the pionlo at Sebago Lake yesterday.

Sept. 3,1895.

regular

OURday Bargain

MonSale

begins this Tues.
day morning.
Thirty-eight great de.
partment offerings.
Every

one

worth

com-

ing for.

OWEN,

MjOORE

& CO.

picnio

HOOD'S

PILLS

cure

Liver

Ills,

Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,

A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

t
iff. c„ iff. a.
THE regular monthly meeting of the Maine
1
Charitable Mechanic Association will b«
held at Library Room. Mechanics’ Hall,
THURSDAY EVENING. Sept. 5th. at 7.30.
GEO. A. HARMON
Sept3d3t

